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Ruth S. Astle
Foreword
"Democracy is good. I say this because other systems are worse."J

There are some assumptions that go into this dissertation. There is an
assumption that Democracy is a positive institution; the Rule of Law is good; Judicial
Review is essential to a functioning democracy; and the Independence of the
Judiciary is required for a fully functioning democracy. The Government must obey
the law and all persons have the obligation to respect and obey the law provided the
law is democratically instituted. Fairness is good and determined by an unbiased and
independent application of the law. Liberal Constitutionalism is good and leads to a
fair and impartial judiciary.

The philosophical concepts of the Age of Reason are the underpinnings of the
ideas of fairness, impartiality, and independence that are advocated in this
dissertati on.

While other concepts are recognized and respected, the policy
recommendations and concerns in this dissertation are based on the Western
principals of ethics, integrity and the rule of law.

1

Nehru, Jawaharlal, The New York Times, January 25, 1961 - Indian statesman and First Prime Minister
(1947 -1964). He was educated in England and became a lawyer.
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Integrity and Ethics in Western Adjudicatory Systems
Toward a Standard

Introduction:
"We hold these truths to be sacred and undeniable; that all men are created
equal and independent, that from that equal creation they derive rights inherent
and inalienable, among which are the preservation of life, liberty, and the
pursuit ofhappiness.,,2

As a global community comes closer to a reality in which there is an
international rule oflaw, a borderless standard of ethics and integrity in adjudication
must be developed. Since the beginning of structured adjudication of disputes, ethics
and integrity have been an integral part of the process. Even in biblical law, ethics
and integrity are emphasized3• Now, that many legal disputes, especially in the
commercial arena including business and trade disputes, are being adjudicated
between and among many different states and individuals from many different states,
with many different formal and informal adjudicatory systems, the need for ethics and
integrity in those systems is essential for the world community to have confidence in
the adjudicatory outcome. Those engaged in multi-national business and trade want
to be sure that disputes will be fairly and impartially judged. This document will
discuss the essential elements in designing and evaluating an adjudication system that
2

Thomas Jefferson 1743 - 1826 Rough Draft of the American Declaration ofIndependence, in J. P. Boyd
et al. Papers of Thomas Jefferson vol. 1 (1950), p 423.
3

Moses acted as an inspired lawgiver and judge ofIsrael (Exodus 18:13). In the time of the elders of the
Hebrew people became the "judges". In the book of Judges, the title: Shophitim is applied to the leaders of
Is~ael, and would seem to indicate that their right to judge was given as divine (Judges 10:2,3). The Holy
BIble, Revised Standard Version, 1962, World Publishing Company, 1 Kings 3:16 to 3:27.
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will promote ethical conduct and integrity in both the system and in the individuals
that adjudicate, administer and use the system. If we go forward without an
agreement on what is necessary to assure ethical conduct, world citizens can not be
assured that their rights will be protected. Corruption and decay clearly undermine
the confidence of the world community when a system of adjudication cannot assure
its participants that judgments reached are free of such negative elements. Ethics and
integrity are fundamental to the concept of fair judgment. Ultimately, faith and trust
in adjudication promotes world peace and free commerce.

The Copenhagen criteria4 are the rules created by the European Union that
establish whether or not a nation is eligible to join the European Union. The criteria
require that a state have institutions to preserve democracy, human rights, a market
economy and that these institutions are sustained by the rule oflaw. 5 The rule oflaw
sets forth the criteria that governmental authority may only be exercised through
written laws that are adopted through an established procedure so that there are no
arbitrary actions or rulings in individual cases. In order to satisfy this requirement, a
number of central European states have had to drastically change their judicial
procedures. They have had to make governmental actions public and introduce
accessible appeal procedures 6 •

4

5

These membership criteria are a result of the June 1993 European Council in Copenhagen, Denmark.
From the Copenhagen Presidency conclusions, June 1993.

Constitutional Amendment re: Judiciary, Parliament and Financial Decentralization in Bulgaria
September 21, 2006 www.govemment.bg. Candidate county Macedonia reported on February 12,2008
that 46 newly elected judges were sworn in. The Court Council elected the new judges to build a judicial

6

6

At the Madrid European Council, December 1995, the European Union agreed
that membership criteria also must include the integration through the adjustment of
the state seeking accession of its administrative structures so that the requirements of
membership are effectively implemented through appropriate administrative and
judicial structures.

While using the European Union Copenhagen criteria as a starting point, the
elements of integrity and ethics discussed here should serve as a basis for any
adjudicatory system that seeks to have the confidence of the world community as well
as the confidence of those who are subject to it.

sy~te~ of judges that are independent, accountable and aimed at realizing civic rights and freedoms. The
~ntena for electing these judges was that they would act legally, conscientiously, and honestly. This action
IS a herald of European judiciary in Macedonia toward NATO and ED accession and aimed to overcome
the long procedures and court proceedings that existed in the past.
WWw.vlada.mkIenglishlNews/February200S/ei2-2-200S.htm.
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Definitions:

Many concepts and words are associated with the ethical conduct of judges
and what makes a good judge. Words such as patience, tolerance, respect and
temperance are often used. Sometimes words like accuracy, informed, mature and
analytical are also used. But the words most often associated with judges are: ethics
and integrity.

Ethics:

Ethics is generally defined as the principal of right or good conduct, or a body of such
principles. It is the study of the general nature of morals and of the specific moral
choices to be made by the individual in his relationship with others; the philosophy of
morals ... The moral sciences as a whole including moral philosophy and customary,
civil and religious law. Ethic is any set of moral principles or values. Ethical is
generally defined as: in accordance with accepted principles of right and wrong
governing the conduct of a group. 7 The word is derived from the Greek ethikelethos,
meaning moral custom. In Latin, ethica and ethice, had the same meaning. 8

7

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, William Morris, Editor, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston.
8

Ibid.

8

The legal definition of ethics9 is: usages and customs among members of the
legal profession, involving their moral and professional duties toward one another,
toward clients and toward the courts; that branch of moral science which treats the
duties which a member of the legal profession owes to the public, to the court, to his
professional brethren and to his client. 10 What is generally called the "ethics" of the
[legal] profession is [created] by consensus of expert opinion as to necessity of
professional standards. II

Integrity:

Integrity is the rigid adherence to a code of behavior; probity. A synonym is
honesty. The word is derived from the Latin, integritas, completeness, purity.12

The legal definition of integrity 13 is: soundness of moral principle and
character, as shown by one person dealing with others in the making and performance
of contracts, and fidelity and honesty in the discharge of trusts; it is synonymous with
probity, honesty and uprightness. 14

9

Black's Law Dictionary, Revised Fourth Edition, West Publishing Co. St. Paul, Minn. at pages 1039 and
1040.
10

1\

12
13

14

Kraushaar v. La Vin, 42 N.Y.S. 2d 857, 859.
Cherry v. Board a/Regents a/University a/State a/New York, 289 N.Y. 148.
Black's Law Dictionary at pages 653 and 654.
Id., at page 947.

In re Bauquier's Estate, 88 Cal. 302; In re Gordon's Estate, 142 Cal. 125

9

Democracy

Democracy was born in Greece in about the 5th Century BCE. The dictionary
definition is government by the people, where the supreme power is vested in the
people or the people's representatives (representative democracy) selected under a
free electoral system. Modernly, with the complexity of society, direct democracy
where everyone has the opportunity to participate directly in the process is no longer
viable. Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg address is often quoted to define democracy
as a government "of the people, by the people and for the people. Democracy has
been described as the institutionalization of freedom. Modern democracy includes
constitutional government, civil and human rights, and equality and due process
before the law. The majority rules with legal limits to protect the minority.

Constitutionalism

Constitutionalism is key to a fair, impartial and reliable judicial system.
Constitutionalism requires a written document of law by which a nation's citizens
agree to live l5 • The structure of a Democratic Constitution requires an accountable

IS

. Actually, the United Kingdom does not have an integrated written constitution, however, it is agreed that
It has a constitutional Government. The documents that make up the constitutional government include the
~agna Carta (1215), Bill of Rights (1689), and the Act of Settlement (1701). See Satori, Giovanni (1987)
e Theory of Democracy Revisited, Chatham, New Jersey, Chatham House.
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government with limits on its power. Giovanni Satori (1987)16 and Louis Henkins

(1996)17, both recent scholars discussing liberal constitutionalism include judicial
(constitutional) review and an independent judiciary as requirements for a democratic
government.

An independent judiciary allows citizens to challenge laws or

government actions that are not in accord with the constitution and affords remedies
to citizens. In the United States, Marbury v. Madison (1803) 5 U.S. 137 established
the supreme court's right to judicial review of congressional action based on
constitutional requirements of separation of powers.

Civil Law Legal System

The Civil Law Legal System is the predominant system of law in the world. It
is prevalent in most of Europe (including Spain), Central and South America, parts of
Asia and Africa. In the United States, Louisiana, and in Canada, Quebec, are civil
law jurisdictions. Civil law primarily involves deductive reasoning l8 • It starts with
abstract rules and codes and judges must apply these abstract rules and codes to the
various cases before them. 19

16

Ibid. Satori, Giovanni, The Theory of Democracy Revisited.

Henkin, Louis, Foreign Affairs and the United States Constitution (1996) 2 nd Edition Oxford and
Clarendon Press, New York.
17

.
Deductlve
reasoning is defined as "the process of reasoning that starts from statements accepted as true
and applied to a new situation to reach a conclusion. mdkI2.org/instruction.
18

19

~pple, James G., Chief, Interjudicial Affairs Office, Federal Judicial Center and Deyling, Robert P.,
JsUdlclal Fellow, Administrative Office of the United State Courts (1994-1995) a Primer on the Civil-Law
ystem.
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The roots of the Civil Law Legal System are in Roman law, Canon law and the
ideas of the Enlightenment. 2o In the

17th

and 18th centuries, the civil law system was

based on expressions ofhumanism21 , naturallaw22 , democracy and the rule oflaw.
As the concept of the nation-state developed, so did a need for certainty, and unity in
the law. The need for certainty was influenced by a mercantile society that required a
rational approach to organization and structure of the law.23 The French Napoleonic
Code (code civil)24, the German Code (Burgerliches Gestzbuch of 1900), and the
Swiss Codes were the most influential forms of the civil law systems.

Civil Law Legal Systems are inquisitionaf 5 (not adversarial). The judge has
the role of supervising the collection of evidence, which is primarily submitted in
writing. There are no civil juries, so the judge is the finder of fact. 26 Civil Law
judges do not interpret the law, they follow predetermined legal rules.27

20

Ibid.

Humanism as a philosophy grew up in 16th Century Italy and France with an emphasis on rational
thought and the potential for individual achievement. Cambridge Encyclopedia edited by David Crystal,
Cambridge University Press.
21

Natural law is the law which prescribes how people ought to behave, the source of which is supposed to
be nature itself, independent of and superior to human legislation.

22

23

24

Id., at page 14
Ibid. The comparable code in Spain is the Codigo Civil.

2S An inquisitorial system is a legal system where the court or part of the court is actively involved in
determining the facts of the case as opposed to an adversarial system where the role of the court is solely
that of an impartial referee between parties. en. wikipedia.com.
26

27

Id., at pages 26,27, and 28.
Id., at page 6.
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Judges in civil law systems are part of civil service. Service as a judge is
selected as a career with attendance at a special training institution?8 Civil law judges
(generally) study law at a faculty of law following graduation from High School with
no intermediate education in liberal arts and no exposure to other subjects taught as
University.29

The civil law system divides that law into "public" and "private" law. Public
law is the effectuation of public interest by state action and usually includes
3o

Constitutional law, Administrative law and Penal (criminal) law • Private law is the
enforcement of private rights including property rights, contracts between individuals,
and the rights of successors.

Common Law Legal System

If the Civil Law Legal System can be called science, then the Common Law
Legal System can be called an art. The Common Law Legal System is the legal
system in the United Kingdom, United States Federal Law and all states except
Louisiana, Canadian Federal Law and all provinces except Quebec, New Zealand,

28
29

30

Id., at page 37.
Id., at page 38.
John H. Merryman, The Civil Law Tradition p 92 (2 nd edition 1985).

13

Australia (both federal and individual states), South Africa, and India.

3l

The

Common Law Legal System involves inductive reasoni ng 32. A decision in a case
currently pending depends on decisions in previous cases and affects the law to be
applied in future cases. 33 When there is no authoritative statement of the law,
common law judges have the authority and duty to "make" law by creating precedent.
The body of precedent is called "common law" and it binds future decisions.

34

This

concept is called stare decisis. 35 Of course, in actuality, the common law legal system
is more complex with applicable statutory law, constitutional law, and regulatory law
coming into play.

The common law legal system is rooted in custom and developed before
written law. Common law judges rely on precedent to create legal norms. Sometimes

31

en.wl'k'Ipe d'la.org.

Inductive reasoning is defined as "a type of thinking in which we begin with example(s) and move to a
rule in order to come to a conclusion. www.edsnet.na.

32

33

E'
. to Common Law Lexnet.bravepages.com.
nc Eng Ie, IntroductIOn

34

en.wikipedia.org.

35

Stare decisis is from the Latin for "to stand by that which is decided." Lectlaw.com An appeal court's
panel is "bound by decision of prior panels unless an en banc decision, supreme court decision, or
th
s~bsequent legislation undermines those decisions." United States v. Washington, 872 F.2d 874, 880 (9
C~. 1989). However, the doctrine of stare decisis does not prevent reexamining and, if need be, overruling
pnor decisions, "It is ... a fundamental jurisprudential policy that prior applicable precedent usually must
be followed even though the case, if considered anew, might be decided differently by the current justices.
Th~s policy ... 'is based on the assumption that certainty, predictability, and stability in the law are the
maJ~r objectives of the legal system; i.e., that parties should be able to regulate their conduct and enter into
relatIOnships with reasonable assurance of the governing rules of law.' " (Moradi-Shalal v. Fireman's Fund
Ins. Companies (1988) 46 Ca13d 287, 296). A party urging overruling a precedent faces an onerous task.
S~me factors that dictate how onerous include the age of the precedent, the nature and extent of public and
pnvate reliance on it, and its consistency or inconsistency with other related rules oflaw.

14

statutes embody the rules developed through the judicial decision-making process.

36

Cases are reported and inductive reasoning is used to apply the "rule of the case" to
the matter pending. The jury system was influential in creating the common law
system. The right to a jury trial was immortalized in the Magna Carta in 1215.

37

The

inn of court38 grew up as an institution to train lawyers in the art of adversary practice
and advocacy.

39

Common law judges are selected as part of a political process for a specific
judicial post and their position is for life or for a specific term with no system of
advancement to higher courts as a reward for service. Common law is studied as a
post graduate subject for a specific degree that allows the person to practice law.

4o

The common law judge grabs for the case book, the civil law judge grabs for
the code book. The common law judge searches for a creative answer deciding which

Dainow, Joseph, The Civil Law and the Common Law: Some Pointes of Comparison 15 Am 1. Comp
Law 419 (66-67).

36

37

Apple, James G., Chief, Interjudicial Affairs Office, Federal Judicial Center and Deyling, Robert P.,
Judicial Fellow, Administrative Office of the United State Courts (1994-1995) a Primer on the Civil-Law
System. P.33.
38

The Inns of Court are the professional associations to which every English barrister (and those judges
who were formerly barristers) must belong. They have supervisory and disciplinary functions over their
members. Each Inn of Court is a self-contained precinct within London, where barristers traditionally train
and practice. Each Inn trains students to become barristers. There are four basic Inns of Court, Schools of
La,,:: Lincoln's Inn, Middle Temple, Gray's Inn, and Inner Temple. In the 1970's United States Chief
Justice Warren Burger let a movement to create Inns of Court in the United States. The United States Inns
o~ Court are groups of judges, practicing attorneys, law professors, and students who meet regularly to
diSCUSS and debate issues relating to legal ethics and professionalism. en. wikipedia.org.
39

Apple, James G., Id., at page 34.

40

Id., at page 36 ..

15

precedents to apply to the specific facts in a case;41 the civil law judge applies the law
as codified.

41
42

42

Id., at page 37.
Id., at page 36-37.
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Contents
This document will cover the following topics:

1.

An historical analysis and overview of western philosophical and political

thought will introduce the problems and issues in the area of ethics and integrity in
adjudication of disputes.

II.

An analysis of what exists now through the examination of the existing

literature in this area will be accomplished.

III.

An independent research project will target a comparison of existing solutions

in both common law and civil law systems to the considerations of ethics and
integrity in a variety of western adjudicatory systems including adjudication in Spain,
and the United States.

This independent research project supports the guidelines that are proposed
and discussed herein. One of the unexpected findings is that many adjudicators in
the United States do not know the contents of the written code of ethics to which they
are subject or where to find the code if they want to consult it. Much of this
information is decentralized. This clearly makes the education of judges, especially

in the United States, a greater priority then first expected.

17

All of the interviews from Spain are transcribed and relevant parts are
included and referred to in the text. A number of Interviews with interesting
anecdotes from the United States are transcribed and referred in the text.

IV.

The major substance in this dissertation will be a discussion of what needs to

be included in an adjudicatory system to insure the rule of law and ethics and integrity
in the adjudication of disputes. A discussion of the required elements in any
adjudicatory system will be included. The required elements are listed below,
including independence, education, disclosure and disqualification, economics and
enforcement.

Required elements:

There are a number of required elements needed to achieve a common
standard in western multinational ethics and integrity for adjudication. There are
many alternative ways within those requirements that will reach the ultimate goal of
assuring ethics and integrity in a given adjudicatory process. Some flexibility can be
afforded to reaching these goals based on local socio-political conditions. However,
there are essential elements that must be addressed in some meaningful way. These
include the following:

1.

Independence: Administrative (and judicial) adjudication involve

governmental actions effecting commercial and personal interests, often taken by
18

agencies or ministries. The independence of the decision maker Gudicial
independence) is key to a system that operates ethically and with integrity. How
adjudicators are selected is also important to insure independence. A limit on
participation in political activity must also be examined.

Political Interference in the Courts is discussed as part of the element of
Independence.

2.

Qualifications and Eligibility: There are various qualifications and

eligibility requirements for becoming ajudge. As a part of the discussion of
qualifications, different ways to become a judge are discussed including American
Indian Tribal Judges and non lawyer judges.

3.

Enforcement and Misconduct: A written code of ethical conduct and

appropriate penalties for violating that conduct is required. In Spain, the code of
conduct is centralized and essentially enforced by The General Council on Judicial
Power under the New Organic Law of Judicial Power, which has criminal sanctions
associated with misconduct. In the United States, the code (usually designated as
canons) are decentralized and enforced by the jurisdiction in which the judge
presides.

4.

Disclosure: In order to insure ethical conduct, a system for disclosure

should be included. This involves disqualification and recusal of adjudicators to
19

adjudicate a particular case when it would be inappropriate for that adjudicator to
participate in a particular matter (e.g. A matter in which the adjudicator has an interest
in the outcome). Disclosure, either general disclosure or specific disclosure in a
matter before the judge, should be required to keep the process transparent to the
public. A system of disclosure and disqualification has not been developed in Spain.
There are circumstances where a judge in Spain is required to disqualify him/herself,
but because of the strict prohibitions against extra-judicial activities, disclosure is not
required.

5.

Fair Process: The system must incorporate fair dealing, access,

predictability, consistency and transparency. These goals can be accomplished in a
variety of ways, many of which will be examined.

6.

Education: The adjudicator, the participants and the public must be

educated in the value and use ofthe system. The education of adjudicators in Spain is
centralized and accomplished, in most cases, before the person takes a position as a
judge. The education of adjudicators in the United States is decentralized and
accomplished after the person takes a position as a judge.

7.

Economics: Another consideration for creating an independent and

ethical adjudication process is economics. This includes funding the system, paying
the adjudicators and other economic considerations.

20

.............-----------------------------8.

Participants' Bill of Rights: The participants in the system must have

written guidelines that assure an impartial adjudication of their matter.

9.

Judicial Immunity - Civil and Criminal Liability: Some form of limited

immunity for activities directly related to adjudication must be included and
discussed.

10.

Adjudicators' Bill of Rights: In order to insure adjudication without

corruption, the adjudicators must have some minimal standards to which they adhere
in their work.

V.

Conclusion: Policy recommendations for both the United States and Spain will

come out of the analysis of the material examined.

21

A Brief History of Adjudication

"We can chart our future clearly and wisely only when we know the path
which has led to the present.,,43

The first time a third person was vested with the authority to decide a dispute,
ajudge was created and adjudication began. One of the most famous Bible stories
illustrates this concept. King Solomon lived from 970 to 928 BeE. It was the
practice for people with disputes to come before the king and the king would decide
the issue brought before him. When two women got into a dispute as to who had the
live baby and whose baby had died, they came before King Solomon and asked him
to decide who should get the live baby. King Solomon said, "Bring me a sword."
Then he declared, "Divide the living child in two, and give half to the one, and half to
the other." One of the women agreed to this outcome, but the other told the king that
she would rather give up her claim than to see the baby killed. The king then awarded
the child to the woman who was willing to give up her claim, because he knew she
was the mother. "And all Israel heard of the judgment which the king had rendered;
and they stood in awe of the king, because they perceived that the wisdom of God
was in him, to render justice. ,,44 This passage has a number of lessons associated with

it. One of the primary lessons is that justice and fairness requires wisdom. King

43

Stevenson, Adlai, from a speech given in Richmond, Va., September 20, 1952 - United States

D~m?cratic politician. He was educated at Princeton, became a lawyer, and took part in several European
~Isslons for the State Department (1943 - 45). He was elected Governor of Illinois (1948), and helped to

t961undtothe1965.
United Nations in 1946. He served as the United States Delegate to the United Nations from
(Cambridge Encyclopedia)

44

The Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version, 1962, World Publishing Company, 1 Kings 3:16 to 3:27.

22

.... ....---------------~

Solomon found himself as the judge by virtue of his position as king. Tribal leaders
are often found in the position of judges.

The Old Testament of the Hebrew Bible contains the Book of Judges. Here
the judges were chief magistrates and tribal heroes such as Deborah, Gideon, and
Samson whose acts of leadership are described.

45

There was no modern separation of

powers. These heroes were unelected non-hereditary leaders who once in office acted
more like a king than strictly as a judge. There is an attempt in the Book of Judges to
draw moral lessons based on good and bad examples of leadership including judicial
acts. Judges are considered leaders and leaders are often considered judges.

Socrates is reputed to have said, "Four things belong to a judge: to hear
courteously, to answer wisely, to consider soberly, and decide impartially.,,46 This
statement was quoted in an article in the California Lawyer magazine, April 2006.
The article, entitled Judicial Misconduct; Judges Behaving Badly, by Michael Paul
Thomas discusses the types of judicial misconduct under the California Code of
judicial Ethics. They include discourtesy or intemperance; bias or prejudice;
impairing examination of witnesses; improper comments on evidence; partiality and
prejudging; receiving evidence out of court; coercing waiver of rights; ex parte
communications; coercing or improperly communication with the jury; and public
comments about pending matters. These more modern standards were set forth in
45

Id. Holy Bible Revised Standard Version 1962 Judges 2:10 - 3:6.
46

No actual reference can be found.
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r
f

t

People v. Black (1957) 150 Cal. App. 2d 494. The court stated that "A judge should

be temperate, attentive, patient, [and] impartial. A judge should be courteous to
counsel, ... and also to all others appearing or concerned in the administration of
justice in the court." "In exercising the firmness necessary to the dignity and efficient
conduct of court proceedings, a judge's attitude should not reflect undue impatience
or severity toward either counsel, litigant, or witnesses." And, maybe most
importantly, "Justice should not be molded by the individual idiosyncrasies of those
who administer it. A judge should adopt the usual and expected method of doing
justice, and not seek to be extreme or peculiar in his [or her] judgments, or
spectacular or sensation in the conduct of the court."

Marcus Tullius Cicero, the Roman lawyer, jurist, political leader, great orator
and brilliant writer, is a foundational scholar for the English, American, and European
judicial systems (jus civile). However, Roman judges were essentially finders of fact.
The Roman legal system had two types of civil judges: magistrates (praefor) that
determined what law would apply to a particular case and judge of the trial (judex).
A magistrate was elected for one year and served as form of public service without
pay47. A magistrate was an upper class citizen with prestige. The judge of the trial
Was

a paid position. Roman judges did not make law and ajudge's decision had little

precedential value. Roman judges had no special juristic training and there is a

47

J ~pple, James G., Chief, Interjudicial Affairs Office, Federal Judicial Center and Deyling, Robert P.,
UdlClal Fellow, Administrative Office of the United State Courts (1994-1995) a Primer on the Civil-Law
System.

24

...........---------------------------------debate as to whether or not they even knew the law. 48 The tradition of judges as factfinders remains in civil law systems through the magistrates and in common law
systems through courts of equity and administrative courts.

In the 6th Century CE Emperor Justinian ordered a manuscript prepared of the
Roman Laws (Corpus Juris Civilis). This was the foundation of Civil Law Legal
Systems in Europe and European based legal systems through colonization.

Prior to Roman Law being imposed on most of Europe through Roman
conquest, the Ancient Irish had judges called Brehon49 • Brehon date from before the
9th Century and their position was hereditary. They acted as arbitrators, umpires and
expounders of law (law was an oral tradition). Disputes were referred to a Brehon
and court was held in the open. Brehon were regarded as mysterious, half-inspired
persons and a divine power kept watch over their pronouncements. They had to
undergo a well-defined course of study and training. A Brehon had to be good at
memorizing the law (reminiscent of civil law judges today). The Irish had great
respect for Brehon and for justice. Brehon did not have immunity. A Brehon had to
be very careful for he was himself liable for damages, besides forfeiting his fee for a
false or unjust judgment. The Brehon, who decided a law case had to deposit a

48

R R?man Judges, Case Law and Principles of Procedure, Ernest Metzger, Law and History
eVlew, 22.2 (2004, 39 Pars. 30m May 2006. <http://www.historycooperative.org>
49

L A Smaller Social History of Ancient Ireland, P.W. Joyce, MA, LLD 2nd Edition, Logness, Green and Co.
ondon 1908, Revised 1997, Chapter IV.
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pledge of five ounces of silver in case of dispute with his judgment. 50 The intention
was clearly to give a dissatisfied litigant some leverage ifhe wished to get ajudge's

•
verdict re-examined. A judge who refused to give a pledge for his judgment was
barred from further practice in the territory.51

Kings and Nobles had to follow the law just like other members of the
community, but could have their own Brehon. 52

Courts in the Middle Ages were divided among church courts, manor courts,
and royal courts. 53 Judges in church courts were specially appointed clergy who
heard cases involving other clergy and church matters. In general, only literate
citizens could appear in church court. The church courts were seen as more lenient54 .
Manor courts were the most plentiful in continental Europe and England. 55 The
Manor court, a secular court, was presided over by the LordIBaron56 or his

50

Kelly, Fergus, A Guide to Early Irish Law, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1988.

51

Ibid.

Ib'd
I ., also a lecture by Catherine Duggan, Esq. Ancient Irish Law: An Enlightened Approach to Dispute
Resolution, January 25, 2008,for the Irish Literary & Historical Society, San Francisco, California.

52

H'
IstOry of Civilization in France by F. Guizot, The Prime Minister of France, Translated by William
Hazlett, Vol. III, New York, D Appleton & Co. 1877.

53

54

In "

55

C
.
ambndge Medieval History, Vol. 3 pp. 458 - 484 - Feudalism by Paul Vinogradoff 1924.

56

A l'

qUIsitors as judges were to hear matters of excommunication and salvation.

Iterary reference to a manor court can be found in Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. The

~haracter Dogberry (the constable in charge ofthe watch) brings Don John (the bastard brother of Don
s~ro) before Lionato, (the Governor of Messina) to be judged for his treachery and deceit. William
Shakespeare, The Complete Works of Shakespeare, edited by Wells, Stanley and Taylor, Gary, The Oxford
akespeare, Oxford University Press, 1988, at page 542 et seq.
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representative such as a steward. There are historical vestiges of this system even
noW in horseracing. Horse races are judged by stewards whose decisions are subject
to appeal. Royal courts were reserved for the most serious crimes and civil matters.
Only the Royal courts could impose death as a sentence. Later ecclesiastical
franchises were granted to laymen who acted as police masters (magistrates) as well
as judges. They became jugeurs or bailiffs and studied law and precedent.

More modernly, a judge is defined as a public officer with authority to
adjudicate disputes. In some jurisdictions, such as the United States, this authority is
limited to a single branch of government (e.g. Administrative Law).

During the Age of Reason (Enlightenment) many of our modem social and
political concepts were born. During the French and American revolutions in the
1700's intellectuals began to think about and examine standards by which rulers
governed. Baron de Montesquieu57 (1689 - 1755) wrote On the Spirit of Laws. He
discussed the rights of individuals and proposed a three part government - legislative,
executive and judicial in order to separate the powers of the government. He was
preceded slightly by John Locke 58 (1632 - 1704) whose ideas were used by Thomas
57

Charles-Louis Montesquieu de Secondat, Baron de la Brede et de was a French philosopher and jurist,
born near Bordeaux. He was educated at Bordeaux; he became an advocate, but turned to scientific
resea~ch and literary work. He lived in Paris beginning in 1726, then spent some years traveling and
stu~~mg political and social institutions. His best-known work is the comparative study of legal and
~01itIcal issues, De I'esprit des lois (1748, The Spirit of Laws), which was a major influence on 18 th century
urope. See The Cambridge Encyclopedia edited by David Crystal, Cambridge University Press 1990.
58

WJOhn.Locke was an English empiricist philosopher, born at Wrington, Somerset. Educated at
E estrlllnster School and Oxford, in 1667, he joined the household of Anthony Ashley Cooper, later first
ad ofShaftesbury, and became secretary of the Board of Trade, lived in France for health reasons from
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.........-------------------------Jefferson 59 (1743 - 1826) in writing the Declaration ofIndependence. According to
Locke, individuals had natural rights including life, liberty and property. He averred
that the government was required to protect those rights and that citizens had the right
to rebel against an unjust government.

As a result of the philosophy of the Age of Reason, Thomas Jefferson
proposed that legal checks be put in the hands of the judiciary.60 This resulted in
three parts of government that were to balance one another.

Ethics
In philosophy, ethics is the theoretical study of human values and conduct. 61
There are two main branches: normative ethics and meta-ethics. Normative ethics
deals with such topic as what sort of life we should live, and what things have
ultimate value. This dissertation will deal primarily with normative ethics. Metaethics asks whether or not the values set forth in normative ethics are objective and
1675 to 79, then moved to Holland. He returned to England in 1689, and became a commissioner of
appeals, retiring in 1691 to Essex, where he died. His major work, the Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1690), accepted the possibility of rational demonstration of moral principles and the
existence of God, but its denial of innate ideas, and its demonstration that 'all knowledge is founded on and
ultimately derives itself from sense ... or sensation', was the real starting point of British empiricism. His
treatises On Government (1689) were also influential, and his sanctioning of rebellion was an inspiration
for both American and French revolutionaries. See The Cambridge Encyclopedia edited by David Crystal,
Cambridge University Press 1990.
59

Thomas Jefferson was a United States statesman and third President (1801-1809) of the United States.

~~ Was born in Virginia, educated at the College of William and Mary, and became a lawyer (1767). He
Jomed the revolutionary party, took a prominent part in the first Continental Congress (1774), and drafted
the DeClaration of Independence. He was Governor of Virginia (1779 - 81), Minister in France (1785), and
Sec~etary of State (1789), Vice President under Adams (1797 - 1801, and then became president. Events
of hIS administration included the Louisiana Purchase form France in 1803, and the prohibition of the slave
trade. Cambridge Encyclopedia.
60

Thomas Jefferson to James Madison 1789 ME 7:309.
61

The Cambridge Encyclopedia edited by David Crystal, Cambridge University Press 1990.
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investigates what types of justification normative judgments might have. The
objectivist claims that there are some ultimate principles of rightness and wrongness
which should govern the behavior of all societies, independent of what a society
might believe. The relativists claim that nothing is absolutely right or wrong, even if
all cultures believe the contrary. The sUbjectivists claim that because many moral
disputes appear irresoluble, there is no objective justification in ethics.

The objectivist position has infiltrated international law in its position that
slavery, genocide, piracy, torture, and significant war crimes are universally wrong

(jus cogens/peremptory norms). In adjudicating disputes, as an objectivist, this
dissertation takes the position that there are some basic rules of ethics and integrity
that are required to hear disputes fairly and to gain the confidence of society in the
resolution of those disputes. Deontological ethics refers to any normative ethical
theory that emphasizes principles of rightness and wrongness independent of good
and bad consequences, in contrast to teleological 62 or consequentialist theories. So, a
deontological theory might imply that slavery is unjust even if it might maximize a
particular society's welfare. Deontologists usually ground moral judgments in
notions such as natural rights or personal dignity.

62

Teleological ethics is any normative ethical theory which takes the goodness or badness of the
consequences of an action as fundamental in determining whether or not it is right or wrong. Teleologists
a~so typically provide a theory about what sorts of things are in fact good. They claim that an action is
~ght if it ?ro~uces at least as much goodness as any alternative. Egoists such as Thomas Hobbes (1588 ~?9) mamtam that one ought to produce maximum goodness of oneself. Utilitarians such as John Stuart
~II (1806 -73) insist that the right action mush produce maximum goodness on balance for everyone
~ ecte~, even if that requires choosing less goodness for oneself. See: The Cambridge Encyclopedia edited
YDaVid Crystal, Cambridge University Press 1990.
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Basic Ethical Constructs

James Madison wrote in the Daily Advertiser, The Federalist No. 10
(Thursday, November 22, 1787) that "No man is allowed to be ajudge in his own
cause, because his interest would certainly bias his judgment, and, not improbably,
corrupt his integrity." This is a clear statement about the responsibility of a judge to
recuse him/herself when there is a chance that the judge has an interest in the outcome
of a matter. Madison goes on to state that "With equal, nay with greater reason, a
body of men are unfit to be both judges and parties at the same time;" ... Madison is
arguing for a way to keep partisan factions from controlling the government. The
solution was to divide the power into three branches of government under a
constitution that reflected and respected individual rights. Both the French and
American Revolutions were fought to guarantee that the government would act in the
best interest of its people.

30

Review of the Existing Literature

There is not much in the literature that treats integrity and ethics in western
adjudication in this comprehensive manner. However, there is significant literature in
many of the subsections of the dissertation.

Overview:

Two books that began the consideration of ethics, the rule of law and history
were On the Rule of Law: History, Politics, Theory, by Brian Z. Tamanaha,
Cambridge University Press, Copyright 2004, printed in the United Kingdom and
Ethics and the Rule of Law by David Lyons, Cambridge University Press, Copyright
1984, printed in the United States. These two books are a foundation for the ideas
surrounding the rule oflaw and discussions of the nature of law and its relationship to
social morals and norms.

Lyons covers basic philosophy concerning moral judgment and the law. It
includes law as social fact; morality; welfare, justice and distribution; legal coercion
and moral principle; liberty and law; and the rule of law. He makes the distinction
between the justice of laws and the justice of law to application of specific cases.
That is why fair process is important to discuss and why fair process is the foundation
to acquire respect and compliance for the law. Fair process tends to yield fair results.
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Tamanaha observes that when the rule of law is understood to mean that the
government is limited by the law, it is a universal good. Everyone is better off, no
matter where they live, if government officials operate within a legal framework. He
"

further posits that it is necessary to maintain a balance that requires self-restraint to
respect legal limitation on the government. Both the United States and Spain adhere
to the rule of law. Although both countries have problems reconciling theory with
practice, the rule of law is a generally accepted cultural value and tradition.

Spain:

The main book that put the Spanish legal system into context63 was Shetreet,
S. and Deschenes, J. (eds.). Judicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate,
copyright 1985, Martinus NijhoffPublishers, DordrechtIBostonlLancaser. Printed in
the Netherlands. Chapter 26, entitled: Spain by Professor A. Beltran Pelayo was the
framework for the material on how the Spanish judicial system is constructed.

The chapter starts with a general introduction and overview about the new
Spanish constitution ratified in 1978 and the Organic Law of Judicial Power under the
new Organic Law 111980 and how the new Organic Law implements the new Spanish
1:'1

constitution. Each statement is connected to a specific Article of the Constitution or a
q

!.,

section of the New Organic Law.
~~-----------------

n ~any of the interviews with judges and attorneys in Spain supplied the same or similar information, but
ot m a comprehensive framework.
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Then there are sections on Judges and the Executive, Judges and the
Legislative Order, Duration and Nature of Judicial Appointments, Removal, Transfer
and Discipline of Judges, The Press and the Courts, and Standards of Behaviour.
These sections served as the basic information concerning the structure of the Spanish
Judicial system and the role of judges in Spain.

Ways to Become a Judge:

There is a Law Journal article entitled: Appointing judges the European Way.
(Rethinking Judicial Selection: A Critical Appraisal of Appointive Selection for State
Court Judges) by Mary L. Volcansek, Fordham Urban Law Journal, January 1,2007,
which takes a very provocative position. This article looks to some of the same
philosophical underpinnings of judicial power as this dissertation. However, it
advocates a civil service model for selection of judges as found in France.

64

The article finds that the virtue of the civil service model is its focus on
judicial training. Also, that in the tension between independence and accountability,
the European civil service model comes down firmly on the side of independence.

~~----------------And of course, Spain, as well and Austria, Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal,
and Sweden.
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While it is practically impossible to disagree with this well documented and
well reasoned article, it has two problems. One is that it does not target the election
of judges, which is the biggest threat to the independence of the judiciary in the
United States, and it does not tackle the problem of the cultural bias in the United
States toward the idea that election and democracy are synonymous.

Economics:

Another important paper is from the University of Chicago, The Law School,
John M. Olin Law & Economics Research Paper Series, Paper No. 376; and Duke
University Law School Legal Studies Research Paper Series, Paper No. 178: entitled:
Are Judges Overpaid? A Skeptical Response to the Judicial Salary Debate by Stephen

1. Choi, Murray and Kathleen Bring Professor of Law, New York University School
of Law, G. Mitu Gulati, Professor of Law, Duke University School of Law, and Eric

A. Posner, Kirkland and Ellis Professor of Law, University of Chicago School of
Law, copyright 2007 by Choi, Gulati and Posner. This paper systematically studies
judicial salaries, prestige, and other benefits of the position against such variables as
quality of decisions and quantity of decisions. While the paper concedes that judges
are generally paid less than attorneys in private practice of law, it suggests that salary
does not dictate quality or quantity. In fact quantity seems to be related to whether or
not a judge has job security with those judges with less job security producing more
deCisions and disposing of more cases. The paper also finds that there is no evidence
34

that higher salaries helps improve independence. However, the empirical results
provide some support for salary increases in states where judges face a meaningful
risk of termination (through election). This gives some support to the contention that
judicial elections do not yield the best judicial officers when evaluated by quantity
and quality of decision making.

Judicial Misconduct:

The Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics: Judicial Misconduct by Alex Brauer,
Summer 2001 is a survey of cases from the previous four years where judges have
violated one or more of the Canons of Ethics and have been disciplined as a result of
the violation. The article is divided into four parts: 1. Campaign Misconduct; 2. Ex

Parte Communications; 3. Inappropriate Behavior; and 4. Corruption and Theft. The
author gives us an overview of the various types of misconduct and the possible
consequences of that misconduct over a number of states and jurisdictions.

Another important article is Corruption within the judiciary: causes and
remedies by Mary Noel Pepys, Comparative analysis of judicial corruption, www.
Transparency.org. The author is a US-based senior attorney, with a specialization in
the rule of law, specifically international legal and judicial reform. She categorizes
the different factors that contribute to judicial corruption, including undue influence

by the executive and legislative branches; social tolerance of corruption; low judicial
and court staff salaries; fear of retribution by political leaders and other powerful
35

individuals, and the public and the media. She then does an comparative analysis of
judicial corruption. She ranks the United States as relatively high on perceived
corruption scale and Spain as relatively low. However, the author concludes that the
public often views its judiciary as more corrupt than it actually is.

Judicial Recusal:

Amanda Frost, an assistant professor of law at the American University
Washington College of Law wrote a law review article published in the Kansas Law
Review, Vol. 53, 2005 titled: Keeping Up Appearances: A Process-Oriented
Approach to Judicial Recusal. 65 She argues that the laws governing judicial recusal
have failed at protecting the reputation of the judiciary. She points to Justice Antonin
Scalia's failure to recuse himself from hearing a case involving a named plaintiff
(Richard Cheney, Vice President of the United States) in spite of the fact that Scalia
had vacationed with Vice President Cheney shortly after the Supreme Court agreed to
hear the case. She proposes reforms including requiring judge to respond to recusal
motions and requiring judges to make a written statement why he or she has decided
to recuse him or herself. This analysis is well reasoned and well documented and
points out that recusal is an important part of maintaining impartiality in the judiciary.

~~------------------

K Frost, Amanda, Assistant Professor oflaw at the American University Washington College of Law,
/d~s~s Law Review, Vo!' 53,2005 titled: Keeping Up Appearances: A Process-Oriented Approach to
u IClal Recusal
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Independent Research Project

"There must be, not a balance of power, but a community of power; not
organized rivalries, but organized peace.,,66

Scope of Inquiry

This project attempted to discover the experiences of judges in the United
States and other countries, such as Spain, in the areas of ethics and integrity. This
project is valuable because it recognizes that real life experiences may be different
than what is codified in statutes or ethical canons. While most jurists would deny that
political considerations are part of the adjudication process, political considerations
are actually an integral part of the adjudication process based primarily on the way the
systems are created and operated. Political pressure is built into adjudication, albeit
to different degrees based on the construct of the system. While there are safeguards
in place, they may not be adequate to protect the integrity of the process. Personal
integrity, while sometimes a problem, is less of a factor when it comes to systemic
decision-making.

; ~ilso~, Woodrow, Address to the United States Senate, January 22, 1917 - United States statesman and
U8 . Pre~ldent (1913 - 1921). He became a lawyer, university professor, and president of Princeton
~lverslty. He was elected governor of New Jersey in 1911. His presidency saw World War I, Prohibition
~ alc~hol), and women's voting rights. He was a champion of the League of Nations (the predecessor of
e Dllited Nations. (Cambridge Encyclopedia)
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Methodology

The initial methodology was to create an instrument (questionnaire)67 that is
designed to direct a personal "interview" so as to illicit information about both ethical
rules of the system and issues of personal integrity, The information is anecdotal and
not intended to have any statistical significance 68 , The questionnaire was used to
make sure that each person was asked the same or similar questions, The interviews
were conducted with judges in systems where the rules were familiar and with judges
in systems where the rules are not as familiar.

After a number of interviews were completed, guided by the questionnaires,
both by person to person interviews and mailed or emailed questionnaires, a decision
was made to continue only with person to person or telephonic interviews 69 ,

16 judges from the United States 70 , one from IsraeCl, and two from Spain72
were interviewed in this manner, using the questionnaire as a template for the
questions asked at the interview 73 ,

67

T?e questionnaire was developed in English and Spanish. A copy of the questionnaires follows this
section.
68

M~e respondents to the questionnaire were not randomly selected and do not represent all possibilities.
amly they were chosen based on access to the respondents and their willingness to answer the questions
Openly and honestly.

69

Many of the interviews are transcribed and attached as Appendix 1 A (Barcelona) and B (United States).
70

A:~g~S in the United States were from several different jurisdictions including the Office of
Inlstrative Hearings General Jurisdiction and Special Education units, Public Utilities Commission,
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Initial results in the interviews with judges in the United States revealed an
unexpected result. A surprising number of judges in the United States were incorrect
in their answers concerning what governs their conduct. Many adjudicators were
very vague about the ethical codes and canons to which they were subject. They
knew that there were such codes and canons, but could not state where those codes
and canons could be found, or the specific wording of the codes or canons. From this
information, the conclusion can be drawn that the education of judges in the United
States, concerning the ethical obligations of a judge, need to be emphasized in an
educational forum.

Four attorneys from the United States and eight from Spain were also
interviewed based on the questionnaire (The actual sample questionnaires follow).
The perception of the ethical issues by the Spanish attorneys are included in the
discussion of the Spanish system of adjudication and the problems that exist for them
in the civil law legal system model.

Fair Employment and Housing Commission, United States Immigration Court, Unemployment Insurance
Appeals Board, and San Francisco and Nevada County Superior Court.
71

This interview was not used in this dissertation.

72 The

interviews with the judges in Spain are included Infra at page 179 et seq. Appendix I A.

T .
. wo Judges and eight attorneys were interviewed in Spain. One judge was interviewed from Israel.
SIX!eenjudges and four attorneys from the United States were interviewed. The sixteen judges came from
~anous jurisdictions including: California Office of Administrative Hearing (both the general jurisdiction
~dges .an~ a special education division judge), Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, Public Utilities
S O~lss\On, Commission of Fair Employment and Housing, San Francisco County and Nevada County
t1 UP~~lOr ~ourt bench, Juvenile Traffic Court and United States Immigration Court. The attorneys were
amIllar With court proceedings, including one family law attorney, one criminal and civil litigation
attorney, one law professor, and one workers' compensation attorney.
73
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The interviews also revealed that judges are subject to subtle political pressure
as opposed to direct pressure or offers of bribes. Analyzing subtle political pressure
is clearly more difficult and vague than analyzing direct attempts to influence the
outcome of a case.

16 judges and four attorneys from the United States were interviewed. Five of
the judges either did not know where to find the code of ethics or were wrong about
where to find the code of ethics. Two others were unsure and gave answers like:
"they are on my desk somewhere." All of the judges and attorneys knew that there
were sanctions for not following code of judicial ethics that applied to them, but only
one gave the correct range of possible disciplinary action.

Only one judge reported an attempted bribery. Judge #5 is the only judge that
reported an attempted bribe. The judge was hearing a Bureau of Automotive Repair
case in December 2004. It involved "cleanpiping,,74 and other misconduct
concerning improper smog tests. The Bureau did three days of video taped
surveillance, and cleanpiping occurred on all three days. The only defense the
respondent's offered was that he "did not believe the tape." Judge #5 was on vacation
the week before Christmas 2004. While the judge was gone, a Christmas card came
in the mail addressed to the judge. The return address was from a woman in Fresno.

;----------------Cleanpiping is the use of a vehicle that can pass a smog check in lieu of the vehicle that needs to be
tested
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One of the clerical staff opened the top of the envelope, which is the practice for all
mail sent to the office for anyone of the judges. The clerical staff person glanced
inside the envelope and saw what appeared to be checks. The envelope also
contained a Christmas card and a note. The clerk immediately brought the matter to
the attention of the Director of the Office of Administrative Hearings and the
Presiding Judge of the Sacramento Office. Then the legal Department for the
Department of General Services 75, the Director of the Department of General Services
and the California Highway Patro1 76 were all consulted. It was decided not to tell
Judge #5 until the decision in the matter was completed and mailed. The judge ended
up revoking the respondent's Smog Station Certificate as well as his personal "ADR"
registration. Respondent's smog business was shut down completely. After the
decision was signed by Judge #5, the judge was informed of the attempted bribe

77
•

The Director then sent a letter to the parties (respondent was represented by counsel)
informing them of the events and letting them know that the card, note and checks
were turned over to the authorities for possible prosecution. The note and card
purported to be from respondent's sister. The envelope contained two money order
for $500 each with a promise of "9 more" within two months if they got a good
"Christmas present".

7S

The Department of General Services is the parent agency of the Office of Administrative Hearings.

76

The California Highway Patrol is the law enforcement agency invested with the responsibility for
protecting the judges and other state employees,
77 O.

,

b 'bngmally there was a question from the Highway Patrol, whether or not the judge had solicited the
n e. The idea that the judge (especially this judge) would solicit a bribe was quickly discarded.
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Only three judges reported attempted direct political interference. These
stories are anecdotal, but represent real attempts at political pressure.

Political pressure was put on the judges as a group by the powerful speaker of
the California House of Representatives. 78 He wanted a particular person hired as a
Superior Court Commissioner, a position hired by the judges. The judges decided to
give the position to another candidate. The Speaker threatened to hold up an
appropriation bill for an additional judge's seat that the court needed to lessen the
work load of the judges. When the court did not hire the person he wanted, he did, in
fact, hold up the appropriations bill for several months.

Judge # 2 reported an incident of direct attempted political pressure. A State
Assembly person's aid attempted to contact Judge #2 by telephone to demand that a
respondent in a Department of Insurance disciplinary matter be granted a continuance.
The continuance was requested untimely (at the hearing), the Attorney representing
the Department ofInsurance objected, and there was no good cause as required by
law to grant the continuance request. The hearing proceeded and the Department
proved cause for disciplinary action and the respondent's license to conduct insurance
business in California was revoked. The Assembly person put her demand in writing
that the matter be reheard, with an implied threat. The letter was forwarded to the
Director of the Office of Administrative Hearings, who handled the matter. It was

;-------------------None of the stories told by any of the judges or attorneys has been independently verified. They meant
.. as anecdotal experiences of the person interviewed and not presented or represented as true.
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shocking to Judge #2 that an elected official would get involved in trying to influence
the outcome of a case.

Judge # 10 reported that there was an incident of attempted political pressure
when the judge received a phone call from the mayor's office requesting that a traffic
citation be pulled. The judge never got the citation.

Fourteen judges reported experiences with ex parte communications. Judge
#11 was involved in an ex parte communication from a family member while acting
as a general jurisdiction judge for the Office of Administrative Hearings. Judge # 12
was hearing a case involving the licensing of an elder care facility. The matter did
not finish in the time allotted so a continued hearing date was scheduled. During the

r

hiatus, Judge #12 was contacted by the judge's nephew who left a voice message

c

inquiring whether or not Judge # 12 was acting as the judge in the Department of

•r
~

Social Services matter. Judge #12 did not return the nephew's call. Judge #12's
nephew grew up in Orange County California and was in college in Boston at the
time of the communication. Judge # 12 was unaware of any relationship the nephew
may have with the respondent's in the case or the case, for that matter. Judge #12
wrote a letter to the parties disclosing the communication. Judge # 12 indicated in the
letter that the judge could provide a fair and impartial hearing, but was required to
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disclose the communication and make it part of the record.

79

It turns out that the

judge's nephew was going to college with a relative ofthe respondents.

There is a problem with ex parte communications with In Propria Persona 80
(In Pro Per) litigants. Four judges reported that ex parte communications from In Pro
Per litigants were an ongoing problem. Help for In Pro Per litigants in Family law
matters and small claims matters is available at the court house in some jurisdictions.

Nine judges reported that they were the subject of a recusal motion or recused
themselves. A few examples follow:

Judge # 10 had to recuse him/herself when a friend from high school called the
judge at home to discuss the friend's child's traffic citation. When the judge realized
that it was a citation that would come before the judge, Judge # 10 cut off the
conversation and recused himlherself from hearing the matter.

Judge #2 had to recuse himlherself once when the respondent was a friend's
brother, once when the attorney for the judge's son in a civil matter, was representing
a respondent, and once when a physician who offered an expert opinion in a case had
been the subject of a prior disciplinary hearing.
~-------------------G JUdge #12 was required to disclose the communication and make it part of the record pursuant to
overnment Code section 11430. IO et seq.
80

11 A~ In Propria Persona litigant is one that attempts to represent himlherself. This is fairly common in
amily law and in administrative law, very seldom occurs in criminal law or complex civil litigation.
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There was a situation where Judge #13 had heard testimony from a number
witnesses in a case, when respondent's attorney asked a police officer who was
testifying if the officer knew a certain lawyer. After the witness finished, Judge #13
asked respondent's attorney why the question was asked. Apparently there were
going to allegations concerning the competency of that attorney. Judge #13 had been
involved in a case prior to becoming a judge that gave him knowledge that the
attorney was in prison. The respondent asked Judge # 13 to recuse him/herself. Judge
#13 denied the motion, stating that the judge could be fair and since he knows the
attorney to be a crook, knowledge of that fact was in the respondent's favor.
However, after considering the matter further, Judge # 13 did recuse him/herself and
granted a continuance in the matter.

Five judges and two attorneys were the subject of personal threats. Most of
the threats were from angry parties. Judge #9 was threatened in a hearing when a
"loud, angry, hostile, confrontational, large, aggressive guy" refused to calm down
and disrupted the hearing. Two were in writing after a decision8l .

Attorney # 16 felt threatened by a judge, when the judge, in a settlement
conference, told her to settle for a very low amount and when she would not agree to
do so, he unilaterally terminated the settlement conference. However, that is a "legal
threat" not a personal threat.

;-------------------#IOne threatening letter was reported by Judge #2, and one was reported by Judge #19. The letter to Judge
9 referred to the fact that she was pregnant during the hearing.
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Two judges were offered inappropriate gifts. Judge #10 was offered a gift of
"worry beads" from a grateful father. The judge politely declined. Judge #2 along
with one or two other judges in the office received a Christmas card from a
respondent's attorney who fairly regularly appeared in cases heard by the office, with
an insert that indicated a goat and three rabbits had been donated to a charitable
organization in the judges' honor. This is a violation of the Judicial Canons, since
gifts of this kind are not allowed. Judge #2 wrote a letter to the attorney
acknowledging the kind thought, but declining the donation in the judge's honor.

One judge and two attorneys reported experiencing biased statements. All of
the biased statements had to do with being a female. One attorney was essentially
ignored and called "the Lady in the blue dress," and placed at the end of the calendar
even though she had been the first to arrive.

Another attorney was treated rudely by a judge, as if she was inexperienced
(she was not), and did not know the value of her case. One of the judges referred to
the same judge and reported that he is biased against women, and has been rude to her
injudges'meetings. Neither the attorney, not the judge reported this conduct to the
appropriate disciplinary commission for fear things might get worse. The attorney

did testify at State legislative hearings on bias against women in the courtroom.
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Questionnaire

Name (optional):
Court:
Appointing Authority or Election:
Term of Office:
Who pays your salary?
Is employment dependent on any type of review?
Who makes final decision?
Is there an appeal?
To whom is the appeal directed (Who decides the appeal)
What are the general grounds of appeal?
Are you subject to a code of ethics or conduct?
Are there sanctions for violating the code? What?
Is there a rule against ex parte communications?
Have you ever experienced an incident of political pressure?
Explain:
Have you ever experienced an improper communication?
Explain:
Have you ever experienced an offer of a favor or bribe? (Quid pro Quo)
What action did you take?
Have you ever had to recuse yourself from hearing a matter?
Explain.
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Have you ever heard a case in which you had an interest, monetary or otherwise?
Explain:
Are there any rules in place that insure objectivity? Impartiality?
Is there any method in place to assure consistency?
May I contact you for more specific information?
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cuestionario
Nombre (opcional)
Juzg ado :
Autoridad que Ie eligio para el cargo 0 fecha de eleccion:
Legislatura de su puesto:
Quien paga su nomina?
Depende su puesto de trabajo de algun tipo de control

0

evaluacion?

Si es asi, quien toma la decision final?
Se podria recurrir?
A quien seria dirigido este recurso?
Cuales podrian ser motivos para que fundamentar dicho recurso?
Existe un codigo etico al cual V d. este sujeto?
Existen sanciones por infringir dicho codigo? Cuales son?
Hay alguna norma que prohibe las comunicaciones exparte ?
Alguna vez ha experimentado algun incidente de presion politica?
Explique:
Alguna vez ha experimentado algun incidente involucrando comunicaciones
indebidas?
Explique:
Alguna vez se ha encontrado en una situacion en la que se Ie ofrezca un favor
sobomo? (Quid pro Quo)
Si se dio el caso, que es 10 que V d. Hizo?
Alguna vez ha tenido que retirarse de algun proceso?
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0

un

Explique:.
Ha sido Vd el juez en algun caso en el que haya tenido algun interes, financiero

0

algun otro tipo?
Explique:
Existe algun reglamento que para asegurar su objetividad? Imparcialidad?
Existe algun metodo para asegurar la coherencia de sus decisiones?
Le importaria si le contactaramos en caso de que se necesitara mas informacion?
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Independence of the Judiciary

"A friend to everybody and to nobody is the same thing." Spanish Proverb 82

Independent and professional adjudicators are the foundation of a
constitutionally guaranteed fair and impartial judicial system. Independence does not
mean that judges can make decisions based on personal preference or bias, but that
judges are free from political pressure to make decisions under the law, precedents,
and constitution, even if those decisions contradict the government or powerful
parties involved in the case being heard or public opinion.

An essential element of democracy is that judges are independent from
political pressure of elected officials and legislatures. This guarantees the impartiality
of jUdges. Judges rulings must be impartial, based on the facts of an individual case,
legal arguments and relevant law without any restraints or improper influence. These
principles ensure equal protection and due process for all.

The power of judges to review public laws and declare them in violation ofthe
nation's constitution serves as a protection against government (executive and
legislative) abuse of power, even if the government is elected by a popular majority.
Judges must rest their decisions on the law, not on popular or political considerations.

;--------------------C The International Thesaurus of Quotations, compiled by Tripp, Rhoda Thomas, Thomas Y. Crowell
ompany, New York 1970,453, Impartiality, 8.
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Judges' decisions must be subject to review by other judges and final decisions can
rely on a panel of judges.

There are a number of ways that judges are selected. In the United States most
judges are appointed or elected. In Spain and the civil law legal systems most judges
are selected through an examination process. 83 No matter how a judge becomes a
judge, he/she must have job security or tenure, guaranteed by law, so that decisions
can be made without concern for pressure or attack by those in positions of authority.
This also requires professional judges with adequate education, training and wages.
Public trust in the court systems independence and impartiality is a principal source of
legitimacy. Unlike the legislative and executive branch, party politics should not
have a place in judicial decision making.

A nation's courts are not immune from public commentary, scrutiny and
criticism. Freedom of speech belongs to all- judges and criti~s of judges as well.
However, there are limitations to a judge' s freedom of speech.

To insure impartiality, judges are bound by a written ethical code. A judge is
required to step aside (recuse themselves) from deciding a case in which they possess
a conflict of interest.

;-------------------See Different Ways to Become a Judge and Independence of the Judiciary, Infra at pages 125 to 133.
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Judges in a democracy cannot be removed for minor complaints, or in
response to political criticism. Instead, they should only be removed for serious
crimes or serious and intentional acts in violation of ethical codes through an
independent process such as impeachment or disciplinary proceedings.

An independent judiciary assures citizens that court decisions are based on
laws and constitutions, not shifting political power or the pressure of a temporary
majority. An independent judiciary must make decisions rooted in the constitutional
protection of the minority and the individual. The independent court system serves as
a safeguard of people's rights and freedoms.

In the United States the appointment process of federal district judges,
appellate court justices and Supreme Court justices commence with a political
process. The president of the United States, on the recommendation of his advisors,
nominates a candidate for a specific position. That nomination has to be voted on by
the Senate. When a Supreme Court justice retires or resigns, an opening on the court
gives the president an opportunity to appoint someone who shares his views
politically. When Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. resigned in 1987,
President Ronald Reagan had an opportunity to appoint a judge to the highest court
who shared his conservative agenda. 84 Such an appointment to the Supreme Court
has an impact long after the presidency has transferred hands to others, with other

;-------------------Bork ConfIrmation Battle, A historic document form September 15, October 9 and 13, 1987.
~.
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political agendas. President Reagan's first choice, Robert H. Bork, was rejected by a
Senate vote of 42-58. Bork had been a judge on the United State Court of appeals for
. . 0 fC 0 Iurnb'la. 85
the DIstnct

In an opening statement to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Bork summarized
his "philosophy of judging" as neither liberal nor conservative. However, Bork's
record revealed that he was a conservative. 86 The Supreme Court had been equally
divided among justices who supported an activist role in matters of social policy such
as affirmative action and women's rights (including a woman's right to choose
abortion) for a number of years before Justice Powell's resignation and those justices
that favored strict construction of the constitution. 87 Justice Powell had been
considered the pivotal justice in decisions affecting social policy, siding frequently
with the activists.

Bork's statements on abortion and his decisions on the appeals court suggested
he would have tilted the court toward the conservative strict constructionist side.
Bork spent four years as United States solicitor general. In 1973, he fired special
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox following President Nixon's order after
Attorney General Elliot L. Richardson and Deputy Attorney General Will D.
Ruckelshaus had resigned rather than carry out the order. The incident was dubbed

;-------------------Id., at page 717.
86

Id., at page 718.
87 lb'

ld.
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the "Saturday Night Massacre" and prompted the introduction of impeachment
proceedings against President Nixon.

88

Bork left the justice department in 1977 to

teach at Yale University. He returned to Washington D.C. to practice law until
President Reagan appointed him to the United States Court of Appeals in 1982. Bork
liked to be in the public eye. He gave interviews, wrote extensively and gave
testimony before congress. At a 1981 appearance before the Senate Judiciary
subcommittee, Bork stated that the Supreme Court's 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade 89 ,
which established a woman's right to choose abortion based on privacy, was "an
unconstitutional decision, a serious and wholly unjustifiable usurpation of state
legislative authority. [The decision] is by no means the only example of such
unconstitutional behavior by the Supreme Court.,,90 Bork rejected the right of privacy
in a 1984 decision upholding a Navy policy prohibiting homosexual activity.

In 1977 Bork criticized the Supreme Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren for
historic civil rights advances and new protections for criminal defendants. 91

A battle over Bork's confirmation ensued. Civil Rights groups launched a
campaign against confirmation. 92 A lobbying effort began by both liberal and
88

Id., at page 718 - 719.

89

Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113 (1973) - A women's right to choose abortion (at least in the first trimester) is
protected by the United States Constitution implied right to privacy.
90

. Id., at page 718.
9\

bSee Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436. Miranda Warnings were developed as a reaction to police
a USe of defendants' Fifth Amendment constitutional rights.
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conservative groups. A vigorous opposition to Bork's nomination was conducted by
such groups as the American Civil Liberties Union, Common Cause, the AFL-CIO,
and the Leadership Conference (an umbrella group of some 180 civil rights
.
.
)93
orgamzatlOns.

The Senate confirmation hearings took on harsh political overtones when
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole (Republican from Kansas) accused Judiciary
Chairman Joseph R. Biden, Jr. (Democrat from Delaware) of stalling the nomination.
The debate on Bork's appointment had become a partisan political matter.

The hearings gave the public an opportunity to witness a debate over legal
philosophy.94 The right of privacy, equal protection, freedom of speech, and due
process of law were the subjects of debate. While Bork tried to defend himself and
President Reagan's administration tried to support him, Bork's nomination was
defeated on the floor of the Senate after the Judiciary Committee voted 9 - 5 to send
the nomination to the floor of the Senate with a recommendation against
confirmation. 95

92

93

94

Id., at page 719.
Ib'd
1 .

Id., at page 720.

9~

Id., at pages 720 and 717.
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After a second nomination of Douglas H Ginsburg, was withdrawn because he
confirmed that he had smoked marijuana in college and as a law professor, President
Reagan nominated Anthony M. Kennedy, ajudge on the United States Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals for twelve years. Justice Kennedy was an experienced judge and a
moderate (mainstream) conservative. His nomination was passed by the Senate
easl'1 y. 96

In the United States the judicial branch is seen as balancing the legislative and
executive branches. Once the judge is appointed to the federal bench, the
appointment is for life. That fact is what protects the judiciary from further political
interference. But the process of appointment is clearly political.

Spain

Spain experienced a shift from a state whose institutional system conformed to
the principles of unity of power under a dictatorship (of Franco) to a state that
embraced social and democratic law under a form of parliamentary monarchy97. In
1978, Spain adopted a new constitution. The Spanish Constitution98 instituted the
General Council of Judicial Power. The Spanish Constitution affirms that justice

--------------------Id., at pages 720 and 721.
~

97

ShPelayo, Beltran A. Spain Chapter 26, p 314 Judicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate, edited by
.. etreet, S. and Deschenes, J. Copyright 185 Marinus NijhoffPublishers, DorrechtIBostoniLancaster.
98

'.....• Article 122 sections 2-3 of the Spanish Constitution and Organic Law 1/1980 promulgated January 10,
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emanates from the people and is administered in the name of the King. 99 Judges and
magistrates are the embodiment of judicial power. 100 Judges and magistrates are
independent, immovable and responsible for, and subject only to, the rule of law.101
Judges and magistrates cannot be suspended, transferred or retired except in
conformity with the causes and guarantees afforded by the law.102 Exclusively
attributed to the courts is the exercise of the jurisdictional power commanding the
execution of judgments. 103 Judges and magistrates are prohibited from becoming
active in the discharge of other public offices, or from belonging to political parties or
syndicates. l04 Jurisdictional unity forms the basis for the organization and
functioning of the courtS.105 Judicial proceedings are pUblic. 106 The courts control
jurisdiction and the legality of the administrative proceedings. 107 The President of the
Supreme Court is appointed by the King after nomination by the General Council of
Judicial Power. lOS Judicial power is exercised in accord with the constitution and

99 Spanish

100

.

101

Constitution Article 117, section 1 Id, at footnote 2.

Id., at endnote 3.
Id., at endnote 4.

102

Id., at endnote 5, Article 117, section 2.
Id., at endnote 6, Article 117, section 3.
Id., at endnote 7, Article 127, section 1.
Id., at endnote 8, Article 117, section 5.
Id., at endnote 9, Article 117, section 5.
at endnote 10, Article 106, section 1.

Id., at endnote 13, Article 123, section 2.
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statutes. 109 The Council acts with full independence within its own sphere. It is a
constitutional organ that assumes governance over judicial power. None of its powers
can be transferred to autonomous committees. It is not a political organ and cannot
alter the impartiality of the judges and magistrates; it is an organ of the law, for the
law llO . The new principles established by the 1979 Spanish Constitution strengthened
and emphasized judicial independence in all its aspects. Its principles include:
Independence of judicial power from other powers; functional independence of judges
and magistrates; independence of the judges and magistrates from the (litigating)
parties; independent discipline of judges and magistrates; economic independence;
the principle of judicial non-transferability; the apolitical status of judges and
magistrates, civil and criminal responsibility of judges and magistrates when
exercising their functions; and the introduction of an examination system for entry
into the judiciary and civil service status for judges. II I

-

·.109 - - - - - - - - -

'., Id. at page 315.
l10

•. Id., at end note 15 See, Mario Soaz de Robles Rodriguez, Speech in the Ferrel Bulletin of Information
Ministry of Justice (December 25, 1980) Madrid.
I

Id., at page 316.
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Disclosure
"We are so accustomed to disguise ourselves to others, that in the end we become
. d to oursel
" 112
disgUise
ves.

A system for disclosure should be included in an adjudicatory system to insure
that an adjudicator does not have an interest in the outcome of the matter before
him/her. The ability to recuse oneself or for a party to challenge a judge for cause or
use a preemptory challenge helps to insure that the decision maker can make a fair
and impartial decision and that there is an appearance of fairness and impartiality.

This requires a method of disclosure. In California, judges are subject to filing
Conflict of Interest statements (Form 700) every April with the Fair Political Practices
Commission 113. The law requires that every April each judicial officer must fill out
and file a form listing all gifts, travel payments, income and spouses income,
investments and ownership interest in businesses including stocks and bonds, interests
in real property and rental income, loans and other financial information. The public
has access to this information.

112

---------

Du~ de la Rochefoucauld, Francois, Maxims (1665) - Duc de la Rochefoucauld (1613 - 1680) French
~rahst. He was born in Paris and was considered a cynical observer of King Louis XIV's court. (See
aron.sfsu.edu)

113

p.

..

aIr PohtIcal Practices Commission www.fppc.ca.gov
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There is also an incompatible activity law that spells out what is an
incompatible activity with government employment. This statute also applies to
judges employed by the State of Califomia. 114

This disclosure system works in conjunction with the right to challenge a
judge for cause, preemptory challenges and the responsibility under the ethical
cannons for a judge to recuse him/herself to avoid impropriety and the appearance of
.
. t lIS
Impropne
y .

Federal law requires the automatic disqualification of a Federal judge under
certain circumstances. In 1994, the U.S. Supreme Court held that "Disqualification is
required if an objective observer would entertain reasonable questions about the
judge's impartiality. If a judge's attitude or state of mind leads a detached observer to
conclude that a fair and impartial hearing is unlikely, the judge must be disqualified."
Liteky v. US:, 114 S.Ct. 1147, 1162 (1994). Courts have repeatedly held that
positive proof of bias or prejudice is not required. The appearance of partiality is all
that is required. Liljeberg v. Health Services Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 108

S.Ct. 2194 (1988)

114 C

I'

a Ifornia Government Code section 87100.

lis

~annon 2 of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct Cannon 2B states that "A judge shall not allow family,
SocIal, political or other relationships to influence the judge's judicial conduct or judgment. A judge shall
?O~ lend the prestige of judicial office to advance the private interests of the judge or others; nor shall a
~udge conveyor permit others to convey the impression that they are in a special position to influence the
JU ge ... "

~.anno~ 3 requires a judge to "hear and decide matters assigned to the judge except those in which
Isquahfication is required."
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New Mexico Judicial Branch ll6 requires recusal if impartiality might
reasonably be questioned. The advisory opinion lists six situations that require
recusal. They include personal bias, prior representation, judge or family has a
financial interest, prior judge, personal or business relationship, and public statements
that commit to an opinion as to the issue presented.
Utah also has a statutory scheme for disqualification ofjudges lI7 . Judges are
generally not allowed to hear cases in which they are an interested party, closely
related to a party, or acted as an attorney for a party. Rule 63, subdivision (b) of the
Utah Rules of Ci viI Procedure provide for a motion to disqualify a judge. The judge
is required to either grant the motion and transfer the case to a different judge or
certify the motion and affidavits to a reviewing judge. If the review judge finds that
the motion is timely, filed in good faith and legally sufficient, the case is assigned to a
different judge.

Utah's Judicial Conduct Canons ll8 requires a judge to "enter a disqualification
in a proceeding in which the judge's impartiality might reasonably be questioned."

A number of cases in Utah have dealt with this issue. Prior rulings of judges
are not grounds for disqualification ll9. Anger toward the parties is not grounds for

\[6

U .

Uiversity of New Mexico, Judicial Conduct Advisory Opinion 21-400.

\[7

Utah Code Ann. 78-7-1 (2002).
\[8

Utah judicial Conduct Canon 3 (E)(l).
\[9

In Re Inquiry Concerning a Judge (Utah 2003) 81 P.3d 758, 759.
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disqualification because it does not demonstrate a personal bias toward a party120,
even though a public reprimand was imposed against this judge because of an
improper communication with a party. The Utah court found that a judge did not
have to recuse himself because his nephew had served as an incorporator and board
member. The court commented that the shareholders in the company did not stand to
gain anything by the court case, but that nevertheless, the judge should "disclose a

family relationship whenever it arises."l21 The parties after full disclosure can waive
. 122
the d·Isqual'fi
1 IcatlOn.

Some jurisdictions allow for a peremptory challenge. 123 Even though this is a
peremptory challenge, the party making the challenge must file and affidavit that
states that the judge is prejudiced against the party or the interest of the party so that
the party, attorney, or representative of record cannot or believes that he or she cannot
have a fair and impartial hearing. Each side gets only one peremptory challenge.

120

In Re Inquiry Concerning a Judge (Utah 1999) 984 P.2d 997.

121

Gardner v. Madsen (Utah Ct. App. 1997) 949 P.2d 785, 791-92 and 792 n.5.
122

Dtah Code of Judicial Conduct Canon 3(F).
III C I'fI
II ~ I ornia Government Code section 11425.40, subdivision (d) allows the Office of Administrative
h eru:mgs and other state agencies governed by the Administrative Procedure Act that conduct contested
~~mgs, to adopt rules and regulations to provide for preemptory challenge ofthe presiding officer. The
Ca~.s an~ regulations that govern this procedure for the Office of Administrative Hearings are found at 1
IforllIa Code of Regulations section 1034.
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Examples in the United States

Unfortunately, not all individual judges take their responsibility seriously to
disclose information that would demonstrate that they might not be able to be fair and
impartial.

124

Recently, the chief justice of the West Virginia state Supreme Court

agreed to remove himself from a pending case involving Massey Energy Company.
Chief Justice Maynard stepped down from the matter "despite the fact that I have no
doubt in my own mind and firmly believe I have been and would be fair and impartial
in this case." But it became an issue of public perception and public confidence in the
courts when photographs of the judge and the CEO of Massey Energy Co. surfaced.
They were photographed in Monaco together. The friendship between the judge and
the CEO had been known for a long time and was the subject of a disqualification
motion in 2004.

The photographs depict the pair in a cafe along the Rivera and posing by the
seaside. Other photographs show the men with two female companions. A special
Judge was assigned to hear the renewed disqualification motion when the judge
. recused himself.

It is hard to believe that the judge could not see how his friendship affected his
to sit on this case. He was responsible for a swing vote of 3-2 in November

Francisco Chronicle Saturday, January 19,2008 Nation A4 by Messina, Lawrence Associated Press
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2007 that overturned a multimillion-dollar judgment against Massey (his friend's
company). The appearance of propriety is as important as actual propriety.

Another interesting case involving the refusal of a judge to disqualify himself
involved Justice Rehnquist. Justice Rehnquist testified before Congress as an expert
when he was an Assistant Attorney General that government surveillance of citizens
was constitutional. In 1972, Rehnquist refused to recuse himself from voting on

Lairdv. Tatum (1972) 408 U.S. 1. Civil rights and anti-Vietnam War groups had
sued the Department of the Army for conducting secret and unconstitutional
surveillance of citizens. Rehnquist had clearly stated his views when he testified
before Congress. This surely demonstrates that his impartiality is in question.
Rehnquist was the swing vote in a 5-4 decision against the plaintiff. Rehnquist was
severely criticized about not disqualifying himself and for his views on race when he
came up for conformation before the Senate for confirmation as Chief Justice. 125

In 2003, Justice Antonin Scalia and Vice President Chaney spent time duck
hunting together at a private camp in southern Louisiana. This occurred just three
weeks after the Supreme Court agreed to hear Chaney's appeal in a lawsuit over his
handling of the administration's energy task force (December 15, 2002).fn A lower
court had ruled that Cheney must tum over documents detailing who met with his task
force. Federallaw states that a justice or judge must disqualify himself in any

---------------------SUpreme Court Justice Rehnquist Dies, Associated Press, September 3, 2005.
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proceeding in which his impartiality might be questioned. Justice Scalia rejected any
concerns about his impartiality stating that he did not think his "impartiality could
reasonably be questioned.,,126

This case was not about routine matters of Cheney's office as Vice President,
but rather the plaintiffs in this lawsuit contend that Cheney and his staff violated the
open-government measure known as the Federal Advisory Committee Act by meeting
with lobbyist for the oil, gas, coal, and nuclear industries behind closed doors. While
it is understood that judges and lawyers have friendships. However, if that person has
a case pending before that judge, it would be prudent not to socialize until the matter
is completed.

Professor Steven Lubet, who teaches judicial ethics at Northwestern
University Law School in Illinois, indicated that it was not clear whether or not Scalia
was required to recuse himself, but it is clear that there are not separate rules for long
time friends. It was observed that Cheney is not the attorney in this matter, but a
party and the entire purpose of the disqualification rules is to ensure the appearance of
impartiality in regard to the litigants before the court. The Code of Conduct for
Federal judges says that a judge should not "permit others to convey the impression
that they are in a special position to influence the judge." Going hunting with the
jUdge that will decide a matter, in a small group over several days does convey the
impression that Cheney is in a special position to influence the judge.

----------------------126

CBS News Scalia-Cheney Trip Raises Eyebrows, Washington, January 17,2003.
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Another instance of questionable judgment of a judge involves Judge Ginger
Berrigan, United States District Court Judge. 127 In 2000, Judge Berrigan taught a
one-credit course for Tulane University in Greece as part of Tulane's summer study
program offered by the law school. She was paid $5,500 for teaching a course called
The Judicial Protection of Human Rights: In Theory and in Practice. Judge Berrigan

was not alone in accepting this position. In the past United States Court Justices
Antonin Scalia, Harry Blackmun, William Rehnquist and Ruth Bader Ginsburg had
the prestige and honor of this invited professorship. 128

During the same period oftime, Judge Berrigan presided over a case against
Tulane University where the plaintiff claimed discrimination, defamation, and
retaliation. Judge Berrigan dismissed the lawsuit, which precluded a trial on the
merits. Judge Berrigan did not disclose her teaching engagement to plaintiff's
counsel. Plaintiff's counsel found out about the teaching position through
independent source. In April of2000, plaintiff's counsel sent a letter to Judge
Berrigan seeking her recusal. 129 Judge Berrigan ignored the recusal request and on
April 18, 2000, she ruled against the plaintiff, dismissing the case without a trial.

127

< ,

---------

ShoUld Judge Ginger Berrigan Be Censured? TulaneIink.comltulaneIinklimpeach.
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On May 2, 2000, the plaintiff filed a fQrmal mQtiQn requesting Judge Berrigan
reconsider her recusal, and/or amend her judgment, and/Qr allQw a trial on the merits.
Judge Berrigan refused to. disqualify herself or alter her decisiQn against plaintiff/in
favor of Tulane University. Judge Berrigan then granted Tulane legal CQsts.

On September 6,2000, Judge Berrigan's ruling was appealed to. the United
States Fifth Circuit CQurt Qf Appeals. All appellate CQurts affirmed her decisiQn and
the United States Supreme CQurt denied CertiQrari. 130

Judge Berrigan has recused herself in the past in cases involving the American
Civil Liberties Union because Qfpast invQlvement with that QrganizatiQn. HQwever,
Judge Berrigan has refused to. recuse herself frQm lawsuits invQlving Tulane
University, even thQugh she cQntinues to. have a relatiQnship with the University.

The question arises as to. whether Qr nQt judges shQuld accept hQnQrs, awards,
academic titles and paid travel frQm an institution, even an educatiQnal institutiQn that
appears befQre that judge. 131 While it may nQt be a direct cQnflict Qf interest, it has
the appearance Qf impropriety. While censure may be uncalled fQr, better judgment
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on the part of a judge that finds him/herself in that position would be to recuse
himlhersel f .

132

Spain
The judges and attorneys in Spain denied that a judge would be involved in a

· 0 f'IIIt erest . 133
con fl let

There is no disclosure system in Spain. 134 The fact that there is no disclosure
system in Spain was noted in The Global Integrity Report. 135 Members of the
national-level judiciary are not required to file an asset disclosure form. 136 There are
regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the national-level
judiciary.I37 However, there is no independent aUditing of the assets because judges
are not obligated to disclose their assets. 138 There are no restrictions for national-level

132 Model Code of Judicial Conduct, American Bar Association, Center for Professional Responsibility
Canon 2A: A judge shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in all of the judge's
activities. In the comments to Canon 2A it is observed that "The test for appearance of impropriety is
Whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a perception that the judge's ability to carry our
judicial responsibilities with integrity, impartiality and competence is impaired.

It.
n ervlew of Judge Vidal and Judge Gimeno Jubero, Supra at pages 180 - I 82 (Vidal) and 183 - 184
(Jubero).
133

134

Shetreet, Shimon and Deschenes, Jules Judicial Independent: The Contemporary Debate, 1985 Chapter
26 written by Professor A. Beltran Relayo.
135

Spain: Integrity Indicators Scorecard. The Global Integrity Report Globalintegrity.orgiSpainl2007.
136

Id., at page 6.

137 lb'

Id. These rules are the same for any civil servant.

138 Ib'

Id.
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judges entering the private sector after leaving the govemment. 139 Since there are no
asset disclosures, citizens cannot access the asset disclosure records of members of
the national-level jUdiciary. 140 Spain does not score well in the area of regulations
governing conflicts of interest or for access to asst disclosure records. 141

Incompetence or unfitness is not grounds for removal except illness. 142 Judges
are required to retire at age 70. Judges in Spain are criminally responsible for their
behavior. That criminal responsibility is regulated in detail. It is a crime for a judge
to infringe on the exercise of hislher function.

The New Organic Law of Judicial Power fixes legitimate causes for objection
to judges and magistrates (Article 419). It provides for self disqualification. There is
no recourse against disqualification (e.g. no motion to disqualify). Legitimate
objections to a judge include being related to a party to the fourth civil grade; kinship
up to the second civil grade with lawyers of a party; accusation or denunciation by

any of the parties as the author, accomplice or accessory after the fact of an offense;
private accusations by the judge against the objecting party; guardianship or
administrator of property of any party; tutelage or guardianship by any of the parties

139

140
141

Id., at page 7.
Id., at page 8.
Id., at page 1.

142

Shetreet, at page 326.
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ofthe judge; a suit pending with any of the parties; any interest in the matter, direct or
indirect; intimate friendship; or manifest enmity. 143

Judges are strictly prohibited from participating in extra-judicial activities.
They cannot exercise by themselves or through their spouse, any industry, commerce
or agricultural activity. This would seem to make disclosure unnecessary. They
cannot be any part of a company, or mercantile partnership as a partner or director,
agent, manager or member of the board. However these prohibitions are confined
within the territory of service Gurisdiction).144 Resignation of the judge is required if
these rules are violated. It is considered absolutely incompatible for a judge to have
any employment, office, profession or activity, where compensated or not, that
hinders or damages the strict fulfillment of the duties of a judge. Judges must obtain
',1.1

previous authorization from the General Council for any extra-judicial activity. Only
"

teaching is an exception. Judges can be admonished if they are in debt. Judges in
Spain cannot even belong to a political partyl45. No political activities of any sort are
allowed except that a judge can vote.

Id., at page 315 Also, Article 409 of the New Organic Law of Judicial Power.
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Judges in Spain may publish as long as the publication is not political in
nature. They can, and do, comment on judicial issues unless it is a matter still

. the JU
. d·ICla
. I system 146.
pending III
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Fair Process:

Fair process in the United States is based on the Constitutional concept of due
process. Due process is incorporated in the United States Constitution as part of the
Fifth Amendment. 147 The Fifth Amendment is directed toward the federal
government. Due process requirements are extended to all the states through the
Fourteenth Amendment l48 . The Supreme Court of the United States has interpreted
the two clauses identically, as Justice Felix Frankfurter once explained: "To suppose
that 'due process of law' meant one thing in the Fifth Amendment and another in the
Fourteenth is too frivolous to require elaborate rejection.,,149

Certain substantive and procedural requirements insure a fair and impartial

:::',
~

adjudication. Procedural due process, based on the concept of "fundamental
fairness", in general, guarantees the right to a fair, open and public trial conducted in
a competent manner; the right to be present at the trial and rebut evidence; the right to
an impartial jury or presiding officer; the right to be heard; laws must be written so
that a reasonable person can understand them. ISO Due process also includes access to
the courts, and court records; the right to prior notice of the issues and access to the

"... nor be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due process of law."
... nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty or property, without due process of law; nor
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."

Malinski v. New York, 324 U.S. 401, concurring opinion at 415 (1945).
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laW and procedure. Due process extends to all government proceedings that can
result on an individual's deprivation of rights, including civil, criminal, parole
violation, administrative hearings regarding government entitlement programs and
professional licensing.

Historically due process generally referred to the regularity, fairness, equality,
and degree of justice in both procedures and outcomes. 151 The ancient Egyptians
required judges to hear at least both sides of a case. The Greeks and Romans offered
juries and professional orators.

152

The idea of due process in law emerged in societies that practiced accusatorial,
adversarial systems. 153 The concept dates back to the Magna Carta of 1215 A.D. In
Chapter 39 of the Magna Carta, the crown l54 agreed that "No free man shall be taken
or imprisoned or disseised of his Freehold, or Liberties, or free Customs, or be
outlawed, or exiled, or any other wise destroyed, not will we go upon him nor send
Upon him, except by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the land." 155
The term "due process" was first used in England during the 13 th centuryl56 as the

lSI

mvw.faculty.ncwc.edulmstevens, at page one.

Ibid. In general, Common Law Legal Systems.
King John of England signed the Magna Carta. See www.fordham.edulhalsall.
The Text of the Magna Carta (1215), Chapter 39, also the Text of the Magna Carta, (1297), Chapter 29
.archives.gov/exhibits/featured_ documents/magna_cartaitranslation.html)
During the reign of Edward III of England.
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definition of "law of the land." It was made part of the common law and given a
natural law interpretation. 157 In 1704

158

the Queen's Bench, in the case of Regina v.

Pat/ 59 found that all actions by the House of Commons must be by legal authorityl60.
The United States, through the colonists from Britain, used the phrase, incorporating
it into the state charters and almost every document created during the American
Revolution and Constitutional Convention. Due process became synonymous with

.
161
f:alrness.

Inquisitorial systems 162 did not incorporate the concepts of fair process until
governments were democratized and constitutionalized in the 18th century. 163

The concept of fairness incorporates not only a just and fair outcome, but
everything along the line must be fair, including the gathering and presentation of

1S7

'
Ib1d. www.usconstitution.net.

Regina v. Paty, 92 Eng. Rep. 232, 234 (1704.)
The House of Commons had deprived John Paty and certain other citizens of the right to vote in an
and committed them to Newgate Prison merely for the offense of pursuing a legal action in the
See Dudley Julius Medley, A Student's Manual of English Constitutional History (1902). This was
ostensibly, to regulate the election of its members. Although the court found that the House of
had not infringed or overturned due process, John Paty was freed by Queen Anne when she
(delayed) Parliament.

Ibid. In general, Civil Law Legal Systems.
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evidence.

164

In 1934, the United States Supreme Court held that due process is

violated "if a practice or rule offends some principle of justice rooted in the traditions
and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental". 165

Access to the courts is another issue concerning fair process. "An impartial,
independent judiciary is the guardian of individual rights in a democratic society. In
order for citizens to have faith in their court system, all people must have access to
the courts when necessary. The author describes how this doctrine works in practice
in the United States - in criminal and civil matters - and how the U.S. legal
profession contributes to making "equal justice for all" a reality. He concludes the
article with examples of the American Bar Association's efforts to improve access to
justice beyond U.S. borders through its international rule oflaw programs." 166

Weare reminded that when we, as citizens, relinquish a portion of our
autonomy, the legal system is the guardian against abuses by the government.
Citizens agree to limitations on their freedom in exchange for peaceful resolution of
disputes by an independent legal system free from undue influence, which is
trustworthy.167 U. S. Supreme Court Justice William Howard Taft l68 stated in 1926

164

Ib'd
I.

J65

Murray v. Hoboken Land, 59 U.S. 272 (1855).
166

Robert J. Grey, President, American Bar Association, Access To The Courts: Equal Justice For All.
167 Ib'd
I.
168

G United States statesman and 27 th President (1909-13), educated at Yale, he became a lawyer, Solicitoreneral (1890), and in 1921 he was appointed Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court.
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that "the real practical blessing of our Bill of Rights is in its provision for fixed
procedure securing a fair hearing by independent courts to each individual.,,!69 One
ofthe fundamental values of the United States system of justice is that our society
depends on access to the courts, because that is where disputes are resolved
peacefully.!70 The alternative is vigilantism and violence. While there is certainly
theoretical access to the courts guaranteed by the United States Constitution and each
of the 50 state constitutions, this is not enough. The practical application of the right
to access is more problematic.!7! One issue concerning access involves adequate
counsel, since the court system is not easy to navigate by a citizen alone. In Gideon v.

Wainwright

I72

the United States Supreme Court unanimously held that the United

States Constitution required counsel be provided to indigent defendants in state felony
proceedings recognizing that a fair process cannot be conducted without the aid of
competent counsel. The Court has extended the indigent defendant's right to counsel
to state juvenile delinquency proceedings, state misdemeanor proceedings in which
actual jail time is imposed, and the first appeal to an appellate court. 173

169

Ibid.

170

Ib'd
I.

171

Id., at page 2.

172

Gideon v. Wainwright 372 U.S. 335 (1963).
173

Id., at page 3.
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There is also an issue concerning physical access to the courts. In 2004, the
supreme Court decided in Tennessee v. Lane

l74

that the courthouse must be

barrier-free and open to all. This decision has forced every courthouse and public
building in the United States, including the United State Supreme Court to
accommodate the disabled by installing entrance ramps, special elevators, hand rails,
handicapped-accessible bathroom facility and other modifications to assure access to
the courts. This also includes assistive listening devices, and sign interpreters for the
. .
. d 175
heanng Impalre .

Another issue involves access to legal representation for low income citizens.
Nothing in the United States Constitution addresses the right to counsel in a civil
case, and in fact, no such right has been implied except in a few specific kinds of
cases including termination of parental rights cases. 176 Much of the access for the low
income part of the population is serviced by public interest law organization such as
the National Association for Public Interest Law (NAPIL) and pro bono services.
Recognizing the importance of ensuring that low-income persons have access to the
courts, beginning in the late 1800s private organizations began providing legal
representation to the poor in some major cities in the United States. The Legal Aid
SOCiety of New York was founded in 1876, two legal aid organizations in Chicago

-

174 - - - - - - - - -

Tennessee v. Lane 541 U.S. 509 (2004).

175

Id., at page 4.
176

.Andrew A. Guy, Pro Bono Representation: Providing Counsel Where It's Needed",
UsInfo.state.gov/joumals.
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began operations in 1885 and 1888, and the Boston Legal Aid Society was founded in
1914. By 1917 there were 41 legal aid programs across the United States. 177

These private efforts continued to gain more providers. The American Bar
Association and local bar association started supporting the provision of legal services
to the poor in the early part of the twentieth century. These local legal services
organizations were the primary means of providing legal services to low income
citizens until the mid-1960's.178 In 1964, the Economic Opportunity Acted was
passed by Congress. It created the Office of Economic Opportunity, which in tum,
created local Community Action Agencies, which were mostly nonprofit
organizations, and provided direct funding for the local activities. The total funding
for these offices in 1965 was four million dollars, with 400 full-time legal aid lawyers
.•.. available to serve 50 million poor people. By 1966, the funding had increased to 25
. million dollars, with more than 150 legal services programs, and by 1971, civil legal
assistance had 2,660 staff attorneys and a budget of 56 million dollars. 179

In 1974, Congress created the Legal Services Corporation, an independent
corporation with an II-member board appointed by the President with the
of the Senate. The Legal Services Corporation provided funding for qualified

John S. Bradway, Legal Aid Bureaus, Public Administration Service, 1935.
, Andrew A. Guy article at page 5, see footnote 163.
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local programs. 180 The funding for legal services programs has been inconsistent over
the years. When budgets are cut, the poor need to go unrepresented or find other
•

programs to get representatIOn.

181

One recent attempt to solve the problem of representation for the poor is Equal
Justice Works. Equal Justice Works

l82

is a national organization that collaborates

with law schools, law firms, corporate legal departments and nonprofit organizations
to provide training and skills that enable attorneys to provide effective representation
to vulnerable popUlations. 183 This organization utilizes idealistic law students to
develop a culture of public service and make it possible for individuals, communities
and causes to get legal representation, even if they cannot afford it. Equal Justice
Works administers a large postgraduate legal fellowship program, placing new
lawyers in two-year assignments at nonprofit public interest organizations. 184
Fellowship projects include improving access to the judicial system for children, the
disabled, senior citizens, people with HIV/AIDS, battered women and racial and
ethnic minorities. 18s

ISO

Ibid.

lSI

Ibid.

IS2

myw.egualjusticeworks.org The mission of Equal Justice Works is to create ajust society by
mobilizing the next generation of lawyers committed to equal justice.
IS3

Is4

IS5

Equal Justice Works Fact Sheet, pages 1 and 2.
'
Ib I.
d
Ib'd
I.
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Equal Justice Works has 100 fellows in 22 states and Washington D.C. They
have more than 550 alumni who are still practicing in the public interest sector. 186

In 2003, Equal Justice Works also instituted a Pro Bono Legal Corps (PBLC).
It is supported by a grant from the Corporation for National and Community Service.

This program offers law graduates the opportunity to promote public service among
laws students and law schools, while developing their own legal and professional
skills. 187 The PBLC provides 35 law graduates the opportunity to work at 17 pro
bono and legal services organizations in nine states. 188

Equal Justice Works has an online resource that provides a broad range of
information in accessible formats to law schools to help develop public interest law
school programs. 189 They also have established a program to address many of the
legal needs of areas hardest hit by natural disasters such as hurricane Katrina l90 .

Each year there is a conference and career fair to promote public service law

i.'

~

that attracts more than 1000 law students and new graduates as well as 150 public

187

Id., at pages 2 and 3.

Hurricane Katrina hit the southern coast of the United States on August 28, 2005. Over 1800 people
as a result of the disaster and it is estimated that the hurricane and its aftermath caused $81 billion
in damages. See www.hhs.gov/disaster.
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interest employers including national nonprofit organizations, public defenders, legal
aid offices and federal government agencies. There are also summer internships in
public interest law. A stipend of$I,OOO is give to 350 law students for spending the
summer giving their services to community-based organizations. 191

In March 2008, Equal Justice Works opened an office in San Francisco,
California to service the underserved population of California including providing
programming for alumni, sponsors, law schools and host organization. 192

Of course, there are numerous organizations that also promote pro bono legal
services for those who are underserved. The American Bar Association has a list of
pro bono legal services for every state. 193 There are over ninety listings for
California. They include numerous legal aid offices, rural legal assistance, assistance
for the arts and artists, assistance for family violence victims, immigration assistance,
and legal services for the disabled and ill. 194 There is only one listing for North
Dakota: Legal Services of North Dakota. 195 In 1992, the Washington State Bar
Association resolved that each of its member attorney should contribute to "public
interest legal service" to low-income persons or to matters designed primarily to
191
192

193

Id., at page 3 and 4.
Id., at page 4.
~,abanet.orgllegalservices.

194 Ib'd

1 , When you click on a state, a list of organizations and complete information on how to contact the
organ' ,
,
lzatlon comes up in a box at the top left of the screen,

.

195 Ib'

ld,
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address the needs ofthe low-income individual in the state. A Volunteer Attorney
Legal Services Action Plan grew out of this resolution. 196

In Civil Cases in the United States (unlike England) each party to a civil
matter is responsible for paying his or her own legal fees, unless the case involves a
contract that provides for a different division or statutory fee recovery statutes that
provide for the losing party to pay the prevailing party's legal fees. 197 Also, in
matters of personal injury where there is a likelihood of a recovery, plaintiffs may be
able to get representation on a contingency fee basis.

Many jurisdictions do have a small claims division where civil litigants can
resolve cases. There is a monetary limit to recovery. In California the limit is
$7,500. 198 Parties are prohibited from have attorney representation. The California
Small Claims division also offers mediation services. 199

The Supreme Court in Boddie v. Connecticut (1971) also recognized the
problem relating to the expense of court filing fees. The Court ruled that poor people
seeking to obtain a divorce may do so without paying a court filing fee, "given the

basic position of the marriage relationship in society's hierarchy of values and the
J96

Andrew A. Guy, Chair, Pro Bono and Legal Aid Committee, Washington State Bar Association, Pro
Bono Representation: Providing Counsel Where It's Needed - usinfo.state.goy/joumals at page 6.
J97

, Id., at page 4.
198

~. ~w.courtinfo.ca.goy.
199 Ib'd
1.
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concomitant state monopolization of the means for legally dissolving this
relationship.,,20o The United States Supreme Court has also held that, in cases
involving the governmental efforts to terminate parental rights, appointment of
counsel for indigent parties should be considered on a case-by-case basis?OI
And, when a party to a termination of parental rights proceeding cannot afford the
costs of obtaining a transcript for an appeal, when the transcript is critical, there must
be a process to have the costs of the transcript waived. 202

There is a recognition that an unrepresented person appearing in court,
especially against an adversary who has legal representation, is at a distinct
disadvantage. 203 Even in the criminal law arena, where a right to counsel has been
established since Gideon v. Wainwright,204 there have been four main solutions to
providing free legal services to indigent defendants in criminal cases. 20S They are:
Assigned Counsel where lawyers from private firms are appointed on a case-by case
200

Boddie v. Connecticut 40 I U.S. 371 (1971).

201

L

202

.

asslfer v. Department of Social Services of Durham County 452 U.S. 18 (1981).

ML.Bv. s.L.J. 519 U.S. 102 (1996).

203

Andrew A. Guy, Chair, Pro Bono and Legal Aid Committee, Washington State Bar Association, Pro
Bono Representation: Providing Counsel Where It's Needed - usinfo.state.gov/journals.
204 Gideon v. Wainwright 372 U.S. 335 (1963) The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution provides, in
pertinent part: "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to ... have the Assistance of
Counsel for his defense." At the time the Sixth Amendment was adopted in 1791, the right to counsel did
not include free, appointed counsel provided by the government. However, in Johnson v. Zerbst 304 U.S.
458 (1938), the United States Supreme Court held that the Sixth Amendment entitIes a person charged with
a federal crime to appointed counsel if the person cannot afford to hire an attorney. That was extended to
stat~s or subdivisions of states, in felony cases where, if convicted, the defendant could be deprived of life
or hberty in Gideon v. Wainwright.

205

C~arles J. Ogletree, Jr. and Yoav Spir, New York University Review of Law and Social Change, 2004,
eepmg Gideon's Promise.
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basis; Contract Counsel where the state or county enters into contracts with attorneys
who agree to handle cases; Public Defender Systems where a full-time government
office or nonprofit organization is responsible for handing indigent criminal defense;
and Mixed Systems which usually combine the public defender approach with other
methods usually because conflicts of interest arise between more than one defendant

. representat·IOn. 206
or pnor

As of 2003, 80 percent of all criminal defendants are represented by appointed
Counse1. 207 The method of representation can change from county to county. In San
Francisco County there is a Public Defender System, in San Mateo County there is an
Assigned Counsel system.

Spain

~

,

.

, .1
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Spain's constitution is about 40 years old. It was designed to insure fair
process. The constitution expressly establishes that justice emanates from the people
and is administered in the name of the King. 208 Judicial proceedings are to be
,1"_" ..".209

However, Spain does not have a long history of due process.

Stacey L. Reed, A Look Back at Gideon v. Wainwright After Forty Years, Drake Law Review, Fall

Spanish Constitution, Article 117, section 1.
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Access to Spain's judicial system had been seen positively by environmental
groupS.21O "Spain is significant in the powers of public participation it confers.,,211
The Spanish Constitution affords specific protection for the environment. There are
some regional superior courts which specialize and are devoted to dealing with
environmental and planning disputes 212 . Third parties including NGO's213 and green
groupS are allowed access to any public inquiry about planning or environmental
problems without legal restriction, even ifthere is no direct interest. 214

One specific concern has been raised in Spain regarding fair process. Public
debate in Spain surrounding the arrest of 14 suspected Islamic militants in 2001,
became heated. Under the Spain's anti-terrorism laws, they can hold suspects for up
to four years without a trial while the investigation takes place. 2ls The question of
Spain extraditing some of the suspects to the United States had been discussed. This

~:

:

.'

is cause for concern, not just because of the death penalty but because of the use of
secret military trials. The feeling among attorneys in Spain is that the suspects will
get a fair trial and fair treatment in Spain. Torture is forbidden and nobody can be
declared guilty without due process. There is a belief that Spain has very high

210

211

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister www.scotland.gov.uk.
Ib'd
I,

213

. Non Governmental Organizations.
214 Ib'd

I.

BBC News: Spanish 'superjudge' targets terror, December 10,2001.
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standards regarding due process.

216

Spain cannot extradite people to a country where

they risk the death penalty, or where they risk judgment in from of a special judiciary
217
without respect to due process.

Then in January 27,2005, Human Rights Watch 218 released a 65-page report
concerning Spain's counterterrorism measures. The report found that certain
measures infringe on basic rights of suspects charged with terrorist acts. 219 This
report analyzes aspects of Spain's criminal law and procedures. It finds that there are
problematic practices such as the use of incommunicado22o detention and secret legal
proceedings, limitation on the right to a lawyer during the initial period of detention,
and lengthy periods of pre-trial detention. 221 Concerns of Human Rights Watch are
related to the complex judicial case against members of an alleged al-Qaeda cell and
ongoing investigations into the devastating Madrid bombings of March 11, 1004 222 •

216
217

Id., at page 3.
Id., at pages 3 and 4.

Human Rights Watch (www.hrw.org) is dedicated to the protection of human rights of people around
the world. It investigates and exposes human rights violations. It is an independent, non-governmental
organization supported by private individuals and foundations. It was started in 1978 as Helsinki Watch in
response to and to implement the Helsinki Accords. It is based in New York, Brussels, London, Moscow,
Paris, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
218

219 S

.

ettmg an Example?: Counter-Terrorism Measures in Spain, Human Rights Watch, January 27, 2005.

S .
pam: Counterterrorism Measures Infringe Basic Rights
~.hrw.org/english/docsI2005/0 1127 /spain 10066.htm. Under Spain's counterterrorism measures,
suspects can be held incommunicado - without access to a lawyer or the ability to contact family members
- f~r up to 13 days. Legal aid attorneys are assigned to suspects during this time, but cannot confer with
therr clients in privacy.
220

221

!b'd
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The March 11, 2004 Madrid Train Bombings consisted of a series of coordinated bombing against
COmmuter trains (Cercanias) in Madrid, Spain, killing 191 people and wounding 1,755 people. Official
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spain addresses the threat from terrorism almost exclusively through the criminal
justice system. Spain regards itself as a leader on countering terrorism while
respecting human rights.223 Human Rights Watch agrees that Spain is correct to
tackle terrorism through the criminal courts, but the government needs to ensure that
terrorism suspects have the due process rights necessary for an effective defense.

224

Suspects can be held for five days before they are seen by a judge. This gives rise to
a greater risk of ill-treatment during detention. Also, Spanish authorities have been
found to sometimes fail to conduct proper investigation into reports of ill-treatment. 225

Court documents in terrorism cases are often subject to such secrecy that some
defense lawyers do not know the exact reasons for their client's remand to pre-trial
detention. 226 The duration of permissible pre-trial detention is also cause for concern.
During the four years allowed by law, they are generally subject to highly restrictive
regimes that entail very limited contact with other prisoners and time outside their

investigation determined the attacks were directed by an al-Qaeda inspired terrorist group. Spanish
nationals that sold explosives to the terrorists were also arrested. See Elmundo.es March 12,2004 and
en. wikipedia.org.
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Human Rights Watch recommends that the Spanish government implement

.
h
228
the followmg c anges:

1.

Ensure that all detainees have access to an attorney from the outset of

detention and the right to speak to the attorney in private;

2.

Ensure that legal aid attorneys are fully empowered to intervene on

their client's behalf during all police and court proceedings;

3.

Limit the use of secret legal proceedings;

4.

Exercise diligence necessary to ensure cases are brought to trial within

the normal two-year period, particularly where the accused is in pre-trial detention,

and;

5.

Ensure that conditions in police custody and pre-trial detention conform

to international standards.

Another problem in Spain is that of access. Spain has a problem with delay as

Well as complex procedures that require specialized knowledge. According to

89

. William E. Gladstone

229

: "Justice Delayed is Justice Denied." Spain has a special

legal position best described as an expeditor that is familiar with the process and what
needs to be done procedurally.23o The judges attribute the delay to work-load. The
attorneys attribute the delay to complex procedures.

As of 1986, delays averaged 18 months for minor offenses and between two to
four years for serious crimes. Because of these delays, bail was established in 1980
for those defendants facing incarceration for less than 6 months.231 The law was also
changed so that two years was the maximum time a person can be held pre-trial for a
misdemeanor and four years for a major crime.

A Spanish judge was fined 103,000 Eu ($162,000) and suspended for a year
for allowing a man to spend 455 days in prison for a crime of which he had been
232
acquitted . Superior Court of Justice of Andalusia ruled on April 9, 2008, that Judge
Adelina Entrena was guilty of "grave negligence" when she failed to notify the jail
that defendant Jose Campy had been acquitted of purse-snatching in December 2005.

It took 15 months for a clerk to detect the error. Campoy had been notified by mail of

229

230

'
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E. Gladstone, Liberal British statesman and Prime Minister.
•

.In~ervlews with Judges and Attorneys in Barcelona. See pages 179 to 196. One of the attorneys had a
~amtlllg in his office of a series of men, two by two, descending a staircase into flames. The painting was
. titled: Attorneys and Expediters Go Two by Two Into Hell.
231

These statistics are from Spanish Criminal Justice and Penal System www.photius.com from the Library
of Congress County Studies and CIA World Fact Book.
232

International Herald Tribune, Spanish judge fined heavily for letting innocent man spend 15 months in
The Associated Press, April 10,2008, www.iht.com.
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his acquittal but has a long history of drug addiction and limited reading skills. Judge
Entrena blamed the oversight on a backlog of work and insufficient staffing at her
courthouse in Motril in the southern province of Grananda. 233

Spain's problems with delays in the judicial system were compounded in 2008
when there was a strike of ministry workers seeking pay raises. This led to even more
backlogs, delaying everything from marriages to trials, until the strike ended April
7/8,2008.

234

There have been reforms promised from Prime Minister Jose Luis

Rodriguez Zapatero to try to solve these problems, especially with unreasonable
delays.
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Education:

"The main part of intellectual education is not the acquisition of facts but
learning how to make facts live.,,235

Education of Judges Designed to Instill Ethics and Integrity

Education of judges in the United States (Common Law)

Judicial Education in the United States is decentralized. In the United States,
there is a National Judicial College (NJC) in Reno, Nevada which is associated with
the University ofNevada236 . The NJC offers educational course to general
jurisdiction judges, special jurisdiction judges, administrative law judges, 237 tribal
judges, and non-attorney adjudicators. Tuition and travel is generally paid for by the
judges' jurisdiction.

235

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Jr. Speech, Harvard Law School Association, November 5, 1886 - United
States judge, born in Boston, educated at Harvard, he became a lawyer, and served in the Union army in the
~ivil War. He became chief justice of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts (1899 -1902), and associate
Justice of the United States Supreme Court (1902 -1932).
236
237

The National Judicial College, Judicial College BuildinglMS 358, Reno, NY 89557.
Specific courses are directed toward Administrative Law Judges including such courses as

~dministrative Law: Fair hearing, Evidence Challenges for Administrative Law Judges: A Web-Based
ourse, Administrative Law: Advanced and Ethics, Bias, Mediation of Administrative Law Judges, and

~e AU: A Web-Based Courts - Analyze Aspects of Administrative Law 2008 Courses for Administrative
aw Judges.
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Many states have educational agencies for judges as part of the judicial council
or other judicial branch agency. California judges are educated through the Judicial
council, Office of Administration of the Courts, Center for Judicial Education and
Research (CJER)238. California requires judges to take a mandatory three-hour core
course in ethics and earn two hours of elective credits in ethics in a three-year
qualifying cycle,z39 Qualifying electives include: Real Life Ethics, I, II, and III; and
Disclosure and Disqualification. 24o California judges must also complete sexual
. .
241
harassment trammg every two years.

The Federal Judicial Center242 sponsors some State-Federal Judicial Education
Programs. In 2004, the Center sponsored a program concerning Current Issues in
Federal Preemption. The Judicial Education Reference, Information, and Technical
Transfer Project243 has been sponsored by Michigan State University since 1989 and
is supported by the National Association of State Judicial Educators244 . They research
issues and trends in judicial branch education and attempt to identify best practices.
Their emphasis is on enhancing knowledge, skills and abilities of the judicial branch.
238

Education Division/Center for Judicial Education and Research, Judicial Council of California,
Administrative Office of the Courts; www.courtinfo.ca.gov/cjer.
239

}t,ww.courtinfo.ca.gov/cjer/ethics.
240

Ibid. 2008 courses approved for elective credit.

241

See California Government Code section 12950.1. This section also applies to California
Administrative Law Judges.
242

~.fjc.gov.

243

WWw. Jeritt.msu.edu.
244

www.nasje.org.
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The education for judges in the United States begins after the person has been
placed in that position. This is in stark contrast to the system in most civil law
countries where the education system actually produces the judges and the education
take place before the person is in that position. Many judges' organizations such as
the National Association of Administrative Law Judges 245 also provide periodic
opportunities of education at national and regional conferences.

Most of the education for judges in the United States is practice
oriented. There is not much theory. In civil law countries the education may be more
theoretical, but many judges and attorneys commented that a great deal of the
education involves memorization.

In England and Wales newly appointed judges must attend intensive
residential induction courses and sit with an experienced judge for a week.246 Judges
also attend annual training days run by the Judicial Studies Board and are called back
for continuation training every three years. 247 Regular training and refresher courses
are also provided for existing judges.

;------------------mt..w.naalj.org.
246

c You be the Judge: Career Opportunities in the Judiciary in England and Wales, Department for
onstitutional Affairs, October 2005.
247

Id., at page 6.
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Education of Judges in Spain (Civil Law)

The education of judges in Spain (as in France and other civil law countries) is
centralized. The Escuela Judicial Consejo General del Porder Judicial (The Judicial
School of the General Council of the Judiciary) in Barcelona is responsible for
teaching future magistrates and judges who have already passed the public
examination?48 The public examination tests the applicant in 438 topics?49 Students
at the Judicial School have already completed five years oflegal studies. 25o The
school is directed by ajudge. An advisory body from the General Council of the
Judiciary is in charge of the education and decides the curriculum. The Council also
organizes the public examination for the selection of judges.

The Council was created in 1994 for the selection and training of judges.
The initial training and administration is in Barcelona. Some continuing training is in
Madrid. The school has 70 employees with 11 judges and 3 university professors.
Subjects include civil law, commercial law, penal law, European and international
law, work law, Judicial language training in English, French, German, Italian and
eVen Spanish, and societal questions such as domestic violence 251 , poverty and
discrimination.

248 Judicial
249

School of the General Council of the Judiciary, www.ejtn.net.

~W.speaktruth.org/defend/profi1es, at page 2.

Domestic Violence was a major issue discussed by the judges and attorneys in Barcelona 2007.
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The institution claims to take a practical approach and the use of case method
to teach the judges. Judges, lawyers and experts are invited to speak during the year.
Every year the school trains 250 new judges and 3500 judges participate in continuing
education and training. The initial training lasts 24 months.

They also participate in international co-operative education and training of
judges of the Economic Union including an exchange program. The Escuela Judicial
is also a part of the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN). Established in
October 2000, this institution operates under Belgian law and is dedicated to cooperative education among European Union countries.

252

Of course, there are differences among the EU countries in training judges. In
France, for example, judges are recruited directly from the University, then subjected
to rigorous training involving some class room instruction and work in the courts and

law offices. The initial training is 31 months and includes instruction on technical
skills, and economic and social factors that impact the judicial environment.
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public Education

Public Education Designed to Understand the Role of Judges and Instill
Confidence in the Ethics and Integrity of Judges and the Legal System

In the United States, Justice at Stake,253 is an organization dedicated to a
national campaign working to keep the courts fair and impartial. They are committed
to protect the court system through public education and reform. Justice at Stake
supports projects to keep politics and special interests out of the courtroom, and to
protect democracy. They educate the public about their court system and judges
through public education, voter guides, and judicial evaluation commissions. They
attempt to reduce special interest pressure and improve judicial election campaigns
through monitoring special interest pressure on the courts, public financing of judicial
elections, merit-based selection of judges and better disclosure of campaign and
interest group contributions. They protect courts and judges from partisan attacks by
. rapid response to intimidation and impeachment threats, educating political leaders on
the unique role of the courts and protecting court budgets from political attacks. They
defend the courts that defend the rights of citizens by calling attention to attacks on
the power of courts to uphold the constitution, building a network of judges to speak
out, and develop new messages and new coalitions to defend the courts 254 •

Speak to American Values, A Handbook for Winning the Debate for Fair and Impartial Courts, Justice
Stake Campaign, 717 D Street, NW, Suite 203, Washington, D.C. 20004.
2s4

Id., at the inside cover.
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Justice at Stake was founded because there was a belief that interest groups

and political partisans were trying to weaken the authority and legitimacy of courts by
·
painting them as t h e enemy 0 f mamstream
va Iues. 255 They were respon d'mg to
decisions that they did not like by calling the judges "activist" and even "tyrants," and
by seeking to intimidate the judiciary and weaken access to justice. It is difficult,
because of the ethical standards required by judges, for individual judges to respond
to this type of criticism. It is believed that citizens will reject this attack on judges if
they understand the role the judiciary plays in protecting the values they care about
most.

Justice at Stake publishes a handbook256 that outlines simple and powerful
communication framework for defending fair and impartial courts from political
interference. It is based on one of the largest opinion research projects ever
conducted in the United States on attitudes toward the courts257 • The handbook
, provides effective messages available for rebutting attacks on judicial independence
by reminding people why they care about strong courts that protect the people's rights
under our laws and constitution258 •

255

Id., at page i.

256 Ib'

Id. Speak to American Values.

257

Id., at page 13, Appendix.
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The handbook gives a guide on how to stand up for strong courts 259 . Their
research shows that the people of the United States are ready to reject political
interference with courts, if the right language is used to make the case. They suggest
that the judges stick to the core message: In order to protect access to justice for all

and our rights under the Constitution, we must defend fair and impartial courts from
political interference; speak to core values; connect with a bipartisan majority of
citizens by talking about the role of courts in protecting individual rights and ensuring
everyone a day in court

260

. Describe the threat; people grow concerned when they

hear about political interference with the courts, but they need to be educated about
those threats (it should be noted that sometimes the politicians do not understand the
impact of attempting to interfere with the judges and courts). Embrace accountability;
people want courts to be accountable, but to the Constitution and the law, not to
politicians and special interest groups; and don't be distracted; don't get trapped
debating controversial decision or slogans like "judicial activism.,,261

The survey found that values matter262 . Critics try to portray courts as the
of mainstream values. When they disagree with a decision, they accuse judges
of being unaccountable. Their goal is to energize the political aspects of their
and put defenders of checks and balances on the defensive. The survey
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;:::

that a bipartisan majority of people treasure the role of our courts in protecting
individual rights and providing access to justice. The people want courts to be fair
and impartial and accountable to the law and the Constitution, not to political pressure

. l'IIIt erest
and specra

263

.

One problem with the questions in the survey is that the questions and the
concepts behind the questions are very abstract. The wording of the questions is such
that the answer is suggested. For instance, the survey asks the person surveyed:
Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following statement: "We need strong
courts that are free from political pressure. 84 percent strongly agree with an
additional 10 percent somewhat agree 264 . It would difficult for an intelligent person
to answer in the negative. However, the survey also finds that the public exhibits
limited knowledge about the workings of the courts265 . Also, the survey finds that the
public has a favorable but soft opinion about the courts and the public's knowledge of
the courts remains rudimentary266. When asked: In your opinion, which one of the
following is most important quality for the court system in the US to be? Guardians
of Constitutional Rights, Fair and Impartial, Independent form politics, Accountable
for their decisions, or Responsive to society's concerns, the reply is "Guardian of

263

26(
26S

Ib'd
I.
Id., at page 2.
Id., at page 14.

266 Ibid.
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Constitutional Rights" 33 percent and "Fair and Impartial" 31 percent267 . These are
the expected answers. But what would happen if asked an open ended question?
People were asked in a focus group: Should courts be accountable to politicians or the
Constitution. A conservative man in Chicago answered "I feel anyone who is held
accountable will probably do a better job.,,268 The concept of being accountable to the
Constitution is extremely abstract and difficult to comprehend.

The study also indicated that the people of the United States need to be
reminded of political threats to independent courts. It is not a popular idea with
citizens to tamper with the court system in order to achieve a political goaf69. If the
question is put "should courts be accountable to politicians or to the constitution" the
answer is "the Constitution" about 62% of the time 27o. However, again this is very
abstract. How are judges accountable to the constitution? Court decisions are
published at the higher court level and can be appealed (technically) to the Supreme
Court as part of the checks and balances of the constitutional scheme.

Another key finding of the Justice at Stake study is that it is a waste of time to
debate slogans like "judicial activism" or "controversial decisions.,,271 It is best to

269

.

271

Id., at page 16.

Id., at page 1, and page 5.
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··i stick to the core issue of the value of strong courts to insure protection of individual
. rights and equaI JustIce
. . fior aII .272

In talking to the public about the courts, this study suggests that the speaker
focus on the courts, uphold the constitution and protect individual rights; that access
to justice is under attack by politicians; that courts are accountable to the constitution
and the law, not politicians; and respond to "hot button" issues by defending the
independence of the courtS.z 73 The suggested vocabulary is to say phrases like: fair
and impartial courts; upholding the constitution; politicians, political intimidation;
access to justice; courts; protecting individual rights; and checks and balances. It is
suggested to use: judicial independence; interpreting the constitution; congress;
individual cases or decision; or judges (as opposed to courtS)274.

It is suggested to communicate these issues to the public through letters to the
at newspapers, especially in response to editorials. 275 Also writing Op-Ed
that can be published in local newspapers is suggested as well as electronic and
newsletters. 276

Id., at pages 10, 11, and 12.
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Justice Sandra Day O'Connor (Reti 77 wrote an article for Parade Magazine278
published on February 24, 2008

279

titled How To Save Our Courts (Politics is

threatening the rule of law in the U.S. today). She comments on her work as a United
States Supreme Court Justice who was required by the United States Constitution to
fairly and impartially apply the law - "not the law as I wanted it to be but the law as it
was." She expresses her concern that politically motivated interest groups are
attempting to interfere with justice. She criticizes judges who ignore settled law and
make decisions according to personal or public preferences. She observes that 89
percent of state (39 states) court judges go through some form of election process,
which is often fueled by growing sums of money spent by judicial candidates. She
questions: "when so much money goes into influencing the outcome of a judicial
election, it is hard to have faith that we are selecting judges who are fair and
impartial." She advocates non-partisan elections - "to switch to merit selection ... ".
She describes the system in Colorado and Nebraska where an independent
commission of knowledgeable citizens recommends candidates to the governor, who
appoints one of the candidates to be ajudge. After several years on the bench, the
judge's name is submitted to the electorate for a retention vote. She suggests that this
method decreases the importance of money and politics in the process while still
allowing voter input on retaining each judge. She challenges the public to educate

;-------------------Sandra Day O'Connor was born March 26,1930. She was the first woman associate justice of the
SUpreme Court of the United State. She served from 1981 to 2006. en.wikipedia.org.
278

Parade Magazine is a widely distributed news magazine included in many Sunday newspaper
publications.
279

,

o Connor Article at pages 4 and 5.
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She is working with Georgetown University and Arizona State
on two programs on public education. One program is called Our Courts

will be an online civics experience for children. The other program, the Sandra
. Day O'Connor Project on the State of the Judiciary, she hopes will create a dialogue
between experts and law practitioners on the court system and report on the best ways
to safeguard its role.

A self described conservative group, Judicial Watch 28o , a public interest group
that investigates and prosecutes government corruption and judicial abuse is actively
.. opposed to what they call "judicial activism". They also target public education.
Judicial Watch targets liberal judges. In 2006, the organization targeted Judge Anna
. Diggs Taylor, who ruled that the government's warrantless wiretapping program was
unconstitutional. She serves on the board ofa foundation (Community Foundation
Southeastern Michigan) that donated funds to the ACLU of Michigan. One of the
named plaintiffs in the illegal wiretapping case was the ACLU (ACLU et at. v.
....'''Hun

Security Agency). Certainly, Judge Taylor should have disclosed this

VVAJU1"\~1lI..JlJ

to the parties. This matter underscores the necessity for judges to limit

their personal and political activities. In Spain, a judge cannot participate in any
'udicial activities without the permission of the General Council. 281

Shetreet, Shimon and Deschenes, Judicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate, 1985 Chapter 26
328.
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In the United States, jury service is another way that the judicial system has an
opportunity to educate the public. A brochure is available in most court houses in
California distributed by the Administrative Office of the Courts, San Francisco,
California. 282 This document provides information about serving as a juror. There is
a message from the Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court, Ronald M.
George. He reminds potential jurors about the rule of law and that "trial by a jury of
one's peers is among the fundamental democratic ideals of our nation.,,283

There was also a similar brochure at the Palace of Justice in Barcelona in the
lobby of the building. This document is address to all citizens and is entitled the
Rights of Citizens before Justice. 284 It lists the rights and responsibility of citizens
including protections for juveniles and immigrants.

282

~w.Courtinfo.ca.gov Court and Community, Jury Service Information and Instructions for
espondent to Your Juror Summons.

R.

284

Carta de Drets deLs Ciutadans davant de La Justicia, Consell GeneraL deL Poder Judicial.
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Interference in the Courts

"An independent is the guy who wants to take the politics out ofpolitics.,,285

An example of political interference in matters concerning the courts given by
Justice at Stake is the Terri Schiavo case

286

. Terri Schiavo entered a vegetative state

in 1990 after a disastrous potassium deficiency caused irreversible brain damage.
Both her doctors and her court-appointed doctors were of the opinion that there
existed no hope of rehabilitation. Her husband, based on his belief of his wife's
wishes, wanted to stop her being kept alive by mechanical means. Terri's parents
opposed this, believing that she could recover someday. The matter was heard in the
Florida courts more than 20 times. Every time the court ruled that under Florida law,
Terri's husband had the right to make the decision as to his wife's right to die. Terri's
parents refused to accept this decision. The parents' attorney admitted that his clients
had had their day in court and had been given due process, but that they disagreed
with the result.

Politicians inserted themselves into the fray. The Florida legislature passed a
Controversial "Terri's Law" which gave Governor Jeb Bush the authority to have
: Terri's feeding tube re-inserted when a court ruled that the husband could have it

28S A

.
dlai Stevenson, "The Art of Politics," The Stevenson Wit (1966) see footnote 43, above.

.

286

Soylent Communications (2008) www.nndb.com.
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removed. This controversy went on for years, co-opted by the pro-life movement.
Finally the Governor refused to interfere.

The matter was even taken to the federal court level. The court refused to
interfere with the Florida court's ruling that Terri's husband had the right to make the
decision. On March 18, 1005 her feeding tube was removed and March 31, 2005 she
died.

The U.S. Congress passed legislation allowing federal courts to intervene, and
President George Bush signed the bill into law. Comments were made by politician
concerning this matter while it was pending in the Florida courts, including House
Majority Leader Tom DeLay claiming that Terri laughs and talks (this could not
possibly have been the case), and Jesse Jackson, who had an opinion for the national

The autopsy conducted after Terri's death established that her brain damage
Was so severe that she could not think, feel, see, or interact in any way with her

What should have been a family matter, which was decided by the courts in
Concert with the law, was turned into a political attack on the court. The court is
to follow the law. The law could be changed to change how end of life
are made and who has the right to make them and then the courts will
107

folloW that law. If politics and politicians can interfere with lawful orders of the
court, then they interfere with fundamental concepts of democracy and the checks and
balances of our democratic system,

Another interesting example of an attempt to politically interfere with the
operation of the United States Supreme Court was attempted by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in February 1937 after he was elected to a second term by a landslide.

287

In

1935 the Supreme Court declared the National Recovery Administration Act
unconstitutional. In 1936 the Supreme Court again ruled against part of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration. These laws were part of the New Deal
measures instituted by President Roosevelt. He believed that these reform measures
were essential to the economic recovery of the United States. He also was convinced
that these laws were constitutional. He asked Congress to pass a law that would allow
him to appoint one new judge for every sitting judge on the Supreme Court that was
over 70 years old or older. That would have allowed President Roosevelt to appoint

six new jUdges. Congress eventually voted down the proposal. This plan was
denounced by many of both parties as an attempt to pack the court. The gradual
retirement of older justices brought more liberal justices on the court and the Supreme
Court began to uphold government regulation. By 1941, President Roosevelt had
appointed eight of the nine justices on the Supreme Court including Justice Black
(1937), Justice Reed (1938), Justice Frankfurter (1939), and Justice Douglas (1939).
'!his historical incident demonstrates several "pit-falls" surrounding political pressure

--------------------The Age of Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1933 - 1945 www.eduref.org.
287
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the courts. Initially, it appears that the members of the court were not in line with
contemporary legal theory concerning regulation of the economy. Individuals on the
court do have a point of view. Because the justices are appointed for life, the political
landscape can change more rapidly than the intellectual positions of the justices.
Packing the court is not an especially good idea, since it only addresses an immediate
political agenda. That agenda can change from day to day, month to month, year to
year. The accountability to the United States Constitution is more constant and
adjusts more slowly to the views of society as a whole.

More recently the California Supreme Court came under attack by political
forces. This time the political forces were successful. In 1986, the voters of
, California voted to remove three California Supreme Court justices for their political
Views, not for any misconduct. 288 At 40 years old, Rose Elizabeth Bird was appointed
to the California Supreme Court in 1977, by Governor "Jerry" Brown. She did not
any experience as a lower court judge. She was the first female justice of the
Supreme Court and the first female Chief Justice. She was confirmed by
Commission Judicial Appointments by a 2-1 vote. Attorney General Younger
the swing vote. While he was reluctant to vote for confirmation, he did so. Some
--vu.,,,·u him of voting for Justice Bird in order to gain the women's vote in an

gubernatorial election in which he planned to run as the Republican

Rose Elizabeth Bird: Choosing to be Just, Adrian, Erin (2002)
womenslegalhistory.stanford.eduipaperslBirdR-Adrian02.pdf.
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Justice Bird was a staunch critic of the death penalty. She voted to

,oyerturn one death penalty case after another. She did not uphold a single death
penalty case. She voted 61 times to vacate the penalty out of 64 death penalty cases
that came before her. She narrowly won a confirmation election (52.7%) in 1978.
Several recall petitions did not get enough signatures to be placed on the ballot.

Several justices, Governor Deukmejian and President Ronald Regan all spoke
out against Justice Bird. She did not feel it was appropriate for her to campaign for
herself based on the Cannons of Judicial Ethics. Two other justices along with Justice
Rose Bird, Justice Cruz Reynoso and Justice Joseph Grodin were also removed from
. office through the confirmation election in 1986. This process points out the danger
politicizing the judicial branch, which had not been previously the subject of

·,..v.....".. pressure because of the justices' opinions on a controversial issue, rather
any judicial misconduct. Justice Bird clearly believed that her position reflected
and the law, but it was not a popular position. In this case, political pressure

Law and Political Pressure

The Constitution and Provincial law in Spain is quite recent. The present
---u',HUlIUH

was only instituted in 1978 289 after the death of General Franco. And the

, S. Shetreet, editor Judicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate Kluwer Academic Publishers 1985
314.
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Council of the JUdiciary was created in 1984 to be responsible for the

"~'tlPU;v~lVU and training of judges. 290 The judges and attorneys consistently denied any
. attempt at political influence on the judicial process291 • This may be attributable to
the role that judges play in a civil law system. The laws are passed by the legislature
and at least technically, there is no judicially created law through interpretation.

However, on an individual level, there is still some political influence on
judicial decisions. Specifically, the charging judge in criminal cases can release a
suspect or keep the suspect incarcerated based on political pressure. 292

Judges are not politically accountable in Spain. 293 There is a strong
convention that has developed among political parties over the last twenty years that
public deference toward judicial decision is expected, even when they are politically
controversial. It is generally accepted that politicians should not criticize judicial

291

.

D'
lscussions with judges and attorneys in Barcelona 2007.

292

Report.globalintegrity.org/Spain page 4.
293 D'

3.

lez-Picazo, Luis-Maria, Judicial Accountability in Spain: an Outline, Cour de Cassation 2003, at page
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and Misconduct

"For a wrongdoer to be undetected is difficult; and for him to have confidence
that his concealment will continue is impossible. ,,295

There must be some mechanism in place to enforce the ethical rules that are
required to keep the jUdiciary independent. In the United States the enforcement of
the ethical codes and canons is decentralized. Each State and the District of
Columbia have State Judicial Conduct Organization established to investigate
allegation of misconduct by state court judges

296

•

However, each organization has

various levels of oversight and various levels of power to regulate the conduct of
'.' judges. In California, the Commission on Judicial Performance has broad powers to
investigate and discipline allegations of misconduct by judges.

In the Summary of Discipline Statistics (1990-1999) (Summaryi97 , the State
California Commission on Judicial Performance published a summary of statistics
cases in which discipline was imposed by the Commission on Judicial
111U"lVv,

or imposed by the California Supreme Court on recommendation of the

Epicurus, "Vatican Sayings" (3rd century B.C.), 7, in Letters, Principal Doctrines, and Vatican Sayings,
Russell M. Greer - Greek philosopher, born at Samos. He opened a school at Mitylene (310 B.c.) and
there. In 305 B.C. he returned to Athens and opened a successful school of philosophy, leading a
temperance and simplicity. He held that pleasure is the chief good, by which he meant
from pain and anxiety, not one who indulges sensual pleasure. (Cambridge Encyclopedia)
A list can be found at www.ancpr.org(judicial.htm.
State of California Commission on Judicial Performance, 455 Golden Gate Avenue, Suite 14400, San
California 94102, http://cjp.ca.gov. Summary of Discipline Statistics 1990-1999.
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· .on,z98 The Summary included advisory letters, public and private
" admonishments, public reprovals

299

, public censures and decisions removing judges

from office during the 10 year period covered by the Summary. There were a total of

499 cases. Types of conduct covered include abuse of contempt, alcohol related
criminal conduct, bias, comment on pending matter, demeanor, improper activities,
and sleeping.

30o

The largest percentage (13.4 percent) of disciplinary actions was

related to demeanor.

301

The major source of complaints against judges was from

litigants/family or friends of litigants. 302

The discipline rates were broken down by initially appointed versus initially
elected

303

•

Out of 14,049 judges from the 10 year period who were initially

appointed, 418 judges were subject to disciplinary action or at a 29.8 disciplinary rate
per thousand judges. Out of the 1,858 judges from the 10 year period who were
initially elected, 81 were subject to disciplinary action or at a 43.6 disciplinary rate

298 Before 1995, the California Supreme Court was responsible for imposing censures and ordering judges
removed form office. After 1995, the California Constitution was amended to vest that responsibility in the
Commission, subject to discretionary review by the Supreme Court upon petition by the judge.

299

Public Reprovals were eliminated as a sanction in 1995.

300

State of California Commission on Judicial Performance, 1990 - 1999, a page 2 of Summary.
301

Id., at page 8 of Summary.
302

Id., at page 9 of Summary.
303

In California judges are elected in non-partisan elections for a term. However, in practice, the Governor
appoints the vast majority of judges when ajudge vacates a position during the term. The appointed judge
fiIls out the remainder of the term and then must stand for election, but as an incumbent. It is rare when the
election of an incumbent judge is contested.
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thousand judges. While the number of judges who are initially elected is small,
the percentage of those judges disciplined over the 10 year period is significant. 304

An example of judicial discipline in California involves a judge assigned to a
small court in Northern California.

305

In 2003, the judge received two "Private

Admonishments.,,306 Private Admonishments are designed, in part, to correct
problems at an early stage, thus serving the California Commission on Judicial
Performance's larger purpose of maintaining the integrity of the California
judiciary.30? For educational purposes the Commission chose to describe the judge's
misconduct in abbreviated form rather than omit them altogether. 308 The judge made
sexually suggestive gestures and comments to a court reporter, an employee of the
prosecutor's office and a courthouse visitor. The admonishment states that the judge
. behaved offensively in front of court staff. The judge also failed to disclose when a
friend and former law partner appeared before him under circumstances that required
disclosure, not recusal. The judge also engaged in ex parte contact with an attorney
immediately prior to hearing a matter in which the attorney appeared before the

304

Id., at page 14 of Summary.

30S

The Lehan Matter by Mark Scaramella, December 15,2004, The Anderson Valley Advertiser.
~theava.com The Court was Ten Mile Court in Ft. Bragg, California.

307

California Commission on Judicial Performance, www.cjp.ca.gov.
308
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In a second admonishment, the Commission added that the judge's remarks
litigants in two separate matters displayed bias and offensive demeanor. 310
Complaints against this judge have continued for bias in family law cases and
criminal law cases.

311

This judge was elected by the voters in 2002. He will have to

stand for reelection in 2008.

312

Judicial Misconduct can range from minor infractions of the ethical
codes/canons to criminally actionable conduct. Judicial misconduct can occur based
on the role of the judge as the person who presides over a trial. The judge in a jury
trial must remain fair and impartial "ever mindful of the sensitive role the court plays

in a jury trial and avoid even the appearance of advocacy or partiality. 313 The
. standard in the United States for reversing a jury verdict because of general judicial
'misconduct during trial is "stringent".314 The reviewing court requires an extremely
level of interference by the trial judge, which creates "a pervasive climate of
and unfaimess.,,315 The issue before the reviewing 316 court is whether or not
state trial judge's behavior rendered the trial so fundamentally unfair as to violate

313

United States v, Harris, 501 F2d 1, 10 (9 th Cir. 1974).
Kennedy v. Los Angeles Police Department, (9 th Cir. 1989) 901 F.2d 702,709.
United States v. DeLuca, 692 F2d 1277, 1282 (9 th Cir. 1982).
Gayle v. Scully, 779 F2d 802, 806 (2d Cir. 1985).
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federal due process under the United States Constitution317 . In every case reviewed
the reviewing court found that as objectionable as some actions might be (caustic,
sarcastic comments and offensive conduct), these actions do not violate due
process.

318

In a 2001 review of judicial misconduce l9 the author (Brauer) examines four
categories of judicial misconduct including campaign misconduct, ex parte
communications, inappropriate behavior, and corruption and theft. The article
summarizes four cases involving inappropriate campaigning. The cases involved
campaigns in Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. The Courts are most concerned with
judges using misleading statements in their campaigns. The author observes that
"This may be one of the problems inherent in a system which requires judges to
campaign for their positions-there is a tension between the marketing aspect of
political campaigns and the standards of veracity to which judges are held by the
.' Model Code of Judicial Conduct.,,32o 321

317

Daye vs. Attorney General o/the State o/New York, 712 F2d 1566, 1571 (2 nd Cir. 1983).
Id., Gayle v. Scully, and Daye v. Attorney General o/New York.
Brauer, Alex, Judicial Misconduct, Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics, Summer 2001.

Canon 5 of the American Bar Association's Model Code of Judicial Conduct states: "A Judge or
Candidate Shall Refrain From Inappropriate Political Activity.
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The Brauer article summarizes two cases involving ex parte communications,
one from Ohio and one from Utah. The Ohio case involves a judge322 who was
suspended for granting an interview to a television news reporter after a reviewing
court reversed and remanded a custody case. In the interview, the judge made several
false statements about the parties to the custody case, including accusing one of the
parties of filing bankruptcy. The judge was suspended without pay for six months
from his position as a county court judge, juvenile division.

The Utah case involves a judge323 who presided over a case involving the
expulsion of a student for bringing a gun to school. The judge issued a temporary
restraining order reinstating the student and, because he could not rule on the
injunction before the school year ended, the judge ruled that the remainder of the case

was moot. After reading an article in the newspaper that quoted a school official as
indicating that the student would be disciplined the following year, the judge called
the school district's attorney, but never notified the student's attorney. After this ex

parte telephone conversation, the judge was reassigned back to the case. He informed
both parties that he thought the student's attorney should get some attorneys fees, but
that he hoped the parties would settle the matter on their own. They did. The
Contents of the ex parte communication was in dispute, but the judge was sanctioned
for initiating the communication, expressing his displeasure at the school district

-

122 - - - - - - - - -

Supreme Court of Ohio: Office o/Disciplinary Counsel v. Robert Anthony Ferreri.

323

Supreme Court of Utah: In re Inquiry Concerning a Judge, The Honorable David S. Young, District
JUdge.
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further discipline on the student, and expressing his opinion that the
's attorney was entitled to fees. The Court found that the judge interfered with
fair hearing on the attorney fee issue and the judge's conduct was prejudicial to the
administration of justice. The judge received a public reprimand.

The author of the summary observed324 that judges are subject to human
tendencies and even in a professional environment become friends and enemies with
people and have a strong desire to see justice done. This will continue to tempt
judges to engage in ex parte communications. There is no "malicious intent" on the
part of the judge. However, there is a strict rule against ex parte communication in
the United States and they should be avoided at all costS. 325

Brauer summarizes ten cases involving inappropriate behavior. These cases
come from Texas, New York, Florida, New Jersey (2), Ohio (2), Indiana (2), and
Wisconsin (2). These cases involve base sexual comments to attorneys in the
courtroom326 ; ethnic slurs327 , and inappropriate comments. 328 The author observes
324

Brauer, Alex, page 5.

: 325

.

American Bar Association Center for Professional Responsibility Model Code of Judicial Conduct
Canon 3 (B)(7) ... "A judge shall not initiate, permit or consider ex parte communications, or consider
?ther communications made to the judge outside the presence of the parties concerning a pending or
Impending proceeding ... "

326

•

RevIew Tribunal, Appointed by the Texas Supreme Court: In re James L. "Jim Barr, Judge, 377th
!Udicial District court of Texas - Judge Barr was removed as a judge for casting "public discredit upon the
JUdiciary of the State of Texas as well as on the administration of justice and are thus violative of ... the
Texas Constitution."
327

Kevin Mulroy, A Judge of the Onondaga County Court - Judge Mulroy was overheard making the
~mark, "you know how you Italian types are with Your Mafia connections." The Court removed Judge
ulroy from office for threatening "public confidence in the judiciary."
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jltat theses acts undermine the effectiveness of the judiciary and if allowed to continue
in such behavior, judges become tyrants, rather than impartial protectors of justice. 329

The author summarizes three cases involving corruption and theft. They are
from Florida, South Carolina and Pennsylvania. These cases involved a judge
accepting free tickets to baseball games from attorneys who regularly appeared before
him 330 ; collecting fees for performing marriage ceremonies33 '; and diverting public
funds for personal use 332 .

These cases illustrate the tension between judicial independence and judicial
accountability. While it is important not to undermine the independence of the

328 The Supreme Court of Wisconsin: In the Matter of Judicial Disciplinary Proceedings Against the
. Honorable Robert Michelson, Municipal court Judge - In a letter to the daughter of a woman who had
appeared before him, Judge Michelson wrote "With the planet already overcrowded, my personal belief is
that a young woman who finds herself unmarried and pregnant should get an abortion." The court found
that the judge had violated provisions of the Wisconsin Code of Judicial Conduct requiring a judge to be
patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity
and to perform judicial duties without bias or prejudice. The judge was publicly reprimanded for his
improper conduct.

The Supreme Court of Florida: Inquiry Concerning A Judge, No. 99-105, Re: John T Luzzo. The court
ordered a public reprimand of Judge Luzzo.
The Supreme Court of South Carolina: In the Matter of Harry C. Brown, Sr., Respondent. The court
found that this practice violated the South Carolina Code of Judicial Conduct and the court
p~eviously ordered Judge Brown not to retain any further compensation for performing marriages and to
dIsgorge any compensation previously received. Judge Brown was found to have willfully violated the
order, and held Judge Brown in civil and criminal contempt. Judge Brown resigned form the
and subsequently was suspended from the practice of law for eighteen months.
332

The Court of Judicial Discipline of Pennsylvania: In re Gloria M Strock, District Justice. The court
found that Judge Strock was diverting funds received by her office for payment of her personal financial
',.
She would later pay the funds back when she received her monthly salary deposit. The Court
of Judicial Discipline concluded that this conduct brought the judicial office into disrepute. The judge was
, ordered removed from office and rendered her ineligible to hold judicial office in the future.
.
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judiciary in decision-making, judicial misconduct must be subject to some kind of
. ht 333 .
overslg

Federal judges in the United States require impeachment for the removal of
life-tenured judges. This process requires the House of Representatives to vote a bill
of impeachment and the Senate to oversee the trial of the judge334 • The grounds for
impeachment are for treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors 335 . The
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation conducts a comprehensive full-field investigation of
judicial candidates so as to reasonably as possible ensure sound judgments about their
integrity and qualification336 •

Spain

The rules involving removal, transfer and discipline of judges in Spain are laid
down in a general fashion in the New Organic Law of Judicial Power and in the
Organic Law of the General Council of Judicial Power. Incompetence or unfitness

·m
)34

Brauer, Alex page 11.

.
UUlted States Constitution, Article III, Section land Article II, Section 4.
United States Constitution, Article II, Section 4.
National Commission on Judicial Discipline and Removal (1986) was charged with investigating and
the problems and issues related to disciplining and removing life-tenured federal judges;
the feasibility of possible alternatives to current methods of dealing with judicial discipline
and issues; and reporting to Congress, the Chief Justice, and the President its findings and
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be grounds for removal of a judge (except for illness).337 Retirement for
of physical incapacity is set forth in the law.

Criminal responsibility of judges is regulated in detail. There is criminal
liability for infringing the laws concerning the exercise of judicial function. 338 Any
citizen that is not unfit for exercise of a penal action may bring a complaint against
any judicial officer.

339

The New Organic Law does distinguish among penal, civil

and disciplinary liability of judge.

A notorious case involving an "instruction judge340" brought a nine year prison
sentence in 2005 for Barcelona Judge Luis Pascual Estevil1. 341 He was also ordered to
. pay a fine of 1.8 million euros. He was found guilty of prevarication (obstruction of
justice), illegal detention, and bribery/corruption for running an extortion racket from
1990 to 1994. Judge Estevill was in a scheme with an attorney to demand
"backhanders" (kick-backs) from businesses involved in lawsuits. Judge Estevill
threatened firms with prosecution unless they paid him, prosecuted people he did not

Pelayo, A. Beltran, Spain, Chapter 26 p 336 Judicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate, edited
Sheetreet, S 1985, Martinus NijhoffPublishers, K1uwer Academic Publishers Group, Dordrect
Ibid. Also discussed in interview of Judge Santigo Vidal i Marsal, Judge in Barcelona, May 2007.

340

. Juez de Instruccion is a judge in a civil law system that investigates and charges crimes.
Barecelonareporter.com www.barecelonareporter.com.
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like, and handed down unjust rulings 342. The extortion allowed them to accumulate
hundreds of thousands of euros in bribes over a four-year period. 343

Another well publicized case of alleged corruption involved Judge Blanca
Esther Diez, a judge from Marbella, Spain in 1993/94. She was charged with
Dereliction of duty and revealing details of a case on the complaint of Juan Ramirez.
Mr. Ramirez was alleged to have ties to the Sicilian crime family. Judge Diez had
Mr. Ramirez' telephone legally "bugged" in January 1993. She later ordered him
jailed in "preventive detention" pending trial, on suspicion of involvement in the
fraudulent sale of a casino. Mr. Ramirez was later ordered freed without bail after
two months in jail. The complaint led to her suspension and trial. She was subject to
two months injail, suspension of her judicial duties for three years, and a fine of
about one million dollars (converted from 100 million pesetas or nearly 500,000
British pounds). 344 She was the target of attack because she was investigating
corruption in the Costa del Sol related to the Italian Santapaola family. She was not
convicted after many citizens of the area gave sworn statements in her support. As of
December 2007, Judge Diez continues to investigate corruption in Marbella. 345 This

In fact, prior to the scandal, Judge Estevill had been removed from office by the disciplinary
commission of the General Council of the Judiciary. He was banned from the judiciary for six years on the
grounds of illegal arrest. However, he appealed and gained his post back.

342

343

Think Spain News, 4/1/05. Also discussed in interview of Judge Santigo Vidal i Marsal, Judge in
Barcelona, May 2007.

344

The London Independent, March 14, 1994 Spain's female Wyatt Earp in the dock: Marbella's anti
Corruption.
345

80srebom.b logspot.coml2007.
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was an event of national importance because the judge's wiretap revealed that
Ramirez and a high ranking member of Spain's General Council of Judicial
. d 346
power were cIose finen s.

In 1993, Judge Blanca Diez charged Judge Pilar Ramirez with corruption and
ordered her to be imprisoned. Judge Diez was accused of irregularities of form in the
case and a year later, was suspended by the Andalusian Superior Court of Justice. A
year after that, the Supreme Court reinstated her. Judge Ramirez also overruled the
imprisonment (dictated by Judge Santiago Torres) of former major of Marbella, Jesus

Gil, for a fraud scandal involving a Spanish football team, Atletico de Madrid (called
the t-shirts case). 34 7

In 1999, Judge Pilar Ramirez was declared unsuitable to be a judge by the
"S"""''''''',lUl

Council for Judicial Power and suspended for four years by the Supreme

accused of having failed to act in a matter relating to Marbella Town Hall and
ajudge in a town of fewer than 100,000 inhabitants in which her father had
business. In fact, her father, Juan Ramirez, was a civil servant in the
courts. Ramirez left Marbella shortly afterwards. However, she appealed

Independent Newspapers UK Limited, copyright 1994 European News Page 007. Jose-Luis
was vice president of the General Council of Judicial Power.
"Report.globalintegrity.org/Spain, at page 5 Copyright 2007 Global Integrity.
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was reinstated in office. She became a judge in the town of Torremolinos
).348

Judge Jose Ramon Manzanares was removed as a judge after he was found

guilty of obstruction of justice by malicious delay.349 Judge Manzanares was in
charge of granting leave requests for prisoner. The court found that he intentionally
delayed ruling on the permit requests. Originally, it was recommended that he be
suspended for two years. However, the High Court of Catalonia removed him from
his position as a judge.

Spain: Integrity Indicators Scorecard, at page 4.
El Mundo, Spain September 30, 1999, and interview with lordi Oliveras i Badia, at pages 195 and 196,
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Different Ways to Become a Judge

In the United Kingdom, judges are appointed by the Crown on advice of the
prime minister in the case of the Court of Appeal and House of Lords; on the advice
of the Lord Chancellor in the case of High Court and circuit judges. Judges are
appointed from the ranks of experienced barristers, though in England and Wales
experienced solicitors may be appointed as circuit judges. Senior Judges (other than
the Lord Chancellor, a government minister) can be removed only on an address
presented by both Houses of Parliament; this rule is intended to secure the
independence of the judiciary. Circuit judges (as Magistrates) can be removed by the
Lord Chancellor for incapacity or misbehavior.

In the United States there are a number of ways to become ajudge. At the
federal level, pursuant to Article III of the United States Constitution, Judicial power
is vested in one Supreme Court and such inferior courts as congress establishes. The
.. office of Supreme Court judge and inferior court judges are held during good
behavior and their compensation cannot be diminished. At the Federal level, judges
are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. 350 Under
Article I, section 2, the House of Representatives has the exclusive power to impeach,
judicial officers, but under Article I, section 3, the Senate has the exclusive

, Article II, section 2, United States Constitution.
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power to try judicial officers and a 2/3 rd majority is required to remove a federal judge
from office.

Each state in the United States has state court judges. These judges get to be
judges in various different ways. In California judges at the Superior Court level are
basically elected in non-partisan elections or appointed by the Governor in a merit
selection process. 351

On the State level there is no uniform way of becoming ajudge. State Court
Judges can be appointed by the Governor with or without confirmation of the state
legislators and/or with or without specific terms. Judges can be elected in partisan or
non-partisan elections (which creates a whole set of problems related to the
independence of the judiciary) with varying terms. Judges can be voted on after
appointment on a periodic basis to retain or not retain on a "yes/no" vote. A list of
states and the method of becoming a judge is set forth in Table 1 of the article: Are
Judges Overpaid?352 The Table lists 12 states where judges are appointed; 13 states
where the judges are selected by a merit system and three additional states
(California, Florida and Tennessee that have combination processes); 13 states that
have non-partisan elections; and nine states 353 that have partisan elections.

351

352

Choi, Stephen 1. et al. Are Judges Overpaid at page 32, Table 1.
Ib'd
1 .

Ibid. Those states are Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Mississippi, North Carolina, New Mexico,
Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia.

. 353
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California has a mixed method of selecting County Court judges. If a position
vacated within a certain number of days before an election is scheduled then there

an open seat and any qualified person can run for that position in a non-partisan
election. If a position is vacated before the time that is set for an election, the
Governor gets to appoint a judge to fill that position and the appointee completes the
vacated term. Candidates for appointment go through a merit based selection process,

but since the Governor represents one party or another, the appointment process does
have a political element built in. At the end of a judge's six-year term, the judge must

run for re-election in an ostensibly non-partisan race. Any judge can be challenged
by a qualified candidate. Most of the time the judges go unchallenged or the

. . . challenger is not considered a real threat. However, this June there is a contested
judge's race for a position on the San Francisco Superior Court between a 12-year
veteran of the San Francisco Superior Court Bench, Thomas Mellon and a County
, Gerardo Sandoval 354 • Judge Mellon is not accused of misconduct in the
of his duties as Superior Court Judge, but is considered vulnerable
.V,","'auc,c;

he is a white male and has a courtroom reputation for sometimes being

55

and brusque. Judge Mellon is also a member of the Republican Party in a

with a large Democratic Party majority. Gerardo Sandoval's term as a San
''''''',!o',",U

Supervisor will expire in November. He is a member of the Democratic

Supervisor Sandoval has raised more than $100,000 in contributions from
San Francisco Chronicle, Monday March 31, 2008, Matier & Ross.
One judge and one attorney that were interviewed (Judge #3, and Attorney # 16 mentioned Judge Mellon
reporting negative experiences. Attorney #16 reported a negative and biased encounter during a
.-··.. "IIIt'n conference, and Judge #3 reported poor judicial demeanor. However, neither the judge nor the
reported any misconduct to the Commission on Judicial Performance for fear of future problems.
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, anized labor, development interest and not fewer than nine City Hall lobbyists and

org

public Relations firms with regular business before the Board of Supervisors. Judge
Mellon has reported raising $21,000, mostly from fellow judges. Judge Mellon,
however, has hired a Democratic Party political strategist to run his campaign. Now
the accusations begin against Supervisor Sandoval concerning improper disclosures,
campaign expenditures and fundraising (using his position on the Board of
Supervisors to run for judge). Supervisor Sandoval then chides Judge Mellon's
campaign strategist for being a Democrat now working for the Republican
establishment. This certainly seems to put a lie to the non-partisan nature of this
judges' election. Further, the idea that judges need to engage in traditional political
fundraising is contrary to the ideals of independence and impartiality. While
elections are an important part of the democratic process, they seem to be
inappropriate in judicial selection356 • There is no guarantee that candidates are
qualified beyond the basics of age and legal education and it is unlikely that the real
qualifications of impartiality, ethical conduct, and judicial temperament will be the
focus of this election.

In 2002, the United States Supreme Court found that a Minnesota canon of
judicial conduct, which prohibited candidates for judicial election from announcing
their views on disputed legal or political issues, violated the First Amendment. 357

~------------------

Note: The framer's of the United States Constitution provided for an appointed judiciary.
357

Republican Party of Minnesota, et at. v. White (2002) 536 U.S. 765.
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the applicable strict-scrutiny test, Minnesota has the burden to prove that the
on speech is narrowly tailored, to serve a compelling state interest. 358 The
€ourt observed that a "state's greater power to dispense with election of judges
altogether does not include the lesser power to conduct such elections under
conditions of state-imposed voter ignorance by restricting candidate speech." The
appellate court

359

had found that the respondent (Minnesota) had established two

sufficiently compelling grounds to justify the limitations in the judicial canons. The
first was to preserve the state judiciary's impartiality and to preserve the appearance
ofimpartiality.360 The Supreme Court of the United States then goes through three
definitions of impartiality: a dictionary definition of lack of bias; a legal definition of
a lack of preconception in favor or against a particular issue; and openmindedness.
The court does not find any of these definitions to support a compelling state
interest. 361

The United States Supreme Court further states that "there is an obvious
tension between Minnesota's Constitution, which requires judicial elections, and the
"announce362 " clause, which places most subjects of interest to the voters off

358

Id., at page 775. The Court cited Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Central Committee 489
214,222.
359

u.s.

Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly 247 F.3d 854 (5 th Cir. 1997).

360

Republican Party of Minnesota, et al. v. White (2002) at page 775.
36\

Id., at page 776.

362

Id., at page 787. The clause in question is called an "announce" clause. Incumbent judges who violate

~~ clause are subject to discipline, including removal, censure, civil penalties, and suspension without pay.
I!lnesota Rules of Board on Judicial Standards 4(a)(6), II(d) (2002). Lawyers who run for judicial office
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,,363

The United States Supreme Court finds that the "Minnesota Supreme

s canon of judicial conduct prohibiting candidates for judicial election from
.JIIllIV ...""' ....O

their views on disputed legal and political issues violates the First

Amendmen.t

,,364

Judges, especially administrative judges, can be appointed through Civil
Service merit systems. This is a merit based appointment process.

Judges (especially commissioners and immigration judges) can be at will
employees, with no formal civil service protection.

In much of Continental Europe, there is an academic route to become a judge.
attending university and becoming an attorney, a person can apply to attend
, school, complete course work and probably an internship, and then get
"j"'U~'U

..•..

to a court position.

Each of these methods has good points and bad points with regard to the
-.-uw,",,,,",,,

of the Judiciary. "Appointments for life upon good behavior" clearly

also comply with the announce clause. Minnesota Rule of Professional Conduct 8.2 (b) (2002).
is also a separate "pledges and promises" clause that prohibits judicial candidates form making
or promises of conduct in office other than the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of
Office. That prohibition is not challenged in this decision and the Court states that it does not express
view. Id., at page 770.
Ibid. The subjects at issue in the case included crime, welfare, and abortion.
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political and popular pressure out of the serving as ajudge. However, there are
""11"'---

and popular considerations built in to the appointment process. Partisan

elections are the most vulnerable to political pressure and political patronage.

The appointing power, such as the crown or the president, has a particular
point of view, party affiliation and/or a particular political philosophy. Usually the
person appointed will have the same or similar point of view or party affiliation.

Native American Tribal judges are often selected by the tribes
Executive Committee. The tribes are considered distinct, independent political
communities with natural rights in matters of self-government. Each tribe regulates

its own internal and social relations. 365 Indian Courts are significantly different from
United States Federal Courts and state courts. Tribal law is still frequently based on
-.' unwritten values, mores and norms of a tribe as expressed in its customs, traditions,
and practices. The laws are often handed down orally or by example from one

-----------36s

Getches, David H. et al. Cases and Materials on Federal Indian Law (4 th ed 1998), at page 390.

Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353 (2001).
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Tribal Judges are not necessarily lawyers. They consider testimony on custom
tradition from tribal elders and historians. Sometimes there are three judge panels

For example, the Shawnee Tribe ofOkiahoma368 has written legislation
concerning their tribal court. Minimum qualification to be a tribal judge include
being an enrolled member or parent, child or spouse of an enrolled member or
. domiciled within the territory, or an attorney or a lay advocate with special
experience, or an Indian graduate of a law school or paralegal program, and a person
of demonstrated moral integrity and fairness in their personal and business life, not
convicted of any felony, abstain from excessive alcohol, not less than 25 years old,
not a member of the Executive Committee,369 and non-lawyer judges must attend the
"""JUUJ

Judicial College in Reno, Nevada and take a week long course designed for

jUdges. Tribal judges are appointed for a six-year term370 and no reduction of
is allowed while the judge is in office, except if there is not enough money in the
to cover all tribal salaries, then the amount can be reduced for all people
by the budget in equal, proportional amounts. Judges can only be removed

Galanda, Gabriel S., Reservation of Right: An Introduction to Indian Law.
urC(!CeIlter.org.
Tribal resource center www.tribalresourcecenter.org.
The Executive Committee is the appointing power.
There is nothing in the law about being reappointed for another six-year term.
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cause and must disqualify themselves based on the usual conflict of interest

spain

There are still two ways to become a judge in Spain. The vast majority of
judges go through the examination process and then are selected to attend judges'
college. However, a law professor or distinguished jurist can be appointed by the
Judicial Commission. 372

Qualifications to Become a Judge

In the United States, Justices of the Supreme Court, judges of the courts of
'appeals and district court, and judges of the Court of International Trade, are
r"I"~'VUJ.•""uunder

"I"......

J.l""al.lull~

Article III of the Constitution by the President of the United States

to become an Article III judge, those who are nominated are typically

accomplished private or government attorneys, judges in state courts, magistrate
or bankruptcy judges, or law professors. The judiciary plays no role in the

. Tribal resource center - www.tribalresourcecenter.org.
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or confirmation process. 373 Bankruptcy judges are judicial officers of the
courts and are appointed by the courts of appeals for a 14-year term.
judges are judicial officers of the district courts and appointed by judges of
district court for eight-year terms. There are no special qualifications for these

Qualifications to be a judge in a state court are as varied as the number of
"jUrisdictions. There is no uniform requirement. In Maryland, for example, the
uualUl~''''U'VllL1

fall into tow quite distinct categories: 1. legal; and 2. professional and

The Constitution of Maryland specifies those in the first category.37S The
qualifications are:
1.

United States and Maryland citizenship;

2.

Registration to vote in State elections at the time of appointment;

3.

Residence in the State for at least five years;

4.

Residence, for at least six months next preceding appointment, in the
area where the vacancy exists;

Constitution of Maryland, Article I, section 12; Article IV, section 2. Qualifications ofa Judge,
.courts.state.md.us.
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Age of at least 30 at the time of appointment;

Membership in the Maryland Bar;

The Constitution of Maryland also speaks generally of the second category of
qualifications, by providing that those selected for judgeships shall be lawyers "most
distinguished for integrity, wisdom and sound legal knowledge.,,376

In Colorado, county court, district court, the Colorado Court of
Appeals, and the Supreme Court of Colorado, a judicial applicant must apply to a
. nominating commission that reviews the qualifications. This is a merit selection
. system that was instituted in 1966 as an amendment to the state Constitution. The

?basic qualifications for a District Court or County Court judge is:

1. Must be a qualified elector in the judicial district, and a county court
nominee must be a resident of his or her respective county at the time of selection;

2. Must have been licensed to practice law in Colorado for at least five years;

376 Ibid. It is worth noting that the salary for judges in Maryland as of7/1/05 range from $127,252 to
,$181,352 per year.
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3. Must be under the age of 72 at the time his or her name is submitted to the
governor; and

4. In counties under a population of 35,000, a nominee does not have to be
licensed to practice law, but must have graduated from high school, or attained the
equivalent of a high school education and meet residency and qualified elector
status. 377

The nominating commission typically, makes three recommendations to the
'<-lYCIlTPrnr.r,

who then appoints one of the nominees to serve as judge. 378 A Nominee

first be a Colorado lawyer before becoming a judge, except in some rural area, a
lawyer may serve as a county court judge. 379 After appointment, the judge serves
two year provisional term and is evaluated by a judicial performance commission.
each judge must appear before the voters on a regular basis in a retention
"V,,.,VlI.

380

If successfully retained, a county court judge serves for four years, a

court judge serves for six years, a Court of Appeals judge serves for eight
and a Supreme Court Justice serves for ten years. Then each must go through

in the Community, Colorado Judicial Branch, Office of the Court Administrator
Note: Supreme Court justice or Court of Appeals judge must be licensed to
law for at least five years.

k=:"~~~~
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retention election. All judges must retire at 72 years old. 381 The judicial
evaluations/qualifications use the following criteria to evaluate a judge's
,

performance:

382

1. Integrity;

2. Knowledge and understanding of substantive, procedural, and evidentiary

law;

3. Communication skills;

4. Preparation, attentiveness, and control over judicial proceedings;

5. Sentencing practices;

6. Docket management and prompt case disposition;

7. Administrative skills;

8. Punctuality;
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9. Effectiveness in working with participants in the judicial process; and

10. Service to the legal profession and the pUblic.

The commission then gathers information from various sources such as court
observations, letters submitted by interested parties, oral interviews with people
appearing before the judge on a regular basis and a public hearing. 383

An extensive booklet was produced by the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York Special Committee to Encourage Judicial Service. 384 The booklet
makes several interesting observations. Traditionally, it was believed that a candidate
for judicial office required substantial experience as a trial lawyer in order to become
While trial experience remains helpful, it is not essential for many judicial
POSItlOIllS.

385

Each judicial position has minimum qualifications required by statute.

requirements for New York City judicial positions on the Family Court,
~H1UIH,'U

Court, and Civil Court include residency, ten years as an attorney admitted

practice, and an age limit of 70 years 01d. 386

Ibid. Note: The criteria are vague and subjective. This type of evaluation may promote a popularity
as opposed to a true evaluation ofajudge's independent skills and integrity.
to Become A Judge by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York Special Committee to
Judicial Service.

cnr.nl1""~a

386

.

Id., at page 4. N.Y. Family Ct. Act section 124; N.Y. City Criminal ct. Act section 22(1); N.Y. City
Ct. Act section I02-a; N.Y. Const. Art. 6, sections 13, 15, and 20.
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Election of judges in partisan races is for positions in the Civil Court of New
York City require a political party nomination. The political parties have screening
panels for nomination of candidate for judicial office.

387

The same statutory

eligibility requirements pertain to judges running for judicial office.

There are also judges of the Housing Part of the Civil Court of New York City.
This position is appointed by the Administrative Judge of the Civil Court of New
York City. The eligibility qualifications include admission to practice as an attorney
in New York for five years, two of which must have been in active practice, before
taking office. 388

Supreme Court judges for the State of New York are elected through
partisan election. The election process was declared unconstitutional in 2006. 389 This
decision was based on the First Amendment to the United States Constitution. In
January 2008, the Supreme Court of the United States reversed the decision and
upheld the New York State elections process as not a violation ofthe First
Amendment. 390 In New York State the Supreme Court is the trial court of general
jurisdiction. New York's Constitution provides that "the justice of the supreme court

387

388

389

390

ld., at page 6.
ld., at page 8. N.Y. City Civil Ct. Act section 11O(i).

lb'ld. Lopez Torres v. NYS Board o/Elections, 462 F 3d 161 (2 nd Clr.
•
2006).

New York Board 0/ Elections v. Lopez Torres 552 U.S. _
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(2008).

shall be chosen by the electors of the judicial district in which they are to serve.,,391
Historically the nominees did not have to be enrolled members of the political party

by which they were nominated. 392 However, in practice, New York Supreme Court
Judges are selected through a de facto appointment system, which is largely
controlled by county leaders of the two major political parties: Democratic party and
Republican party.393 Onerous structural obstacles designed to ensure that county
leaders, not voters, select Supreme Court judges have prevented highly qualified
individuals from becoming justices on the New York Supreme Court. 394 The only
actual eligibility requirements for this position are admission to practice for ten years
and under the age of 70 years 01d. 395

Federal Administrative Law Judges are required to have seven years formal
administrative law or litigation experience or some combination of the two, and
membership in good standing in a bar for seven years immediately preceding
application. They are also required to have two years qualifying experience at a level

391 Brennan Center For Justice Lopez Torres v. NYS Board of Elections Court Cases 1116/08.
'!:!$w.brennancenter. org.

392How

to Become A Judge by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York Special Committee to
Encourage Judicial Service, at page 8.

lb'
Id. Brennan Center For Justice Lopez Torres v. NYS Board of Elections Court Cases 1116/08
~.brennancenter.org .
393

. 39S

Id., at page 9: How to Become A Judge by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York Special
COmmittee to Encourage Judicial Service.
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of difficulty and responsibility commensurate with the position. 396 This is a merit
based appointed position. The applicants are required to pass an examination. 397

Qualifications for State Administrative Law Judge positions vary from state to
state. The California Public Utilities Commission requires one year of experience in
the California Public Utilities Commission at a level of Senior Transportation
Representative presenting cases before the Commission, or Five years of experience
within the last ten years performing similar duties at the Senior Transportation
Representative for another state agency, or a member or hearing officer of a quasijudicial body.398 Also, an equivalent to graduation from college is required. 399
Becoming a judge in England and Wales involves a merit based selection
process.

400

To be appointed to judicial office it is necessary to have been fully

qualified as a barrister or solicitor for a minimum of seven years. 401 Advocacy
experience is not an essential requirement for appointment to judicial office. Judicial

396 United
397

States Office of Personnel Management. www.opm.gov/qualifications/ali.

Id., at page 2.

398 Administrative Law Judge I, Public Utilities Commission Open Continuous Examination Exam #
6UC17.

· 399

•

Ibid. It appears that a law degree is not required, however, it would be hard for someone to have the
other qualifications without a law degree.

400

You Be the Judge: Career Opportunities in the Judiciary in England and Wales, Department for
· Constitutional Affairs, October 2005.
401

Id., at page 5: Legislation has been introduced to reduce the minimum time period to five years.
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are made strictly on merit without regard to age, gender, ethnic origin,
marital status, sexual orientation, political affiliation, faith or disability.402

Judicial appointments are only open to citizens of the United Kingdom, the
Republic of Ireland or a Commonwealth country.403 There is no lower age
requirement, although you need to have been qualified as a barrister or solicitor for a
set number 0 f years.

404

Spain

As discussed before, becoming a judge in Spain is a career choice after law
school. To become a judge in Spain, you have to study five years of law. Then you
have to take a special examination, where 438 topics are tested followed by judge's
school. Most judges are twenty-four or twenty-five when they become judges. 405

---------------------Ibid.

· 402

· 403

404

Ibid.
Id., at page 6.

405

·

Speak Truth To Power, Human Rights Resources, www.speaktruth.org.
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Lawyer Judges

The United States has a long history of non lawyer judges, especially in
sparsely populated rural areas. Lay judges are judges who have not been admitted to
the practice of law. These judges have been part of the United States Government
since early settlement. 406 In England, part time lay judges called justices of the peace,
out number full time professional judges. 407 While there is opposition from legal
professionals, non lawyer judges are as competent as lawyers in carrying our judicial
duties in courts oflimited jurisdiction. 408

Colorado still uses non lawyer judges. Every non lawyer judge who is subject
to the jurisdiction of the Colorado Judicial Commission on Qualifications must pay an
, annual fee of $10 to the Colorado Supreme Court, and must meet a mandatory
continuing legal education requirement. 409 In 2000, the National Judges Association
. recognized a Colorado non lawyer judge, Harold Taylor, from a small county as the
Outstanding Non-attorney Judge of the United States.

410

406 Doris Marie Provine, Judging Credentials, Non Lawyer Judges and the Politics of Professionalism, The
. University of Chicago Press 1986.
, 407

b.
.
YfYotw. ntanmca.com.

, 408

Ibid. Judging Credentials, Non Lawyer Judges and the Politics of Professionalism.

409
4\0

www.coloradosupremecourt.us.
News Release, Colorado Judicial Branch, Mary 1. Mullarkey, Chief Justice, Gerald Marroney, State

COUrt Administrator.
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Judge Taylor was appointed to the bench in 1992, after a career as a
mathematics teacher. He was appointed to President Ronald Reagan's National
commission for Excellence in Teaching Mathematics and Science in 1983 and

1984.411 Before being named county judge, Judge Taylor was the assistant municipal
judge in a small town and served on the county Board of Education. He is past
president of the National Judges Association and has taught at the National Judicial
College in Reno, Nevada. 412

As a county judge, Judge Taylor handled about 480 cases annually, the
majority of which are misdemeanors, small claims, and traffic cases. 413 County
judges serve a four-year term and must be retained by the voters. Judge Taylor won
his retention election by a high margin. 414

In the United States there are approximately 25,000 non lawyer judges. 41S In
. Idaho, there are non attorney magistrates. They are paid by the number of cases they
hear in a year. A non attorney magistrate who hears less than 1,750 cases a year is

411

Ibid.

412 Ibid.: The National Judicial College has a number of courses designed for judges without formal law
School training to handle small claims, traffic court and misdemeanors. For example, see the 2008 Courses
. Spring/Summer Course announcements: Special Court Jurisdiction.
413

Id., at page 2.

414

Ib'd
1.

415

Ib'd
1.
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paid about $15,000 less than a non attorney magistrate that hears more than 4,500
cases a year.

416

In Texas there are non attorney judges, as well at the municipal court level.
All municipal judges (both attorney and non-attorney) must attend on accredited
judicial education program every year. 417 Newly appointed or elected non-attorney
judges must, within one year from the date of appointment or election, complete 32
hours of continuing judicial education before attending a 12-hour seminar the next
year and once every school year thereafter. 418

The 32-hour New Judge Seminar for new non-attorney judges offers classes
on basic court procedures, judicial ethics, juvenile law, magistration, traffic law, a
trial skills workshop, and other classes directed at a foundation of knowledge and
thorough understanding of the laws affecting their limited jurisdiction courtS. 419

416

Legislature of the State ofIdaho, Second Regular Session - 2004, Senate Bill No. 1407.

417

Texas Municipal Courts Education Center, www.tmced.com.

Ibid.: New judges that were licensed by the State Bar of Texas must only take the 12-hour seminar each
school year.

418

Ibid.: New judges' seminars are five days in length and begin at I :00 p.m. on Monday and conclude at
12:00 noon on Friday. The Texas Municipal Courts Education Center pays for accommodations.

• 419
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Missouri still has non lawyer Municipal Court and Traffic Court
judges.420 A municipality with a population of less than seven thousand five hundred

. dge. 421
may have a non I awyer JU

Within six months after selection for the position of municipal court or traffic
court judge, each judge who is not licensed to practice law in Missouri shall
satisfactorily complete the course of instruction for municipal judges prescribed by
the Supreme Court of Missouri. 422 If the non lawyer judge does not complete
satisfactorily the prescribed course within six months after taking office, the judge's
office shall be deemed vacant and that person will not be permitted to serve as a
.municipal judge. 423

In 2003, the Florida Bar celebrated the 25 th anniversary of service of Holmes
county Judge Robert Earl Brown, a disappearing breed of Florida's non attorney
judges. 424 Florida's judicial history includes 34 non attorney judges who were

420 Missouri Revised Statutes, Chapter 479, Municipal Courts and Traffic Courts, section 479.020, August
28,2007.

.

421

Id., at section 3.

422 Id., at section 8. See also Supreme Court Rules, Office of State Courts Administrator, Rule 18 - Rules
. Governing the Missouri Bar and Judiciary - Municipal Judge Continuing Education Requirements and Non
Lawyer Certification.
423
424

Ib'Id.
Florida Bar News: Nonlawyer judge rules in Holmes County for 25 years. July, 2003.
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grandfathered in at the implementation of Article V of the Florida State Constitution

in 1973.

425

Non lawyer judges are being phased out completely in some states. James T.
Leonard was the last non-lawyer judge to sit as a New Jersey municipal court judge.
He died in 1991. Judge Leonard's judicial career began in 1946, when New Jersey's
lower courts were often staffed by local residents not trained as lawyers. 426 When the
state began requiring the new judges have legal degrees, Judge Leonard and 200 other
judges like him stayed on the bench. By 1985, Judge Leonard was the last of the non
lawyer judges. He retired in 1989. 427 Judge Leonard had been mayor, a councilman,
a volunteer firefighter and a special police officer in the small town of Garwood, New
Jersey.428

Spain

Because ofthe way judges are selected in Spain through examination after law
school and educated specifically to become judges, there are no non lawyer judges.

425 Article V of the Florida State Constitution was amended in 1973 to establish a two-tier trail court
system, providing all judges must be attorneys except county judges in counties with populations less than

40,000.
426

New York Times, James T. Leonard, 80, A Non-Lawyer Judge, August 18, 1991.

427

Ib'd
I.

428

Ibid. Garwood, New Jersey is a working-class town of 5,000 residents in Union County.
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Adjudicators' Bill of Rights

1.

A Fair and Living Wage. This is crucial to preventing economic pressure

leading to improper acceptance of gifts, etc.

2.

A Forum Free From Political Pressure. This is crucial to a fair and impartial

adjudication of any matter. Employment and pay cannot be based on decisional
content or outcome. The way judges are selected can have a profound effect on this
issue.

3.

An Atmosphere ofIndependence. While there should always a chain of

command and a review system, the results of supervision and review of decisions and
outcome can never be a basis of discipline or negative/positive job performance
review. Independence does not mean a judge can do anything he/she wants to do.
Judges are bound by ethical conduct and committed to following the law. But judges
must be allowed to make decisions independent of popular beliefs and the idea du
jour. (Note: see the discussion of election of judges and term limits)

4.

A Decent Physical Plant From Which to Work and Conduct Adjudications.

This is crucial to the integrity of the process. Even items such as flags and seals add
to the atmosphere of respect. For the community to respect the process, the process
must be respected.
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Access to Education and Research Materials. This is important to accuracy.

An adjudicator must be able to keep up with changes in the law.

6.

A Reasonable Work Load. Too many cases and/or too little time to deliberate

does not support the best possible adjudication. Setting reasonable time limits to
adjudicate a matter is fine, provided there are ways to give a matter more time if
necessary without outside pressure of consequences.

7.

Job Security. Retention and tenure must not be based on the content of

decisions. Removal must be based on proof of serious misconduct or intentional
violation of ethical rules.
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Judicial Immunity
"The problem of power is how to achieve its responsible use rather than its
irresponsible and indulgent use - of how to get men of power to live/or the
public, rather than offthe public.,,429

Judicial immunity is a form of legal immunity that protects judges and others
employed by the judiciary from lawsuits brought against them for official conduct in
office. 430 Some examples are that a judge cannot be sued for libel for statements
made in the course of a trial. There are two purposes for judicial immunity. It
encourages judges to act in a fair and impartial manner, without regard to the possible
extrinsic harms their acts may cause and it protects government workers from
harassment. 431

Historically, judicial immunity grew out of the concept in English common
law that the "King could do no wrong". Judges were the King's delegates and as such
"ought not to be drawn into question ... ,,432

429 Kennedy, Robert F., "I Remember, I Believe," The Pursuit of Justice (1964) - United States politician,
born at Brookline, Massachusetts. Educated at Harvard and was admitted to the Bar in 1951, and became a
member of the staff of the Senate Select Committee on Improper Activities (1957 - 1959). He became
Attorney General of the United States (1961 - 1964) and Senator for New York (1965). He was
assassinated on June 5, 1968.
430

431

432

en. wikipedia.org.
Ib'd
I.

Floyd & Barker, 12 Co. Rep. 23, 25, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305, 1307 (Star Chamber 1607).
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Jurisdictions in the United States, in general, grant public employees'
inllllunity from civil liability for acts or omissions resulting from his/her acts as the
result of the exercise of the discretion vested in him/her, whether or not such
discretion is abused.

433

A judge is not to be held answerable in damages for acts

performed in hislher judicial capacity.434

In California it is well established that judges are granted immunity form civil
suits in the exercise oftheir judicial functions. 435 This rule is based on the principle
that the highest importance to the proper administration of justice that a judicial
officer shall be free to act upon his or her own convictions without apprehension of
personal consequence to him or herself. 436 Judicial immunity is used to protect the
decision-making process from reprisals by dissatisfied litigants. It promotes fearless
and independent decision-making. 437 Proper accountability and action by dissatisfied
litigants is to appeal a decision to a higher court, not file a lawsuit against a judge.

This protection is extended to judges at all levels. Where a civil suit under the
federal Civil Rights Act was filed against several persons, including an administrative
law judge, the court concluded that administrative law judges are immune from any

433
434
.

See California Government Code section 820.2.
Santa Clara v. County ofSanta Clara (1969) 1 Cal.App.3d 493.
ili

~

Soliz v. Williams (1999) 74 Cal.App.4 577, 585, 586.
436

Tagliavia v. County of Los Angeles (1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 759, 762.

m Thiele v.

ili

RML Realty Partners (1993) 14 Cal.App. 4 1526, 1531.
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for civil damages, on the basis of judicial immunity.438 The court states that it is

~~lear that a judge is not liable under the Civil Rights Act or under any other439 theory
for judicial acts committed within his judicial jurisdiction.

California Government Code section 821.6 provides that "a public employee is
not liable for injury caused by his ( or her) instituting or prosecuting any judicial or
administrative proceeding within the scope of his (or her) employment, even if he (or
she) acts maliciously and without probable cause.,,440

It is firmly established that judges enjoy absolute immunity from suit for all
"judicial acts" unless they have acted "in the clear absence of all jurisdiction.,,441 The
court states that the "judicial acts" for which judges enjoy immunity include all
functions normally performed by a judge when the parties deal with the judge in her
(or his) judicial capacity.442 Immunity for judicial acts cannot "be affected by the
motives with which they are performed.,,443 Nor does the fact that the plaintiff
brought a civil rights action444 for acting in a partial and biased manner alter the

438

Taylor v. Mitzel (1978) 82 Cal.App.3d 665, 670, 671.

439

Ibid.

-S ee also Genburg v. Miller
. (1994) 31 Cal.AppA ili 512, 518.
Bradly v. Gray, United State Court ofAppeals, (2003) lOili Circuit, Oklahoma CIV-03-143-M, citing
Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 (1978), Forrester v. White, 484 U.S. 219, 225 (1988), and Bradley v.
Fisher, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 335m 348 (1872).
441

442

443

444

Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 (1978).
Bradley v. Fisher, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 335m 348 (1872).
Under 42 U.S.C. section 1982.
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judge's civil immunity.445 The judge's actions were clearly "judicial acts" and the
judge had jurisdiction over the matter. The court concluded that the judge had
absolute immunity in the case.

446

Little can be done to stop an angry party from filing a suit against ajudge. 447
Such suits are usually resolved quickly, usually when a demurrer448 is granted.
However, such law suits can be a costly nuisance, wasting judges' time and draining
them emotionally.449

One example often cited by judges in the United States is the case of Los
Angeles Superior Court Judge Raymond D. Mireles, who was sued by a public
defender who was physically removed from a courtroom and brought before the
jUdge. Judge Mireles had ordered the bailiff to "forcibly and with excessive force
seize" the public defender and bring him into Judge Mireles courtroom. Although he

445

Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547, 554, 555 (1967).

446

Bradly v. Gray, United State Court ofAppeals, (2003) 10 th Circuit, Oklahoma CIV -03-143-M, at page 2.

447

Guccione, Jean Immunity Still Not Absolute, Judge Lament Los Angeles Daily Journal, 05-15-97 page

1.
448 Demurrer is a request made to a court, asking it to dismiss a lawsuit on the grounds that no legal claim is
asserted. For example, if you were sued by you neighbor for parking on the street in front of her house,
· You could file a demurrer. Your parking habits may annoy your neighbor, but the street is public property
and parking here does not cause any harm recognized by the law. After a demurrer is filed, a hearing is
held at which both sides can make arguments about the matter. The judge may dismiss all or part of the
· laWSUit or may allow the party who filed the lawsuit to amend its complaint. In some states and in the
· United States Federal Court, the term demurrer has been replaced by "motion to dismiss for failure to state
a claim (called a "12(b) (6) motion" in federal court) or a similar term. www.Nolo.com/definitions

·

449

•

GUCCIOne, Jean, at page 1.
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claimed judicial immunity, he lost in the lower court. Finally, the United States
supreme Court, in an unusual more, summarily reversed and remanded the case
without oral arguments, finding that Judge Mireles had performed a judicial act, and,
therefore, was immune from liability.450 It should be noted that the judge is not
immune from disciplinary action by the California Commission on Judicial
Performance.

However, until the United States Congress passed the Federal Courts
Improvement Act of 1996,451 judges could be sued under the civil rights laws for
prospective injunctive relief, attorneys' fees and court costs. As many as 2,000 civil
rights actions have been filed against judges nationwide since 1984, when the
Supreme Court of the United States found that judicial immunity does not bar actions
under the Civil Rights Act for prospective injunctive relief in civil rights actions, so
that a -judicial officer must pay the plaintiffs attorney fees and costS. 452 This ruling
came out of a challenge to a Virginia county magistrate's practice of jailing
defendants charged with misdemeanor offenses when they did not post bail, though if
convicted, the offenders under state law could not be jailed. The law suit cost the

450

' I
U Ire
es v. Waco, 502 U.S. 9 (1991).

451 42 USC sections 1983 and 1988 prohibits the assessment of attorney fees and costs against judges in
civil rights cases for actions taken in their judicial capacity "unless such action was clearly in excess of
SUch officer's jurisdiction." It also prohibits prospective injunctive relief against judges "unless a
declaratory decree is violated or declaratory relief was unavailable."
452

Pullium v Allen, 466 U.S. 522 (1984).
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magistrate $43,000 in attorney fees and court costs after appeals.

453

This decision

"breached the wall" of absolute immunity.454

There are some instances on a state court level when ajudge's conduct is not
immune from suit.

455

A state court judge from Illinois wrongfully terminated a

probation officer. The Supreme Court of the United States, in allowing a section

1983 tort damages lawsuit, held that judge's conduct that is "ministerial" is not
judicial and therefore does not enjoy immunity.456

Also, when a court, as part of its function, enforces certain rules, it is not
acting in a judicial capacity and is therefore susceptible to civil suit. 457 In a case
where the Virginia Supreme Court refused to allow attorney advertising, in spite of
the fact that the United States Supreme Court had held that an attorney has a First
Amendment protected right to commercial speech, the United States Supreme Court
held that an injunction was appropriate. In that case, declaratory and injunctive relief
was proper for preventing the punishment of First Amendment protected attorney
advertising. 458

453

G .
UCClOne, Jean, at page 2.

454

Ibid., quoting Chief Justice Joseph R. Weisberger of the Rhode Island Supreme Court who led the fight

!? have Congress overturn the effects of the Supreme Court's decision in Pullium.

5 Miller, Jeremy M. Chapman University School of Law, Legal Ethics: Taking the Hard Knocks of
Judicial Immunity (1992), Los Angeles Daily Journal, Vol. 105, No.7.

456

457

458

Forrester v. White, 484 U.S. 219 (1988).
Supreme Court o/Virginia v. Consumers Union, 466 U. S. 719 (1980).
Ibid.
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Judges are not immune from prosecution for crimes committed while
performing their ministerial duties. A judge was indicted for failing to include
African-Americans as jurors. The function of choosing jurors was held to

.' . I 459
mlnIstena.

Spain

Spain, like most civil law countries, select judges through public
competition, usually among young law graduates. Becoming a judge is a career
choice, and they are expected to spend their lives climbing up from lower courts to
upper judicial positions. 46o The principle of judicial accountability is developed in the

New Organic Law. 461 Three types of liability: criminal, civil and disciplinary are
discussed. 462

459

Ex Parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339 (1879).

460 Diez-Picazo,

Luis-Maria, professor at L'insttuto de Empresa de Madrid, Judicial accountability in Spain,

Cour de Cassation April 2003.
461

Arts. 405 fT. of the Ley Organica del Poder Judicial of 1985.

462 Ibid., also see Diez-Picazo, Luis-Maria, professor at L'insttuto de Empresa de Madrid, Judicial
accountability in Spain, Cour de Cassation April 2003.
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Criminal Liability

Spanish judges are criminally liable for any offence committed in the
fulfillment of their function. This includes bribery and obstruction of justice. Spain
also allows private prosecution. Private persons, even if they are not the victim of the
crime, may start criminal proceeding for most offenses. 463 This actio popu/aris
applies to judges also.

Traditional safeguards against potential abuse were abolished in 1995. Before

1995, in order to prevent the use of criminal prosecution to be used to intimidate
judges, criminal proceedings against a judge could not be started without leave of the
court of appeal or Supreme Court. 464 At a preliminary stage, the court of appeal
would conduct a non-public inquiry into the seriousness of the charges. 465 This
requirement is known as antejuicio (before the trial).466 This safeguard was abolished
in 1995, as contrary to the right of due process. 467

The only safeguard that still is in force, is that judges are not tried by ordinary
courts, but by the corresponding court of appeal or Supreme Court. This is a statutory

463

Ibid.

464

Ibid.

465

In this context "seriousness" appears to mean "viability".

466

Ibid.

. 467

Ibid.
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deviation from ordinary rules of jurisdiction. 468 The justification for this change of
the rules of jurisdiction is that the judges in the upper courts are more experienced
and detached, which helps to protect judges for purely "demagogic" convictions. 469

As a practical matter, prosecutions against judges are not frequent, but do
happen. There have been a few cases, including the conviction of one member of the
Supreme Court, for corruption. 47o

Civil Liability

Judges in Spain may be sued for damages caused in the performance of their
duties. Liability in tort presupposed malice or negligence, but statutory law is not
clear as to the level of negligence required. 471 A civil action cannot be brought
against a judge until the proceedings where the alleged damage occurred is
completely finished. 472 The final judgment in the original proceedings cannot be
modified, so that civil liability is not an entirely effective remedy against unfair
judicial decisions. 473 Civil suits against judges are extremely unusual. Also, under

468

Ibid.

469

Ibid.

470

Ibid.

471

Ibid.

472

Ibid.

473

Ibid.
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the Spanish Constitution474 the State may be sued directly for damages caused by
judicial error or "anomalous functioning" of the administration ofjustice. 475 The
state may be able to get indemnified by the official who performed the wrongful act.
There are two grounds for state liability: judicial error and anomalous function of the
administration of justice. 476

Judicial error is defined by the Constitutional Court as: 1. the mistake has to be
crucial, not simply incidental, for the judicial decision; 2. the mistake has to be
attributable to the judge (this excludes mistakes made by the parties); 3. the mistake
has to be patent, that is any competent lawyer should realize it; and 4. the mistake has
to be prejudicial for the party that is complaining of the error. 477 There is also a
procedural condition. Judicial error has to be declared as such by the Supreme Court
in a special procedure. Then the litigant can file a claim for compensation at the
Ministry of Justice. The Ministry of Justice's decision can be reviewed just like any
other administrative decision. 478

474
475

Spanish Constitution Art. 121.
Id., at page 2.

476

Ibid.

477

Ibid.

478

Ibid.
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Citizens of Spain may also file a recurso de amparo, an individual complaint
before the Constitutional Court for alleged violations of fundamental rights. Judicial
error is deemed to be a breach of the Spanish Constitution. 479

Anomalous 480 functioning of the administration of justice is much simpler. 481
This ground for state liability covers damages arising in the course of judicial
proceedings but not due to a judicial decision as such, but the workings of the
"machinery" such as undue delay in renderingjustice. 482 A claim for anomalous
functioning is filed directly with the Ministry of Justice, and follows the ordinary
procedure for damages caused by administrative actions. 483

479 Spanish Constitution Article 24. This article is roughly equivalent to Article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.
480

Anomalous in this context is used to refer to a breach of a rule or established practice.

481 Diez-Picazo, Luis-Maria, professor at L'insttuto de Empresa de Madrid, Judicial accountability in Spain,
Cour de Cassation April 2003 at page 2.
482

Ibid.

483

Ibid.
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2

Economics
"Economics is the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship
between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses.,,484
The United States Constitution in Article III, Section 1, "The judges, both of
the supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their offices during good behaviour, and
shall, at stated times, receive for their services, a compensation, which shall not be
diminished during their continuance in office.,,485

"The Compensation Clause has its

roots in long standing Anglo-American tradition of an Independent Judiciary. A
judiciary free from control of the Executive and Legislative branches is essential to
have claims decided by judges who are free from potential domination of other
branches.,,486 Alexander Hamilton, writing in the Federalist Papers487 emphasized
that "in the general course of human nature, power over a man's subsistence amounts
to power over his will."

Thus, once a salary figure has gone into effect, Congress may not reduce it nor
rescind any part of an increase, although prior to the time of its effectiveness

484 Robbins, Lionel Charles (Lord Robbins), Essay on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science
(1932) chapter 1, sec 3 - British economist and educationalist. He was professor of economics at the
London School of Economics (1929 - 1961). (Cambridge Encyclopedia)

United States Constitution Article III, Section 1 "The judicial Power ofthe United States, shall be
Vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and
establish. The judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good
Behavior, and shall, at stated Times, receive for their Services a Compensation which shall not be
diminished during their Continuance in Office." www.law.comell.edu/constitution.
485

486

487

United States v. Will, (1980) 449 U.S. 200, 217 -218.

The Federalist, No. 79

O. Cooke, ed., 1961),531.
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Congress may repeal a promised increase. 488 The decision was rendered in the
context of a statutory salary plan for all federal officers and employees under which
an increase went automatically into effect on a specified date. Four years running,
Congress interdicted the pay increases, but in two instances the increases had become
effective, raising the barrier of Article III, Section 1 Clause of the United States
Constitution. In one year, the increase took effect October 1st. The President signed
the bill reducing the amount during the day of October 1st. The court in Wil/489 is also
authority for the proposition that even general, nondiscriminatory reduction affecting
judges but not aimed solely at them, is considered barred by the Clause.

However, in O'Malley v. Woodrough 490 the Supreme Court of the United
States held that judges salaries could be subject to income tax. The Court allowed the
taxation of judges' income stating it "is merely to recognize that judges are also
citizens. ,,491

In February 2001, The American Bar Association (ABA), in conjunction with
the Federal Bar Association (FBA), filed a report entitled Federal Judicial Pay
Erosion: A Report on the Need for Reform. 492 The stated objective of the report is to
'. 488

Id., Us. v. Will a page 224 - 230.
· 489

· 490

·

, 491

Id., at page 226.

0 'A"
lVlalley v. Woodrough (1939) 30 U.S. 277.
Id., at page 282.

492

:

WWw.abanet.org or www.fedbar.org.
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raise the salaries of Federal judges.

493

It is the conviction of the ABA and the FBA

that judges' salaries as of 200 1 have "reached such levels of inadequacy that they
threaten to impair the quality and independence of the Third Branch.,,494 The report
finds that if Congress and the President do not enact reforms to ensure that Federal
judges are adequately and equitably compensated, the government may jeopardize its
capacity to continue to attract and retain the very best talent in public office. 495 The
report states that the cause of this problem is that Federal judges' salaries are tied to
the salaries of Members of Congress, and that linkage causes Federal judges to suffer
the "consequences of Congress' reluctance to award itself a pay increase or even to
accept cost-of-living adjustments provided by statute. 496 Federal judges have received
only three of eight possible cost-of-living adjustments since 1993. 497 The report
compares private sector attorney compensation with Federal judges' compensation
and finds that the disparity between judges' salaries and those of their peers has
reached unacceptable levels.

Members of the Federal judiciary increasingly are resigning or retiring from
the bench. 498 In not stating a specific salary for judges in the Constitution, Alexander

493

Ibid.

494

Id., at page I (Executive Summary).

495

Ibid.

496

Ibid.

497

Ibid.

498

Ibid. Between 1991 and 2000, 52 Article III judges resigned or retired form the bench.
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Hamilton noted, "It will be readily understood, that the fluctuation in the value of
money and in the state of society, rendered a fixed rate of compensation for judges in
the Constitution inadmissible. What might be extravagant today, might in half a
century become penurious and inadequate.

499

Congress was given the responsibility

for setting its own pay, as well as the pay of the President and the Federal judiciary. 500
The report finds that Congress and the President have worked on this problem over 30
years and have essentially failed to find a mechanism to make fair decisions about
compensation while minimizing the political battles that inevitably accompany salary

..
501
deClslOns.

In 2000, a member of Congress proposed repeal of the Ethics Reform Act's
prohibition against receipt of honoraria by judges, so that being a judge would be
more attractive financially.502 The report concludes that Supreme Court justices have
experienced a 38.3 percent loss in purchasing power, while circuit and district judges'
salaries lost 24.6 percent. 503 This decrease in the value of a judge's salary coupled

499

500

501

The Federalist No. 79 at 491-492 (Lodge ed. 1908).
The ABAlFBA report, at page 4.
Ibid.

Ibid. _ Introduced by Senator Judd Gregg (R-NH), Chairman of the Senate Appropriations
SUbcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State and the JUdiciary, at the request of Senator Mitch McConnell
(R-KY), the repeal provision -later dropped - was included in the Committee's version ofH.R. 4690, the
Fiscal Year 2001 Appropriation for Department of Commerce, Justice and State, the Judiciary and related
agencies.
502

503

Id., at page 10, Charts Band C.
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with an increase in per judge workload, has an adverse impact on the retention and
f' d
504
.
recrUItment
0 JU ges.

While the report on Federal judges' salaries came out in 2001, the issue is still
alive, especially for state court judges. An editorial opinion in the New York Times
on December 18, 2007 505 refers to a pay raise for New York judges, stating that the
state's judges are "woefully underpaid"s06 The opinion states that the compensation
crisis is a serious threat to the quality of justice. 507

Not surprisingly, not everyone agrees that there is a salary crisis. In response
to Chief Justice John Roberts report S08 that the pay increases that his colleagues have
received over the past two decades are so inadequate that a "constitutional crisis"
exists, three law professors wrote a response: Are Judges Overpaid?: A Skeptical
Response to the Judicial Salary Debate. s09 They point out that judges have been
complaining for years about their salaries, including state courtjudges.

sJO

The

504

Id., at page 15 and 16 District Court judges earned $145,100 in 2001, page 20.

505

The New York Times editorial Fair Pay for Judges, Published December 18,2007 www.nytimes.com.

506

Ibid.

507

Ibid.

508 Chief Justice John Roberts, 2006 Year-End Report on the Federal JUdiciary, January 1,2007, at 7,
available at www.supremecoUlius.gov.

Choi, Stephen (New York University School of Law), Gulati, G. Mitu (Duke University School of
Law), and Posner, Eric A. (University of Chicago School of Law), Are Judges Overpaid? A Skeptical
Response to the Judicial Salary Debate (2007) www.law.uchicago.edu/Lawecon.
509

510 Id., at page 2: Citing American Bar Association, The Improvement of the Administration of Justice 67
(Fannie 1. Klein, ed., 6th ed. 1981 and other articles from Indiana, Texas and New York.
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authors point out that it is hard to know if a judge is underpaid. 51 I Judges usually cite
salary studies of practicing attorneys in the United States, law professors, and foreign
judges. The authors question this as a proper means to determine if judges are
underpaid. 512 They also observe that salary is not the only component of
compensation. Compensation also includes "status, tenure, pensions", job
satisfaction, power, and good job conditions, including staff to help them, and (not
mentioned by the authors), usually have good health care coverage. 513

The authors of this article also state that "judicial pay should advance the
interest of the public.,,514 While conceding that there are salary differentials between
judges salaries and other legal professionals, they ask the question: is this differential
unfair?515 The authors agreed that compensation should be designed to assure that
judges perform their office diligently and attract qualified people. 516 They question
whether or not raising salaries might not change or might worsen incentives to
perform diligently in the public interest and also may "improve patronage
opportunities of elected officials, raising salaries for judges in inadvisable. 517 Then

51I

Id., at page 3.

512

Ibid.

513

Ibid.

514

Ibid.

SIS

Ibid.

516

517

Id., at page 4.
Ibid.
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the authors discuss that there are no empirical studies to show whether or not an
increase in salary would improve the performance of judges, or the quality of the
people who become jUdges. 518

After formulating an empirical study and collecting data, the authors state that
the empirical results "tell a complicated story.,,519 They conclude that judicial
productivity (specifically opinion writing) is not increased by higher salaries. 520
However, judges that face a higher risk of termination (failure to be reelected or
reappointed) are more productive than those who are not at risk for termination.521 A
review of quality (as opposed to quantity) shows that judges with more secure
positions write higher-quality opinions.522 Finally, the authors find no relationship
between salary and judicial independence, regardless of the method of tenure. 523

The authors conclude that the case for raising federal court judges' salaries is
not persuasive, but that there is support for increased salaries in states where judges
"face a meaningful risk oftermination.,,524

518
519

520
. 521

522

524

Ibid.
Id., at page 5
Ibid .
Ibid
Ibid. "Quality" was measure by the number of out-of-state citations.

Id., at pages 59 and 60.
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A survey of state judicial salaries in 2006 525 shows that the median526 salary
for state court judges is over $121,744, and that the median of chief of the highest
state court salary is $145, 184.527 The study shows that state court judges' salaries
have not increased significantly over the previous three years.

The National Center for State Courts also did a survey comparing judges'
salaries to salaries of other professionals. 528 The study shows that judicial salaries
are generally lower than physicians and lawyers, but about the same as civil
engineers.

The setting of state court judges' salaries is decentralized and accomplished in
a variety of ways, from compensation commissions to the state legislatures. 529 While
judges are not the highest paid profession in the United States, it appears that, in
. general, (with some noted exceptions for Texas and New York) they are well
compensated for their positions.530531 As the authors of the article skeptical about the

525 Survey of Judicial Salaries, Nation Center for State Courts, Vol. 32 January 1,2007. A list of salaries
for each state is included.
526 Median is the point at which half the values are less than the median number and half the values are
greater than the median number. (Cambridge Encyclopedia)

S27

Id., NCSC study at page 1.

528

NCSC Survey of Judicial Salaries, vol. 28, No.2.

529

Ibid. Note: a listing of state commissions is included .

. 530

Ibid. Note: each state is separately listed in the survey.
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underpayment ofjudges,532 contrary to United States Supreme Court Justice
Roberts,533 belief, it appears that the independence of the judiciary in the United
States is not threatened by inadequate salaries.

Economics as it relates to corruption

Another issue arises when discussing the economics of the judiciary and
judicial system. That is the issue of judicial corruption. In a discussion of corruption
within the judiciary534 Ms. Mary Noel Pepys 535 identifies a number of causes of
judicial corruption. One of the causes identified in her article is law judicial and court
staff salaries. 536 She asserts that judicial salaries that are too low to attract qualified
legal personnel or retain them, and that do not enable judges and court staff to support
their families in a secure environment, may "prompt" judges and court staff to
supplement their incomes with bribes. 537 While there certainly are complaints in the
United States concerning judges' salaries, they are not so low as to "prompt"
corruption. While individuals in any judicial system may be corrupt, the judicial
53l In a 1997 survey of United States Administrative Law Judges, it was found that Administrative Law
Judges' salaries are 70 to 85 percent less than Article III judges.

Sl2
533

514

Choi, Stephen, et al. "Are Judges Overpaid?" Infra at footnote 509.
See footnote, 508, Infra.
Pepys, Mary Noel, Corruption within the judiciary: causes and remedies. www.transparency.org.

Mary Noel Pepys is a United States based senior attorney with a specialization in the rule of law,
specifically international legal and judicial reform.

535

536

Id., at page 6.
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system in the United States as a whole does not suffer from wide-spread corruption.
However, Ms. Pepys' article a majority of respondent's described the United States
legaI system as corrupt. 538

Spain

Judicial Salaries in Spain are set by a centralized through the Ministry of
Justice section of the Budget Office. That office has the responsibility to see that all
budgets of the courts are included in the general budget of the Ministry of Justice,
including "remuneration of judges and other officers, and the material support
available for the administration of justice. 539 The services of the tribunals are
centrally financed by the Ministry of Justice. 540 The General Council of Judicial
Power has powers to initiate, propose, and in some cases, inform on concerns of the
remuneration system for judges, magistrates, and personnel serving in the
Administration of Justice. 541

The remunerative system was established for members of the Judicial Career
and for the officers in the administration of justice service, by statute. 542 The Organic
538

Id., at pages 12 and 13, Table 2.

539

JUdicial Independence: The Contemporary Debate, ed. By S. Shetreet, at page 319.

540

Ibid.

54l

Ibid. also Id., at page 330, endnote 44: Organic Law of the General Council, art.3.

542

Id., at page 332, endnote 52: Law 17, April 24, 1980.
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Law of Judicial Power guarantees the economic independence of judges and
magistrates, by means of remuneration commensurate with the dignity of their
jurisdictional function and through a social security system that will protect them. 543

According to Judicial Salaries of National High Courts, 2004/2005 (Watson
and Wolfe), Spain ranks number 12 544 at $135,686 with a COLA 545 adjusted salary of
$166,282. 546

Spain's Supreme Court was found not to be financially independent. 547 In
Spain, negotiations concerning the supreme courts budgets are conducted with the
participation of the judicial commission. 548 In Spain, the President of the Supreme
Court and its Management Department settle on the financing of the Supreme Court
with the Ministry of Justice and the Supreme Judicial Commission. 549 Management
of the Supreme Court budget as a task of the department of justice is the case in
Spain. Within this framework, the daily administration of financial needs is entrusted

543

Id., at page 332, endnote 54: Organic Law, Chapter IV, Title II, Bk. III and art. 415.

544

The United States Supreme Court ranks fifth with a salary of$203,000.

545 COLA (Cost of Living Adjustment) adjusts the actual salary to reflect the actual value of the salary in
relationship to the cost of living.
546

rd., at page 17.

Material for 2 nd Coloquium of the Network of Presidents of the Supreme Judicial Courts of The
. European Union, Warsaw, June 12,2006, Financing Activities of Supreme Courts of European States, Lech
. Gardocki, First President of the Supreme Court of Poland www. network-presidents.eu.
, 547

548

549

Id., at page 6.
Id., at page 7.
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to the Technical Chamber of the Court. The President of the Supreme Court has on

numerous occasions addressed the Ministry of Justice pointing out the need for
budgetary autonomy, but so far with no results.

550

Economics as it Relates to Corruption - Spain

In the Pepys' article onjudicial corruption, less than 50 percent of the
respondents' from Spain believe the judiciary is corrupt. 551

550

551

Id., at pages 11 and 12.
Pepys, Mary Noel, Corruption within the judiciary: causes and remedies. See footnote 534.
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Participants' Bill of Rights 552

1.

The person subject to an action in court shall be given notice and an

opportunity to be heard, including the opportunity to present and rebut evidence. 553

2.

The person subject to the court action shall be given a copy of the governing

procedures relevant to their matter.

3.

The person subject to the court action shall be given access to the law

necessary to understand and pursue their matter.

4.

Any hearing or court procedure shall be open to public observation, unless it is

in the public interest to close the proceedings. 554

5.

The adjudication function shall be separate from the prosecutorial, and

advocacy functions of the government. 555

6.

The presiding officer shall be subject to disqualification for bias, prejudice, or

interest.

552

Based on California Government Code section 1145.10

553

This section reflects the minimum due process and public interest requirements that must be satisfied.

554

E.g.: some juvenile proceedings are closed, or proceedings involving juveniles.

555

This is different in Civil Law Legal Systems.
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7.

Decisions shall be in writing, based on the record, and include a statement of

factual and legal basis for the decision. Decisions shall be subject to at least one
appeal.

8.

Ex parte communications shall be restricted.

9.

Language assistance shall be made available as well as assistance to the

hearing impaired, the sight impaired and accommodation shall be made for
disabilities.
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Conclusion and Policy Recommendations:

The United States

In general, the theoretical underpinnings of the judicial system are sound and
constructed to achieve an independent, fair, impartial and ethical judiciary. In
practice, the election of judges is problematic.

It has been suggested by some academics that the United States should reform
the judicial selection process and adopt the European way for the selection of state
court judges. 556 The author concentrates on the appointment process for the selection
of state court jUdges. She advocates the civil service model. 557 That kind of extreme
reform is not necessary. However, reforms should be considered in some areas.

First, the election of judges, especially in partisan races, is contrary to the
ideals of democracy and the balance of powers. The Founding Fathers 558 of the
United States made philosophical and intellectual choices that they believed would
put the best people in the courtroom. They decided to make judges appointed for life
through a vetting process whereby the President makes the appointment and the

556 Mary L Volcansek, Fordham Urban Law Journal, January 1,2007, Appointing Judges the European
way. Rethinking Judicial Selection: A Critical Appraisal of Appointive Selection for State Court Judges.
557

Id., at page 3.

558 The authors of the Declaration ofIndependence and the United States Constitution included John
Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, James Madison, George Washington, and
Alexander Hamilton.
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Senate consents. This gives the appointing power a chance to find out the
qualifications of the judge candidates and examine the past record of the candidates
for personal integrity, intelligence, legal ability and judicial temperament.

Some type of reform requiring the examination of the qualifications of
candidates for judicial office seems appropriate, even where judges are elected.
Actually, doing away with the election of judges altogether would go a long way
toward making the judiciary independent with accountability to the law and not to
politics. Minimum qualifications beyond age and a legal education should be
required demonstrating characteristics that make a good judge.

Second, better education for judges should be required before taking office.
Educating judges in the art and science of judging after they take office is contrary to
logic. Judging is not instinctual and a good judge needs time to learn subjects such as
ethics and avoiding bias. Requiring judges to undergo a basic educational course
before actually sitting on the bench would be a reasonable way of assuring better
quality decisions and positive courtroom demeanor. This would be a desirable
reform. Attempts at centralizing judicial education in the United States have been
unsuccessful. Centralizing and standardizing education for judges should be a
, concern of all state courts.

Third, reforms directed at better access to the courts should be supported.
Middle class and working class citizens ofthe United States do not have easy access
176

to dispute resolution through the court system. Promoting alternative dispute
resolution, such as mediation and arbitration, raising the jurisdictional amount of
small claims court, and extending pro bono or low cost legal services to the under
represented population would go a long way toward giving a greater number of
citizens access to the courts.

Spain

In Spain, through the New Constitution instituted in 1978, the theoretical
construction of the judicial system is designed to promote fair, independent and
autonomous judges. However, in practice, there are a number of problems that have
arisen.

First, reforms directed at eliminating or diminishing the delays should be
instituted. Delays, such as the ones discussed above, lead to serious challenges to the
judicial system and undermine the confidence of the community in judicial dispute
resolution. A combination of more judges, and reforms designed to make the system
less complex would help the delays tremendously.

Second, there should be an age requirement and/or an experience requirement
considered for judicial qualification. The most common complaint about the judges
voiced by the attorneys that were interviewed was that judges coming out of the
jUdicial college have no experience as attorneys and are too young to have much life
177

experience. Adding a requirement to intern under an older, more experienced judge
for substantial amount of time, such as a year, would give the new judges a chance to
develop some maturity and experience before actually acting as a judge. It would
also develop a mentor system, so that new judges would have someone to consult if
they needed help deciding a complex issue.

Third, there should be a disclosure requirement for judges to list potential
conflicts of interest including interests held by family members. Disclosure is
important for the appearance of fairness and transparency. The assumption that
judges will disclose potential conflicts of interest as they arise is problematic.
Thinking about it before the fact, makes it easier to avoid problems if the issue arises.
To assume that judges, much less the family members of judges do not have
economic interests in companies that come before the courts is, at best naIve, and at
worst, potentially underhanded. Spain has been criticized for not requiring disclosure
of economic interest by the judges. Reform, requiring disclosure, would make the
Spanish judicial system more transparent and raise the confidence of those subject to

it.

There are many paths to integrity and ethics in western adjudicatory systems.
Further success in achieving these goals requires an open mind and a concern for fair
and impartial justice.
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Appendix 1 A

May 2007
Barcelona Spain
Discussions with:
Abel Garriga, Advocat Civil insurance defense/subrogation
lordi Oliveras i Badia559 , Advocat
losep Rabionet i Rissech, AdvocatlEconomista
Eduard Soria i Badia, Advocat
Vicenc Navarro i Betrain, AdvocatiAbogado
Luis del Castillo Aragon, Abogado
Cristobal Martell Perez-Alcalde/ Presidente de la Comission de DeontologiaiAbogado
Miguel Angel Gimeno Jubero, Presidente Seccion 6, Audiencia Provincal de
BarcelonaiJutge
Santiago Vidal i Marsal, Magistrat - Jutge, Professor de Dret, Universitat de
Barcelona
Eva Soria Puig, Attorney, Institut Ramon Uull, translator

559 Names in Catalan typically are two names separated by "i". The first of the two names is the paternal
name and is the name used in informal contexts. The second of the two names is the maternal name and is
not used informally, but only in formal contexts.
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Interview with Santiago Vidal i Marsal is ajudge of the 10 th penal division of the
Provincial Court of Barcelona. He hears felony criminal cases as part of a
three judge panel. He also sits on appeals from the lower court. About 50% of
his work load is appeals.

He became a judge in an unusual way that is no longer available. Most judges go to
school (like doctors in the US) to become judges. They take an examination
and if they pass, they are assigned to a court. Some judges are appointed by a
commission of judges to the bench because they are outstanding attorneys or
scholars. This is called the fourth turn/position. Judge Vidal became a judge
both by examination and appointment. This was called the third turn/position.
He is appointed for life and has been on the bench since 1988 (this may be
wrong since he also said he has been on the bench 11 years). To be promoted,
you must apply for an open position and the most senior judge that applies gets
the position. The judge must have three years in the first or lowest court to
advance; five years in the second court and ten years for the third court with
and additional four years to advance to the appeal court.

Judge Vidal is paid by the government and is not subject to employment review
outside following a criminal code of conduct (to be discussed further) and of
course his decisions can be appealed. The appeal is to either a Supreme Court
in Madrid or a constitutional court in Madrid, depending on the issue appealed.
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As ajudge, he is subject to a code of ethics/conduct. The Organic Law of Judicial
Branch, Disciplinary Rules. A panel of judges from the Supreme Court
decides disciplinary actions for a maximum penalty of three months
suspension with no salary or a fine. If you treat litigants badly you can be
disciplined, but you cannot be disciplined for your decision unless you
purposefully give an unlawful decision.

He has never experienced political pressure directly because he does not have to stand
for election, however, he did talk about high profile cases such as terrorism or
money laundering where there is scrutiny by the press.

He has never experienced an improper communication. There is a prohibition against
Ex Parte communication.

The biggest problem with the judicial system (as expressed by Judge Vidal) is the
delay. There are long delays for cases to be heard originally and to be
appealed. An individual can stay in jail for up to two years without a final
adjudication.

Ajudge cannot belong to a political party or give money to a political party. Judge
Vidal stated that he is president of the Human Rights Commission and he had
to get permission from the higher court to participate.
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Judge Vidal gave a tour of the Ministry of Justice. One of the large courtrooms had
cameras and monitors set up so that the press and the audience could view the
proceedings. The audience was allowed in a balcony area in the back of the
courtroom, quite far from the actual proceedings. The judges' robes were
elaborate with badges that designated rank. The judges' chambers were quite
modest with three judges working in the same office.
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Interview with Miguel Angel Gimeno Jubero, Presidente Seccion 6, Audiencia
Provincal de BarcelonaiJutge is the presiding judge of the provincial court of
Barcelona, Section 6.

Judge Gimeno Jubero's is the president of a twelve member section of the court. His
position is for two years. He was elected to that position by the members of
the court. He presides over cases involving complex financial crimes.

His main concern is that there are no written ethical canons for judges in Spain. This
has been a matter of recent attention after the criminal trial of Judge (Juez de
Instruccion) Estrvil1. 560 The only action taken against a judge is punishment
pursuant to a criminal code of conduct. Other public workers can have
"administrative punishment." It is a crime for judges to commit serious
misconduct including preveracaccion (obstruction of justice), and cohech0 561
(bribery). He feels this is negative regulation. There is no positive obligation
to keep up to date on legal matters (continuing education) or ideas about how
to be a good judge (issues of demeanor and bias). He wants an ethical code
that imposes a positive obligation on judges to act ethically. There are no
preemptory challenges against judges in Spain. The main issues he sees with
the courts are delay and work load issues. Those two issues are related, of
560

The matter concerning the criminal conviction of Judge Estivill is discussed at page Infra

561 Cohecho is defined as using the authority of a public servant for his/her own benefit or the benefit of a
third person - a present, gift or offering or promise - using the power of authority - an action or omission
is punishable by tow to six years in prison and a rme of up to three times the amount of the bribe and
removal from judicial position or seven to twelve years suspension from judicial duties. (Codigo penal)
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course - too many cases leads to long delays. There is an organization in
Spain, Judges for Democracy, which is trying to get an ethical code passed as
a government resolution. He stated that there are 4500 judges in Spain.
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Interview with attorneys at large law office: Rabionet & Associats, Advocats and
Economistes. The firm consisted of 40 labor lawyers, 35 corporate lawyers
and ten family law lawyers. There were also several economist directly
associated with the firm. At the interview were: Josep Rabionet i Rissech,
Advocat and Economista, Eduard Soria i Badia, Advocat, and Vicenc Navarro
i Betrian. A few younger associates sat in on the interview.

This was a firm of politically left wing, Catalan attorneys. They explained the system
of how someone goes about becoming a judge. After law school, a test is
taken. Those students that score high enough enter judges' school. They
explained that there is another way to become a jUdge. It is called "fourth
turn." If an attorney or law professor has a notable career, writes law
commentary, or has special credentials (one attorney said: "grey hair"), then
an appointment can be made by the Commission of Judges.

The court of first impression is the City Court of Barcelona. The judges there are
often young and inexperienced. The attorneys complained that in judges'
school all the students have to do is memorize the law. The ability to
memorize is valued over the ability to use critical thinking skills. The
attorneys felt that the judges at the first level make many mistakes and are
overturned often. The attorneys found this to be a big problem because it
wastes money and time.
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The first appeal is to the Provincial Court. There are 25 sections with four judges in
each section562 • These judges are older and more experienced. The next
appeal, depending on the case, can be taken to the Supreme Court in Madrid or
the Supreme Court of Catalonia. The higher the court, the more experienced
the judge. 563

Lawyers make more money than judges. However, judges work for the state 564 and
have the prestige of being called "Your Honor" for life. It is very unusual for
a judge to resign to go back to practicing law to make more money.

The attorneys felt that their relationship with the judges was not good. They believe
that the judges see them as the enemy and that the lawyers on both sides want
to fool the judge. However, they did feel that the judges make a good faith
effort to follow the law, but the younger, less experienced ones do not do that
well.

Santiago Vidal i Marsal is one of the four judges from the 10th section. See his interview beginning on
page 180.

562

There are three high courts in Spain. In Madrid there is a Tribunal Constitucional. This court is the
final court for constitutional issues. In Madrid there is a Tribunal Supremo. This is the court that hears
appeals from provincial courts depending on the issues. In Barcelona there is the Tribunal Superior de
JUdtica de Catalunya. This is the appeals court to which most appeals from lower courts end up.

563

564Jd
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The attorneys also complained that the judges are not in touch with reality. They do
not have much life experience and the do not really have enough time to learn
the facts of the case. The judges do know the law by heart, for whatever that's
worth. The attorneys complained that the judges rule on their first impression
and in a conclusionary way, relying on bad witness and poor proof.

In Spain, the judge can have a specialist (expert witness) give information on a case.
Before 2000, there could only be one, now there can be two. The judge can
appoint the expert witness from a list of specialist maintained by the bar
association. The attorneys felt that the list did not necessarily reflect the best
experts in any particular field. The judges seem to have a problem applying
the law to the facts. The attorneys did not feel that the experts that are
appointed by the judge are actually neutral.

Legally, ex parte communications are not allowed. The judge cannot talk to one side,
without the other side present.

Young women are now going to judges' school. The attorneys complained about a
young female judge without any legal or life experience taking a very narrow
view of the law. A client was held in contempt for violating an order not to
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communicate with his estranged wife, when he called her from the airport to
tell her his plane was late and he would be late picking up their child. 565

The attorneys did agree that domestic violence was a big issue in Barcelona because it
had been ignored for a long time. The attorneys were not convinced, however,
that the effort to stop domestic violence was over zealous. 566

Ifthis is true, it does appear to put fonn over substance. However, since this was the husband's attorney
speaking, there is no way to know ifhe is bending the truth to make the judge's actions appear absurd.

565

566

All the attorneys interviewed were men except one.
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Interview with Cristobal Martell Perez-Alcalde 567 , Martell, Abogados and Presidente
de la Comision de Deontologia568 •

Judges are subject to the General Council of Judicial Branch. They have a
commission that makes inspections to determine if judges are doing a good
job. It is a crime for judges to obstruct justice (prevaricacion) and accept
bribes.

If there is ajury tria1 569 , there is an appeal to a median appellate court. There are three
high courts: Catalonia Supreme Court, Supreme Court of Madrid, and the
Constitutional Court in Madrid. The Constitutional Court in Madrid has
jurisdiction over cases that involve the Spanish Constitution. Mr. PerezAlcalde said you do not have to be a judge to be on the Constitutional Court.
It can be the dean of the University or President of the Spanish Bar

Association. It is an appointed position for seven years. The President to the
Court is elected by the members of the Court. There are (about) twenty-one
members of the court.

567

Mr. Perez-Alcalde was clearly Spanish as opposed to Catalan.

568 The Comissio de Deontologia is a committee of the Il.lustre Col.legi d' Advocats de Barcelona. This
group establishes the ethical standards and guidelines for attorneys.
569 Jury trials are only held ifit is a serious crime and the defendant requests ajury. The Spanish attorneys
and judges interviewed are very suspicious of juries.
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The General Council of the Judicial Branch can discipline or remove judges. A judge
has to be pretty bad to be removed. Mr. Perez-Alcalde mentioned
prevaricacion (obstruction of justice) and cohecho (bribery). The definition of
bribery is: authority of public servant or a benefit or benefit of a third person a present/gift or offering or promise using power by action or omission.
Violation of this law calls for two to six years in prison and a fine of three
times the amount of the bribe. A judge can be removed from his position or
suspended for seven to twelve years S70 • A judge can be disciplined ifhis
demeanor is aggressive or angry.

Different sections of the judiciary have different reputations. Mr. Perez-Alcalde
pointed out that the 9th section has the reputation of being very harsh.

Students at judicial school do a one month internship at a law firm. The intern goes to
court with the attorneys. Mr. Perez-Alcalde is happy with the judges. He
believes the problems are with the legislature, not with the judges. He said:
"Bad laws, not bad judges." He also complained about long delays. He gave
an example to a matter that he was trying in court in 2007. The case involves
Environmental Law: garbage in the water. It case began in 1992. He believes
that there should be fair judgment for the public without undo delay.571

570

Mr. Perez-Alcalde read this definition from the Codigo Penal and the translator translated it.

571

Delay was a common complaint among attorneys and judges alike.
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Interview with Luis del Castillo Aragon, Abogado. 572

To become ajudge, law students take a test and go to school. If you go to judges'
school you can be any kind of judge. There is no specialization at judges'
school. However a lawyer of reputation could be chosen to serve as a judge in
a specific field. He described a third way of becoming a jUdge. After five
years as a lawyer, a person could be appointed as a judge to a first level court.
The lawyer has to have twelve or more serious trials to qualify for this
appointment. 573

He prefers judge trials. Juries are unfriendly toward defendants. He does not trust a
jury except in homicide cases. He believes that the jury cannot understand the
technical aspects ofthe law.

Courts make mistakes. That why there are appeals. There is no presumption of
innocence. Guilt is assumed and defendants are convicted on very little
evidence. He believes that drug charges had changed the legal standards. The
example he gave is that if your name came up in a telephone conversation

572 Mr. Castillo Aragon was a revered older attorney who made a reputation representing left wing
dissenters to the Franco Regime.

573

Judge Vidal i Marsal said that this way to become ajudge was no longer in use.
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between drug dealers, your behavior would be linked to the drug deals, even
though you did not have any actual drugs. 574

He complained that judges have no practical experience. The candidate for judicial
school is accepted based on how well they can memorize. Judicial students
are removed from reality and they only study, then go from student to judges.
The new judges are young: 24 and 25 years old. They have no life experience.
They also come from the upper middle social class. They are not "street
wise." They have never done a trial and never even been a lawyer. He
believes memorizing leads to no flexibility and no practicality. They are too
far removed from the "social contamination" that they must deal with in court.
He proposed that judges not be under 35 years old and act as an attorney for at
least 10 years575.

574

This actually sounds similar to our drug conspiracy cases.

575 In general most judges in the United States are over 35 years old and have more than 10 years of
experience in the law.
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Interview with Abel Garriga, Civil Attorney, Insurance Defense and Subrogation.

Mr. Garriga explained that in criminal court there are "instruction judges 576" who
investigate crimes. They work with the prosecutor and the police to develop
evidence against the accused. The instruction judge can order an accused
jailed until the matter is resolved. He explained the case of Judge Estivil1. 577
This judge was involved in blackmail and bribery.578 He had an attorney
accomplice. Judge Estivill would threaten to jail an accused, usually a white
collar criminal, pending the investigation of charges. Of course, Mr. Garriga,
pointed out, the accused was usually guilty of some wrong doing. Judge
Estivill would then direct the accused to see a specific attorney. That attorney
would then arrange to keep the accused from being jailed if the accused would
pay a specific amount of money to the attorney in addition to the attorney's
legal fees. Then the attorney would arrange with the judge to keep the accused
out of jail pending the investigation of the matter and the judge and the
attorney would share the money. Judge Estivill was caught when a victim of
this scheme decided to report this attempt at blackmail and bribery to the

576

Juez de Instruccion

We had been warned about this case by our translator, but she did not know any detail. This was the
first time we learned the details of the case involving Judge Estivill.

577

578

See more details at pages 121 and 122.
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authorities. The investigation created a major scandal in the legal community
and was the subject of almost every conversation for months. 579

Mr. Garriga stated that this was such a shocking scandal because it was so unusual for
a judge to take advantage of his position to extort money from victims. The
court system in Barcelona (and Spain in general) has a culture of fairness and
integrity and this was a major deviation from what is expected of judges and
attorneys in their system.

It was clear that Mr. Garriga thought we were there to investigate this matter and was reluctant to say
much at first. It was explained to us that the judge who was involved in the bribery case went to jail. Now,
the judges "circle the wagon" when corruption comes up. After we spent some time together and talked,
he realized that we did not know anything about this scandal and were in Barcelona to interview attorneys
and judges for educational purposes, not about corruption. After this interview, many opportunities opened
up.
579
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Interview with Jordi Oliveras i Badia - Oliveras - Rebaque, Advocats -

There is a BenchlBar Commission where attorneys can bring complaints concerning
attorneys and judges. If the complaint is serious enough, it is sent to the
judges' commission in Madrid. They then decide whether or not to take action
against the judge. The attorneys are disciplined through the Spanish Bar
Association. Mr. Oliveras finds it unfortunate that there is not very much
interest among the bench and bar about these issues concerning ethics and
complaints. They held a meeting and very few members attended. He does
not believe that there are proper standards set forth for ethics.

There is a Commission appointed by Parliament580 that handles complaints. They are
25 to 35 members and they are too enthusiastic about finding judges who have
committed misconduct. He pointed out that because of the system of taking a
test after law school to become a judge, the students have selected themselves
for a career as a judge.

Mr. Oliveras indicated that there were four judges convicted in Barcelona of
misconduct in six years. He did not think that was very many. 581 He
mentioned the name of Judge Jose Ramon Manzanares. This judge was
removed from office by the Spanish High Court for obstruction of justice
580

Comision de Elecones con la Administrecion de Justica.

581

Mr. Oliveras was not talking about criminal convictions, but about internal discipline for misconduct.
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(prevaricacion). Judge Manzanares was the in charge of a prison. It was his
job to rule on prisoner permit requests to return home for holidays or other
family emergencies.

Specifically there were 242 such permit requests made for Christmas 1998. Judge
Manzanares only ruled on 95 in time for Christmas. The other requests were
not ruled on for two months after Christmas. Many families complained.
Judge Manzanares was not getting along with the administration of the prison,
either. He was convicted of malicious delay in the administration of justice (a
form of obstruction of justice) and sentenced to 30 months in prison and
expelled from being a judge as of January 24,2003. The court found that
Judge Manzanares had ample information to rule on the permit requests and
that his request for more information was just a rouse for not performing his
duty. The judges' refusal to do his duty was grounds for convictions.
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Appendix 1 B

May 2004 to April 2008

Interviews with Judges and Attorneys from the United States 582

1.

Judge of the Superior Court of Nevada County, Elected to the bench in 2006.

2.

General Jurisdiction Judge from the Office of Administrative Hearings,

Oakland Office. Administrative Law Judge II, member of the medical quality hearing
panel with over twenty-two years of experience.

3.

Judge of the Superior Court of the City and County of San Francisco, retired

2003. Originally appointed.

4.

*583

General Jurisdiction Judge from the Office of Administrative Hearings,

Oakland office. Administrative Law Judge II, past presiding judge with about ten
years of experience.

In order to protect the actual identity of the judges and attorneys, a confidential names list has been
prepared and is available if necessary. The judges and attorneys will be identified by number and a brief
description of his or her jurisdiction or main area of practice. There were 21 interviews: four attorneys and
17 judges.
582

583

The "*,, designates the interviews that are transcribed and attached hereto.
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5.

General Jurisdiction Judge from the Office of Administrative Hearings,

Sacramento Office. Administrative Law Judge II, past presiding judge and past
Deputy Director. Administrative Law Judge II with over twenty years of
experience. *

6.

Workers' Compensation attorney with both plaintiffs and defense experience

over 25 years.

7.

General Jurisdiction Judge from the Office of Administrative Hearings, San

Diego Office. Administrative Law Judge II, member of the medical quality panel
with about 15 years of experience.

8.

General Jurisdiction Presiding Judge from the Office of Administrative

Hearings, Sacramento office. Past presiding judge of the Oakland office and past
Deputy Director with about 15 years of experience.

9.

Special Education Judge from the Office of Administrative Hearings,

Sacramento office with five years of experience.

10.

Commissioner for the Informal Juvenile and Traffic Court - for the Superior

Court of the City and County of San Francisco with 18 years experience. *

11.

Unemployment Insurance Appeals judge with less than a year of experience
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12.

Director and Chief Judge of the Fair Employment and Housing Commission,

State of California with about 15 years of experience. *

13.

General Jurisdiction Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings, Los

Angeles office. Administrative Law Judge II with about 15 years of experience. *

14.

Administrative Law Judge II for the California Public Utilities Commission

15.

Family Law Attorney, San Francisco City and County

16.

Criminal and Civil Law trial attorney

17.

Law Professor and Federal Criminal Law trial attorney with 50 years of

experience. *

18.

Judge of the United States Immigration Court with about ten years of

experience.

19.

General Jurisdiction Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings, Oakland

office. Administrative Law Judge II, member of the medical quality panel with about
15 years of experience.
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20.

General Jurisdiction Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings,

SacramentolFresno office. Administrative Law Judge II with about 15 years of
experience.
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Administrative Law Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings, Oakland officeAdministrative Law Judge II and member of the Medical Quality Panel. (Judge
Number 2)

Judge Number 2 reported an incident of direct attempted political pressure. A State
Assembly person's aid attempted to contact Judge #2 by telephone to demand that a
respondent in a Department of Insurance disciplinary matter be granted a continuance.
The continuance was requested untimely (at the hearing), the Attorney representing
the Department ofInsurance objected, and there was no good cause as required by
law to grant the continuance request. The hearing proceeded and the Department
proved cause for disciplinary action and the respondent's license to conduct insurance
business in California was revoked. The Assembly person put her demand in writing
that the matter be reheard, with an implied threat. The letter was forwarded to the
Director of the Office of Administrative Hearings, who handled the matter. It was
shocking to Judge #2 that an elected official would get involved in trying to influence
the outcome of a case.

Judge #2 also has experienced a number of instances of disclosure and recusal.
One was during a Medical Board hearing when Judge #2 was sitting with the Medical
Board Panel. The panel was the decider of fact, and Judge #2 was ruling on evidence
and presiding over the matter, but did not have a direct role in acting as a decision
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maker. After several days ofhearing

584

,

Judge #2's daughter's best friend comes into

the hearing room with her mother585 , who is a witness for the Medical Board. The
witnesses name did not alert Judge #2, because it was a different last name than the
daughter's friend and Judge #2 had never met the daughter's best friend's mother.
Judge #2 immediately took the Medical Board Panel aside and explained the problem
and then called up both counsel for a sidebar conference. Neither attorney objected to
Judge #2 continuing to preside at the hearing, after all, Judge #2 was not involved in
deciding the matter, just presiding over the hearing. Further, the panel and the parties
would lose several days of hearing if Judge #2 had to be recused. The hearing
continued, the panel decided the case and the physician respondent was placed on
probation. Some time later, Judge #2 became aware that the daughter's friend and her
mother were very angry with Judge #2 because of the panel's decision not to revoke
the physician's license. The situation was socially uncomfortable for awhile, but
resolved itself over time.

Judge #2 had to recuse him/herself once when the respondent was a friend's
brother, once when the attorney for the judge's son in a civil matter, was representing
a respondent, and once when a physician who offered an expert opinion in a case had
been the subject of a prior disciplinary hearing. Judge #2 had to disclose several
times and offer recusal when one of the judge's law professors represented a

584 The physician, who was a psychiatrist, was charged with over prescribing a dangerous drug that lead to
the suicide of a patient.

585

The mother was the patient's significant other.
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respondent and when a family member had been treated by a physician that was
offering an expert opinion586 •

Judge #2 was threatened once in a letter from a respondent. Judge #2 also has
had a few incidents of inappropriate comments and behavior in the hearing room,
including a witness who disrupted the proceedings by yelling and gesturing. Security
had to be called to remove the witness. However, Judge #2 states that these incidents
do not affect the outcome of the matter, because "as judges we are trained to focus on
the relevant issues and not to be distracted by irrelevant 'white noise. '"

Judge #2 along with one or two other judges in the office received a Christmas
card from a respondent's attorney who fairly regularly appeared in cases heard by the
office, with an insert that indicated a goat and three rabbits had been donated to a
charitable organization in the judges' honor. This is a violation of the Judicial
Canons, since gifts of this kind are not allowed. Judge #2 wrote a letter to the
attorney acknowledging the kind thought, but declining the donation in the judge's
honor.

586

This was in an uncontested matter.
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Judge of the San Francisco Superior Court for the City and County of San Francisco,
Retired. (Judge Number 3)

Political pressure was put on the judges as a group by the powerful speaker of
the California House of Representatives. 587 He wanted a particular person hired as a
Superior Court Commissioner, a position hired by the judges. The judges decided to
give the position to another candidate. The Speaker threatened to hold up an
appropriation bill for an additional judge's seat that the court needed to lessen the
work load of the judges. When the court did not hire the person he wanted, he did, in
fact, hold up the appropriations bill for several months.

Some judges are better than others. One of the judges running for retention of
his seat this year (2008) is being challenged. He sent out a letter to all the judges,
including the retired judges requesting funds for his reelection campaign. He is not a
very good judge and has a reputation for biased against women. Judge # 3 does not
intend to contribute to his campaign.

587 None of the stories told by any of the judges or attorneys has been independently verified. They meant
as anecdotal experiences of the person interviewed and not presented or represented as true.
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General Jurisdiction Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings in the
Sacramento Office - Administrative Law Judge II was previously the Deputy
Director, presiding judge, and member of the medical quality panel with over twenty
years of experience (Judge #5).

Judge #5 is the only judge that reported an attempted bribe. The judge was
hearing a Bureau of Automotive Repair case in December 2004. It involved
"cleanpiping,,588 and other misconduct concerning improper smog tests. The Bureau
did three days of video taped surveillance, and cleanpiping occurred on all three days.
The only defense the respondent's offered was that he "did not believe the tape."
Judge #5 was on vacation the week before Christmas 2004. A Christmas card came
in the mail addressed to the judge. The return address was from a woman in Fresno.
One of the clerical staff opened the top of the envelope, which is the practice for all
mail sent to the office for anyone of the judges. The clerical staff person glanced
inside the envelope and saw what appeared to be checks. The envelope also
contained a Christmas card and a note. The clerk immediately brought the matter to
the attention of the Director and the Presiding Judge. Then the legal Department for
the Department of General Services 589 , the Director of the Department of General
Services and the California Highway Patrol 590 were all consulted. It was decided not

588 Cleanpiping is the use of a vehicle that can pass a smog check in lieu of the vehicle that needs to be
tested.

589

The Department of General Services is the parent agency of the Office of Administrative Hearings.

The California Highway Patrol is the law enforcement agency invested with the responsibility for
protecting the judges and other state employees.

590
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to tell Judge #5 until the decision in the matter was completed and mailed. The judge
ended up revoking the respondent's Smog Station Certificate as well as his personal
registration. Respondent's smog business was shut down completely. After the
decision was signed by Judge #5, the judge was informed of the attempted bribe. The
Director then sent a letter to the parties (respondent was represented by counsel)
informing them of the events and letting them know that the card, note and checks
were turned over to the authorities for possible prosecution. The note and card
purported to be from respondent's sister. The envelope contained two money order
for $500 each with a promise of "9 more" within two months if they got a good
"Christmas present".
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Special Education unit judge for the Office of Administrative Hearings Administrative Law Judge I with less than five years experience. (Judge # 9)

Judge #9 was appointed as a limit term judge for two years. This is a difficult
position because at the end of the two years, the employment agreement can simply
not be renewed. No cause has to be given. Then in 2007, Judge #9 was given a full
employment contract which requires a one year probationary period where the judge
can be terminated for failure to meet probationary goals. During the limited term
assignment and the probationary period59I , there is subtle pressure to make sure
supervisors are happy with the work including the outcome.

Judge #9 experienced an improper communication when an attorney called to
complain about the failure of a mediation agreement and was asked to intervene with
the other attorney. Judge #9 explained that it was an enforcement matter and that his
involvement would be inappropriate.

Judge #9 has also experienced parties that were threatening, loud, angry and
hostile in the hearing. One parent, a large, aggressive man, became confrontational.
Judge #9 handled the matters without calling security.

591 During the probationary period Judge # 9 is subject to two written review from the supervisor of the
unit.
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Judge #9 reports that he has experienced attorneys in social or professional
occasions acting over polite and obsequies, calling the judge, "Your Honor" in an
informal social situation.

Judge #9 was the subject of three preemptory challenges 592 • One challenge
was by an attorney who had been the subject of the judge's disapproval in a
settlement conference. One challenge was by a lawyer from a firm that was fined by
Judge #9 for frivolous behavior. The third one was incomprehensible to Judge #9.

Judge #9 pointed out the tension between consistency and independence. The
judge's decisions are subject to two levels of review before they are released. The
first review is by a colleague and the second review is by the Director of the Special
Education Division. While no one tells the judge to change a decision, the comments
of the reviewers are taken seriously. There is a question whether or not a supervisor
who is responsible for perfOrniance review should be involved in reviewing decisions,
since that person's opinion might take on more weight than is proper to maintain
independence. Also, review of this type takes on additional significance during a
probationary or limited term period. Judge #9 stated that concerns about quality,
ethics, and other important aspects of being a good judge should be taken care of in
the screening and hiring process.

592 A preemptory challenge is allowed once by each side in a case. The party has to file an affidavit
claiming the judge cannot be fair and impartial, but does not have to be specific or prove actual bias.
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Commissioner of the Informal Juvenile and Traffic Court for the Superior Court of
the City and County of San Francisco with 18 years of experience (Judge # 10).

Judge # 10 was appointed to the position by the Superior Court Judges. The
term is indefinite, but at the will of the presiding judge of the Unified Family and
Juvenile Court. 593 Judge #10 is subject to period review by the presiding judge of the
Unified Family and Juvenile Court. The decisions are considered convictions and can
be appealed to the presiding judge. Judge # lOis subject to the same code of ethics as
all Superior Court Judges and is subject to the same sanctions.

Judge #10 reported that the judge has to be careful with the juvenile probation
officers not trying to have ex parte communications about pending matters.

Judge # 10 reported an incident of attempted political pressure. The judge
received a phone call from the mayor's office requesting that a traffic citation be
pulled. The judge never got the citation.

Judge # 10 had to recuse himlherself when a friend from high school called the
judge at home to discuss the friend's child's traffic citation. When the judge realized
that it was a citation that would come before the judge, Judge #10 cut off the
conversation and recused himlherselffrom hearing the matter.

593

This position is pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code sections 256 et seq.
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a

Judge #10 was offered a gift of "worry beads" from a grateful father. The
judge politely declined.

To insure the judge's own consistency, Judge #10 has created a bench book
with fines and kinds of disposition in lieu of fines that can be imposed, and tries to be
consistent. Judge # 10 believes in justice and mercy. The judges mission is not to
complicate people's lives, but to assist in keeping children safe and protecting the
community.
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Executive Director and Chief Judge of the Fair Employment and Housing
Commission 594 and General Jurisdiction Judge for the Office of Administrative
Hearings, Oakland Office with fifteen years of experience at Fair Employment and
Housing Commission and about five years of experience at Office of Administrative
Hearings (Judge #12).

Judge #12 was involved in an ex parte communication from a family member while
acting as a general jurisdiction judge for the Office of Administrative Hearings.
Judge #12 was hearing a case involving the licensing of a elder care facility. The
matter did not finish in the time allotted so a continued hearing date was scheduled.
During the hiatus, Judge #12 was contacted by the judge's nephew who left a voice
message inquiring whether or not Judge #12 was acting as the judge in the
Department of Social Services matter. Judge #12 did not return the nephew's call.
Judge #12's nephew grew up in Orange County California and was in college in
Boston at the time ofthe communication. Judge #12 was unaware of any relationship
the nephew may have with the respondent's in the case or the case, for that matter.
Judge #12 wrote a letter to the parties disclosing the communication. Judge #12
indicated in the letter that the judge could provide a fair and impartial hearing, but
was required to disclose the communication and make it part of the record. 595

594

Judge #12 became a general jurisdiction judge of the Office of Administrative Hearings.

595 Judge #12 was required to disclose the communication and make it part of the record pursuant to
Government Code section 11430.10 et seq.
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Q

As Chief Judge of the Fair Employment and Housing Commission, Judge #12
reviewed every decision of every judge before it was released. The decisions were
reviewed for consistency as well as proper application of the law 596 • The Fair
Employment and Housing Commission has precedential decisions that are reported.
Unlike the Office of Administrative Hearings, General Jurisdiction division has a
culture of independence. Some consistency is assured through agency guidelines
which are adopted through a public hearing process administered by the Office of
Administrative Law, an independent agency of the State of California. While judges
are not required to follow the guidelines, they are requested to give an explanation if
they deviate from the guideline. The vast majority of the decisions of the judges of
the Office of Administrative Hearing are just the law of the case and do not have any
precedential value. There was no such culture of independence at the Fair
Employment and Housing Commission. This points out the problem with agencies
that have their own judges as opposed to using an independent central panel of judges
such as the Office of Administrative Hearings.

596

This highlights the problem of tension between independence and accountability.
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General Jurisdiction Judge of the Office of Administrative Hearing, Los Angeles
Office - Administrative Law Judge II with about 15 years of experience (Judge #13)

Judge # 13 has an unusual situation. The judge hears cases for the Department
of Developmental Services. This agency supplies services for developmentally
delayed children including children diagnosed with autism. Judge #13 has a grandson
that is diagnosed as autistic and receives services from one of the Regional Centers in
his jurisdiction. Judge # 13 does not hear cases that originate from that Regional
Center, nor does the judge hear cases involving autism. The judge also discloses this
status when the judge hears cases for other Regional Centers and their clients. Judge
# 13 has made this disclosure over 70 times and has not been asked to recuse
him/herself. However, a new issue has arisen. Judge #13's grandson has been
evaluated by a psychologist and Judge #13 disagrees with the psychologist's
recommendation to discontinue a particular service. This may go to hearing. Now
Judge #13 believes it will be difficult to hear cases involving this psychologist. At
least a disclosure has to be made, and probably Judge #13 will have to recuse
him/herself if this psychologist is an expert witness in any case.

Judge #13 wanted to represent his grandson at a hearing in which ajudge for
the Office of Administrative Hearings would preside. After consultation with the
administration and the office's legal counsel, Judge #13 was told he could not do that.
To do so would be a conflict of interest and grounds for termination. The judge was
also told he could not even be in the hearing room. The judge appealed that decision
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since he was a percipient witness in the case. The judge is allowed in the hearing
room to testify, but the administration must be satisfied that the judge is not "pulling
the family's attorney's strings."

Judge #13 was hearing a Teacher Credentialing Involving the suspension of a
tenured teacher. The issue was alleged threats made by this teacher to the assistant
principal. The teacher, through her counsel, made a motion to recuse Judge # 13 on
the grounds that the teacher's husband was a physician and that he knew Judge #13's
wife. Actually it was Judge #13's sister that the teacher's husband knew. Judge #13
denied the motion to recuse. The judge did not know anything about the teacher's
husband or the judge's sister's opinion of the teacher's husband. Then, while the
parties were waiting for the teacher's husband to arrive to testify, the parties worked
out a stipulation. When the husband arrived, Judge #13 told the husband that a
stipulation had been worked out and that he did not need to testify. The husband
became very angry. After the hearing the husband filed a complaint with the Director
of the Office of Administrative Hearing against Judge # 13 alleging that the judge had
been rude. Nothing came of the complaint.

Another case involving disclosure was a situation where Judge #13 had heard
a number witnesses when respondent's attorney asked a police officer who was
testifying if the officer knew a certain lawyer. After the witness finished, Judge # 13
asked respondent's attorney why the question was asked. Apparently the questions
were going toward allegations concerning the competency of that attorney. Judge #13
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l
had been involved in a case prior to becoming a judge that gave him knowledge that
the attomey was in prison. The respondent asked Judge # 13 to recuse him/herself.
Judge # 13 denied the motion, stating that the judge could be fair and ·since he knows
the attomey to be a crook, knowledge ofthat fact was in the respondent's favor.
However, after considering the matter further, Judge # 13 did recuse him/herself and
granted a continuance in the matter.
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